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PART I. DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIAL TEENS AND PARENTS STUDY

1.0 STUI?Y DESIGN

1.1 Introduction

The Special Teens and Parents (TP) Study was designed to be a

four-year longitudinal study of the impact of P.L. 94-142 on learnihg

disabled (LD) adolescents and their parents. The study, conducted.by
)

Abt Associates Inc. for the Office of Special Education, sought to determine

the immediate and long-term consequences of certain provisions of the law as c

they affected (1) learning disabled students in secondary schools and (2)

those responsible for developing and implementing policies, programs and

procedures to benefit these. students.

The study consisted of 16 Contrastive longitudinal' case studies of

selected learning disabled adolescents. Each case study provided information

on the student's educational experiences from multiple perspectives. Each

case study was intended to continue four years and to include the transition

from high school to work or post=secondary training.

This report presents findings from the first year of student study

and analysis. The findings are based on the case narratives prepared7for

each of th e target students. The "focus of 'the study was on determining the

impact of four provisions of the law: comprehensive individual educational

evaluation, individualized education program, placement in the least restric-
,

tive environment; and parent al involvement and procedural safeguards.

The remainder of this chapter contains a discussion of.the study's

conceptual framework and study'desiqn, field site and case study student

selections, instrument development and data collection procedures, and data

analysis. The, target students are described in the second chapter. The.

impact of the provisions of the law are discussed_in Part II.

1.2 Conceptual Framework

The STP Study investigated both the'direct and indirect consequences

of P.L. 94 -142 by examining closely the experiences of the adolescent and his

or'her family. The study cqncentrated on the impact of the provisions of

P.L. 94-142 in two broad areas: personal and educational. The personal area'

included personal feelings, social skills and behavior, school attitudes, y



and behavior and career choice. The educational area included educational

history, referral and evaluation, current plaCement and services, 4ademic

performance and progress, and parental involvement in the education process.

Although P.L. 94 -142 is having a direct impact on parent and

-sty4nt awareness by focusiag_attention on the rights and respect due handi-
e

capped individuals, its major impact is indirect, operating through the

translations of the provisions of the law into administrative and instruc-

tional praCtices that are implemented with a particularoltudent and his or

1

her family.

For each of the four brpad provisions of the law that are the

focus of our study, we address, certainissues:

a.

What are the specific requirements of the law related
to the provision?

How are these requirements isdplemented in secondary
school programs and practices for learning disabled
students?

What is the impact of these school programs and practices
on learning disabled students and their families?

What insights can be o'ffered to guide those concerned
with developing secondary school programs and practices
for learning disabled students?

1.3 Field Site dhd Case Study Student. Selection

The field site for the STP study,'Martha&stis County, is

large, suburAn, county -based school district located within'a major metro-

politan area The county is typically middle, class, young, and predominantly

white. The median family income for the count;41t,as $28,500 in .1977; the
. .

median house value was $68,200. The population of the county is very mobile.

with about 20 percent of the households moving during any given year, although

almost half of those moves are within the count. The mobility 'rate of

families with high school students is somewhat lower.

The population of Marth Custis County is well educated!

79 percent of the population 25.f.years.and older are high school graduates;

30 percent are college graduates. The county enjoys a healthy industrial

clitnate and employment s4uation. About three-fourths of the employed poptila-

tion hold white collar jobs. Exhibit 1 describes Martha Custis County

Contrast with the rest of the state and the United States.

4,



Exhibit 1

Comparisons of Selected Demographic Characteristics, 1970
Martha Custis County, State, United States, and Regions

Education: '

Median School Years
' 12.9

High School Graduates 78.8
% College Graduates 30.3

Martha Custis United, North- -North
County , State States , east Central South

11:7 12.1

47.8 52.4
12.3 10.7

,12.1

53.0
11.2

12.1

53.7

9.6"

11.3

45.1

Employment:'
.

.% in Civilian Labor Force 56.6 54:7 56:7. 57.7 458.2 54.8White Collar - , 75.2 1 49.0 48.2 51.3 45.8 45.4
_Blue Collar . 17.2 36.2 35.9 35.6 '37.2 _37.7Agriculture 0.2 2.7 3.1 1.0 4.4 3s7Service, N7.4 12.1 12.8 12.2 " 12.7 13.1

Income:-
, ,

Median'Income 15,707 9,049 9,586 10,537 10,134 8,075% Below Poverty 3.5 . 12.3 10.7 7.6 8.3. 16.3% Earning:
Le'ss than $2,000 2.2 ,6.6 5.9' 4.1 4.7 . 8.9Less than $5,000 ,6.2 22.0 20.3 15.6 17.3 27.9Over $25,000 14.6 1 4.7 -4.6 5.8

k lk
,

4.4 3.4Per CapitakIncome
1,1973 6;488 4,886 5,041 5,435 5,263 4,447
T 1969 4,542 3,410 3,733 4,162 3,839' 3,126

vIousing:
,% Owner Occupied t. - 62.0 62.0 62.9 47.6 68.0 64.7Median Value ' - 35,400 17,100 17,000 19,400 16,700 13,500

Median Number of Asoms 6:3 . 5.2 5.0 5.1. 5.1. .9% over 1.01 Persons/Room 3.6 8.0 8.2 6.5 7.3 10.3
Median Re'nt . 164 92 89 92 89 71

, .

We

12.5

62.3
13.2

564
5247

31.1'

3.1

13.2

10,263

8.9

.

4.8

17.9

5.3

5,725
3,999

59.0
20,500

4.7

8.4

106

Source:, O.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population, General Social anqmpconomic
Characteristics, State, PC(1)-C48. Characteristicsiorthe Population, united Statep
Summary, Volume I, Part 1, Section 2, PC(1)-01. 1970 Census of Housing, General Housing
Characteristics, State, MC(1)-A48. General Housing Characteristics, United States
SuMmary,1C(1)-A1, Survey of Current Business, August 1974.

Note: Regions of the United States are defined following standard Bureau of the Census defini-
tions. For a detailed listing of states comprising each region, see Part 1, 1970 Census

(Usilits' Guide, page 77:
, 4 '

1 J.v.



S.

Thd Martha Custis County Public School District has an enrollment

of 129,652 students. The district's secondaiy program is organized into
1

junior high or intermediate schools for grades 7 and 8, and high schools for

grades 9through 12. The district offers a departmentalized self-contained

program for learning disabled students that is housed in several district

high schools. In addition, each high school in the district offers LD

resource classes. There is no special vocational development program for LD

students; they are expected to partin.paEe-in regular vocational education.'

The district has had at least three years of experience with self-Contained

learning disabilities programs at the high school revel.

Once approval for the STP Study was granted by district adminis-

trative and research staff, two high schools, O'Brian sand West Forest, were\ ,selected as sites. These two 'high schools offered both self-contained and

resource class programs for LD students. Sixteen students in ninth and

tenth grades were selected from both the self-contained and resource

programs in each high school as follows:

41 %

. Resource Self-Contained

O'Brian High School
./ 3 5 0

West Forest High School 4 4

The selection.of students involved several" steps. First, nomina-

tions of students were solicited from the teaching staff in both high schools.
k

Teachers were encouraged to consider the following .points in their nomina-

tions:

A

....Potential for parent/student cooperatiOn;

\ad.la*ALength of time in,the school rict;

Possibility of being reclassified or dismissed
from special education (teachers,were told, we
were interested in following some students who
had a high prOSability of moving to a less res-
trictive environment);.

Sep (there are relatively Cew female LD students
4
and-we wanted at least two females in our study);

So oeconoMic.level (both high schools serve
lo and high SES neighborhoods); ."

5
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,

Whether the high school wag-the home-based Wh . ' 4
kh4o1 for the student$7. e q

Vocational educ on plans.(teachers were informed

that we wishe to study.some stuairIs in vocational

educational rograms); : .

, , =

,

Degree
.

of be avioral'dysfunction displayed (students .

:differed in t'edegree tb which their learning dis-

.
abilitiesAverecOnfounded with behavior or motiva-

tioon problemsr; and .

.
.

Nature of thelearning disability (students,differed"
in their level of functionirigan4 in'the4degree to

t
-which their learnill handicap was considered to be,a

, e .specific learning disability).

Once potential students' -:were identified, school staff contacted the.
,

familiesof nominated students to discuss the study with them and to obtain

their consent for Abt Associates staff to contact them. As interested-

families were,,-p,, Abt staff met with parents, discussed the s dy with

theta, obtaineeth written consent,'and collected baseline data parents'

involvement in high schbbl decisions regarding their child and their view of

the child's school program. Aldo, at this time, plans were made to inteYview

the student.

1.4 InStrumentalon Development

-01

The clinical/ethnographic case study affordd an opportunity to

examine multiple types of data over an extended,tithe period for seledted

students: .We were aware of the problem of designing-instrumentation for

a longitudinal study and the difficulty of maintaining comparability from

year to year so that within-cise (over time) and across -case generaliza-

tions could be made. gwever, the line of questioning repeated across

multiple sourced promided'a rich body-of information from which to develop

case narratives. ,4le there is no easy solution to some of the.methodo7

lagicalprobleakkocountered in a small-sample, longitudinal case study,
JP

several considerations were taken into account in designing instrumenta-

tiontir
)

The use of skilled case analyst; familiar with the
learning disabled population and the provisions of

P.L. 94-142;

The use of multiple types of data collection;

6
13
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'The choice of certain dslablished interview and
observation techniques known-to be sensitive to
Changes over timela and

,

e, The choice of multiple measures and (where appro-

priate).muitipl:respondents to-validate the measure-
ment of .each characteristic or outcome measure.

The original instrument battery contained: =structured Interview,

reporting forms for,interviewingParensistddents and teachers; observa-
A

tion forms fo4ruse when observing the student in class; and forms to, record

data abstracted from.recOrds. SUbtquently, unstructured interview forms

were developed for.inStrviewing the directors of the LD self-contained

programs, guidance counselors and other administrators.

The instrument development was accomplished through several

steps. First, we identified the items of information needed to describe

the programs and practices that had developed in response to 'the P.L. 94-142

provisions of concern to, the study. At the same time we identified the .

particular personal and educajtional information we needed for each student

and family. Second, we i ified potential sources for obtaining both

student end program i7formation. Third, having identified the item content

of the instruments and potential sources, we designedspecific interview,

observation or record abstraCtion guidelines to obtain the needed informa-

tion from each potential sour e..The guidelines served the dual purpose

of structuring the data collection process -- whether interview, observa:-

tion or record abstract forms -- and providing a recording system for the
,

data collected. Fodrth, for the unstructured interview guidelines, each

information item was translated into suggested phrases or lead-in questions

and probes were developed to be used by the interviewer to elicit the neces-

sary information from the respondent.
,

The initial unstructured interview and observation,guides served

as a useful starting point for collectingtasqline data in a consistent
.r.,

and uniform manner. Subsequent interview protocols were developed,using

a more ethnographic approach. First, the new information needed on each
.

.
. student from that particular interview session was determined and a common

set of interview questions prepared. Second,-each student's past case
...---

narrative wag reviewed and follow-up issues of particular' concern noted

for that student. Thus, the subsequent interview and observation guides,

0



were tailored to the individual student's situation, with in-depth informa-

tion collected on specific issues or student experiences of particular

interest to the study, and general information on 'personal and educational

characteristics colleCted on all students.

Although the data collection instruments were unstructured in

format, Strategies to insure uniform data collection across all cases were

deVeloped. Standardization was encouraged by having each case analyst

review all the case narratives, suggesting particular lines of inquiry to

be-explored with each student and agreeing on the common questiTs, expan-

sions and probes to be pursued, in the interview situation. Joint inter-
.

viewing occurred in the early stages of the study to assure that both case

analysts explored the same issues in the same manner.

During the process of developing the lines of inquiry, both the
AWN.,

intents and the actual phrasings were reviewed for clarity, sensitivity, and

accuracy of measurement. A critique for each instrument was provided by a

representative of the resodent gloup to which the instrument was targeted.

Each external reviewer was asked to give verbal feedback to project staff

on the itemointents and to suggest phrasings different from those generated

by the project staff.

The entire package was reviewed%by the project's technical

reviewers and the feedback from these reviewers was used )o develop a final

version of the entire package.

1.5 Data Collection

An ethnographic case study methodology reqbires, that data collec-

tion be conducted by case analysts who are, thoroughly fathiliar with the

issues of concern to the study and who are skilled interviewers an4 observers.

Because the study was longitudinal, the case analysts had to remain constant

over the years of investigation. Using consistent and skilled case,analysts

not only assures quality data coikbction and'analysis, but also assures

school personnel, the students and their parents that their contact persons

will, remain constant and are knowledgeable about.and sensitive to the under-
,

lying concerns of LD students.

Although one of the original STP case analysts left the study,

her departure occurred before most of the students and'families assigned to

8
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her had been. interviewe . Only three students experienced a change

tiin case analysts, and is change occurred immediately after the initial

interview sessidn..., 0411 subsequent interviews with these students were con-

ducted byl-thtse case analyst.

4

* .

Case analysts were assigned to students according to the syaem

presented below: 4

O'BRIAN HIGH SCHOOL WEST FOREST HIGH SCHOOL

Resource Self-Contained Resource Self-Contained*

Parents/Students Agard Brannon

School Staff /Records Brannon Agard

/ 9

Brannon Agard

Agard Brannon

This assignment system assured that the t4o case analysts became

familiar with both types of programs, both schools, and bbth sets of parents,

students and school staff. Also, this division of labor ensured that both

'case analysts had 44'maximum familiarity with all the study students an d with
r.

the operation of special education programs in.'the two-schools. It minimized

' certain biases, and provided each study respondent with a greater sense of
.P

confidentiality about the content of the interviews or observations, since

neither case analyst was in the position of having "all the information" or

listening to "both sides of the story" about the students' progress..

The data collection efforts are summarized in Exhibit 2.

Information on the students was derived from three interviews that

occurred in the fall, winter, and early summer. Interviews with teachers

occurred in th winter and late spring. Observations of the students in class

occurred during the late winter and throughout the spring. Every student was

observed in at least two classes and mosit students were observed in both

regular and special education; settings. The students' regular and special
4

education teachers and guidance counselors were interviewed. Interviews

were also conducted with the senior resource teacher and the LD self-contained

program director at each high School. Interviews with the administrative

supervisor for 411 LD programs provided district policy and program-informa-

tion.
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1.6 Data Analysis

0

! .

The analytis of case study data has to be qualitative in nature.

4

There may be quantifiable data collected on-each target student (e.g., grades,

test scores, class rank), but the small'nuMber of studentsih the study does

, not bermit any form of statistical manipulation of those data.

The fitst and most critical step in the analysis of case studies

0

7.

,

was the development of the case narrative. Case narratives were prepared Or'

all the students in the study usipg the information de 'v %pm interviews,

obserirations, and existing records. The Case narratives were updated quarter-

ly based on the raw data collected., The second step"involved a synthesis and

interpretation of thd case harratives to derive a composite picture of learning

disabad-tdolescents, and an issue-oriented discussionlOf th'e impact of'the

selected P.L: 94-142 provisions.

In an ethnographic study, data collection and data analysis proce&d7

in tandem. The case narratives serve as an intellectual springboard, with

partiCularotudent's experience suggesting a new impact,consideration to be

Ar
investigated in, further interviews, expanded on imlater case'natratives, and

ultimately included in later imPact:discussion reports.

/

10
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Ekhibit 2

. r Data Collection Calendar '

Fall
1979

Winter
1980

Student
Interviews

Parent,

Interviews

nis4rator
Interviews

Student
,Interviews

tt'arent

Int*. iews

'Teacher
Inteiviews

rd

Early
Spring
1980

Late
Spring

. 1986

ti

Sumner
1980

Cass . I retA Student
0 ervations Cpeervationt-- Interviews

Y'

Teacher .Teacher Parent
Interviews Interviews Interviews

, Guidance Administrator Record
Counselor Intterviews Review
nterviews

7

,
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF STUDENTS

I
The STP students were selected from both resource and self-

\.--contairied.programs in two high schools, O'Brian and West Forest. A brief
1 description of each of the students is provided in, Exhib)A 3; Exhibit 4

outlines ttie educational placement of each student. In the pakagraphs below,
we summarize the personal and educational background of the STP students.

2.1 Personal Background

2.3.1 Personal Description

The STP students comprised 3 girls and 11`bOys. All the students
were 16-17 years old during the school year with the exception of Anne
Tupper, who was 18. Wally Quinn and Jock Fine were ninth graders; the
other students were all in tenth grade. Anne Tupper was the only student who

1pad seriously considered dropping out,of school, although that had recently
become an attractive option to Julian Lombardi, who wants to join the military
and Sally Benson, Whorwants to get married.

Although there was wide variety in the physical characteristics

orthe ST' students, ira general appearance and demeanor they resembled a
typidal grqup of students. With the possible exception of Wally
Quinn, who ',,Jas in the ninth gradeland still physically immature, none of
these students would be identified as learning disabled from hisor her
physical attributes.

./7
2.1.2 Family Background

The great majority of the. STP stutents'came from intact families.

1

However, one student lived with foster parents; (le student's mother had
.

recently died; and two students had divorced parents. tddie Lawrence's
parents were quite elderly;. Julian Lombardi's were of forteign birth with
limited abilities to ;peak and understand English. One student, Stuart

-Warren, had a child of his own, fiSr whom he had assumed, primary'finahcial

.responsibility.

One of /the families were poor or on welfare; a few were wealthy.
Many of the parents held professional positions, and quite a number ran small
buginesss of their own.

4
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2:0 DESCRIPTION OF STUDENTS

ti

The STP students.were selected from both resource and self-0

contained programs in two hiW schools, O'Brian and West Forest; A brief

description of each of the students is provided in Exhibit 3; Exhibit 4

outlines the' educati nal placement 9f ea.th student. ,In the paragraphs, below,. .

'we' summarize the pers nal and educational background of the STP students.

Personal Background

2.1.1 Personal.Description

The STP students comprised 3 girls and 11
1
boys. All the Ltudents

. were 16-17 years old 4durinq the school year with the exceptiOn of Anne.

Tupper, who was 18. Wally QuiT and Jock Fine were ninth graders; the s
'

Iother students were all in tenth gradT. Anne Tupper was the only student who

had seriously considered dropping out of school, although that has recently

become an attractive option to Julian Lombardi, who wants to join the military
. -

and Sally Benson, who wants to get married.

Although there was wide variety in the physical characteristics

of the STP students, in general appeasrance And demeanor they resembled .

.

'typical group of high school students. With the possible exception of Wally

Quinn, who was in the ninth grade and stAll physically immature, none of (

these students would ke identified as learning, disabled frcim his or her'

physical attributes.

2.1.2 Family BAckgrOund

.The great majority of the StP students came from intact families.

However, one student lived with foster parents; one student's mother had

recently died; and two students had divorced parents. Eddie Lawrence's
parents were quite elderly; Julian' Lombardi's were Of foreignbirth with

limited abilities to speak and understanh English. One student, Stuart

'Warren, had a child of hip_owp, f6r whom tie /AA assumed primary financial

responsibility.

None of the families were podr or on welfare; a few were wealthy.

Many of the parents held professional positions, and quite a number ran small
businesss of their own.

a
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Exhibit 3 -

Brief Description of STP Students

SELF-CONTAINED STUDENTS*

O'Brian High School %:

Sally Benson is a lovely, blond girl.-.who lives withber four
brothers and sisters in a foster home. While She was living with her natural
mother, her faMtly moved frequently, which-disrupted her schooling. The past
two years-represent a period of educational continuity and stability. Sally
has achieved academic success in her self7contained classes, where she feels
protected and not pressured. She has made. friends with other LD students
and is seriously involved with a fellow-LD student whom she plans to marry.,
Sally was very angry when .the school district reassignpd her to a self -

,contained program in a school close to her foster parents' home. Shd
threatenedto quit rather than change schools; an interim, informal, unsanc-
tioned.solution,has been for her boyfriend to drive her to O'Brian each day.
Sally has not passed her minimum competency tests and has such difficulty
with basic'skills such as making money change that it is difficult fyr her
to find a part-time job.

Eddie Lawrence is the youngest son of a very large family. His -

parents -are quite elderly and he is.the only child at home. Eddie was
transferred into public schools from a parochial school setting-which could
not give him the specialized help he needed to support his regular academic I

program. For the lfflat several years, Eddie has been mainstreamed for about
half his courses. He has done wellacademically, ,has passed his competelp
exams,, and has had several opportunities to move into the resource program.
Eddie has refused to consider resource placement because he has a great
aversion to change. He will, howeyer, be enrolled in a vocational program
for the coming year and be on the:job-site for part of every day.

Julian Lombardi is.the middle son of an'immigrant family who
runs its own business. Julian and his siblings work very,hard at home and
at the btsiness. His parents do not speak English very well, which inhibits 1
their ability to communicate with the school about Julian's,learning problems.

' Julian has become very discouraged by school during the past year and has
attempted to join the military. Unfortunately, his reading ability is pv
low that he has not been able to pass the screening exams..

Anne Tupper, at 18, is the oldest student in the study. She
lives at home with her parents.' Anne's mother had a difficult time convin-
cing school personnel 'that Anne was not "just lazy" and dhould be evalpated
tb determine what her learning problems were. Since Anne has been in the .

self-contained program she has received mostly A's in her classes despite her
chronic absenteeism. She functions well in the less threatening, non-
pressured special class environment.

Stuart Warren has recently become the father of a baby girl wom
he is helping care for and supporting financially. During the stimmer.Stuart
worked two jobs ;.he will continue to work after,school And on weekends,during'
the school year. Stuart's ability level is low, and he has to work hard on
to succeed in his self - contained classes. Stuart has always resented
not being able to attend his home-based school,which is very,near his home
and a so 1 center for hie friends; he was therefore pleased when he was
reassigned to the new self-contained program in his home-based school.

* Stude named are fictitious.

.//1
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SELF-CONTAINED STUDEiTS*

Exhibit 3 (Continued)-14

Nor

West Forest High School

Wally Quinn is a thin; shy, timid, insecure and somewhat hunched'

ninth-grade boy,(who seems to suffer more than his share of abuse from other

students. He has virtually no friends, and despite having been promised he

woula never have'to change schools or o ams again, he was transferred to

anew self-contained program in the high school two blocks from his home.
Wally.is able to do the academic work in his self - contained classes but

requires contliderable individual help

Vickyliallack is a very a - ctive, charming teenager where language

and. communication skills have recen mat ed to the point where s Has

been able to make friends.with girls I regular program. She works

diligently in her classes. Although occasionally she seems dependent -ort her

teachers andparents for help, phe is generally able to use these_resoues

effectively to help her cope. Next year, Vicky will, be in a child development

vocational program At'her home-based high school.

Bill Smithis an extremely; shy and frequently hostile young man.
This past year he'attended a carpent0 program in the mornings at a vocational

center and'returned to West Forest for physical.education and English.

Neither the Vocational CenterAor Weit Forest 4..,s his home-based pchool.

Next year Bill be involved in a nonpaying work/study experience at a
construction job site run by the school. Although he is capable of extremely

good carpentry work when motivated, Bill's attitude has deter.orated this `

past year, and he hal not accomplished asmuch as he could. He has failed

PE, a course he must pass to graduate and there will be no opportunity to

take PE or earn a PE credit at the job site. He has extreMe4y poor verbal

and serious difficulty with reading. '

Tim Michael, is a small, slow developing young man who does reason-
.

ably well in his self-contained and vocational classes, has several friends,

and has generally been able to find part-time jobs. Next year, Tim will be

in a new career exploration class offered by 'the LD self-contained, program.

In the fall, the students will explore several career opportunities, seledt-
.

ing one as a work/study site for the following semester.

* Student names*are fictitious.

a.
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.Exhibit 3 (Continued)

RESOURCE STUDENTS*

O'Brian High Schtol

' Marshall "Deeter" Shilman is 'an attractive, articulate and sociable
wrestler who has been*iii 'Erpecial'programs since elementaryAfhdol. Deeter
works hard and diligently at his school work and has managed to achieve
much in his regular lasseS. He expect to attehd 'college. Although
Deeter was recommend d for dismissal from special education after his last
triennial, his reso ce 'teacher and his parents agree that he should remain
in the program at least for his jUnior year, which is critical in terms of
college preparation. Deeter agrees with this decision. Deeter is. the only
STP student taking classes designed primarily forcopege-bound students.,
Title classes are difficult and demanding; however, he has done quite well
using the resource class suPport very effectively.

,

ffen Long is a student who was so tired of being labeled LD that
he insisted on being withdrawn from the special education program. Ben is.
very interested in mechanics, small engines, cars, trucks, and construction.
He is in the second year of a vocational program in auto body repair and is
surviving in his regular classes with support from his parents.

Jock Fine is a ninth grade student who receives his math instruc-
'tion through the resource program. He and his mother have a homework program
that includes flour to six hours of study and preparation each night. Although )
school staff view this as very restrictive of Jock's free tithe and recreation,.
Jock doesn't seem to mind too much, although he is looking forward to his
family's mOviRg to a rural town in another state where the. school demands
won't be as tough.

- or

*Student names are fictitious.
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Exhibit 3 (Continued)

RESOURCE STUDENTS *
a

West Forest High School

Dick Bison is.the middle son of wealthy parents. He has a 1o1g

history of receiving special help andywas in self-contained classes prior to ,

his current resource placement. Dick is an athlete and is committed to

attending college on an ,athletic scholarship. His most receneacademic year

indicted an increased awareness on his part that 'he must make more of an

effort to study and ask for extra help so that he could improve his'grades

sufficiently to be eligible forvcollege.

David Graves is a student from a financially well-off family. He

has been a special education. student since early elementary school. This

past year, David filed several courses; next year, he will repeat the

10th grade in a local private school which has a special education program.

David is the STP student with the most clearly_articulated commitment to a

specific career--that of emergency medical technician. Although he talks

about his career plans and has read all the material in the career center

on the subject, he has done little academically to prepare himself for

this. goal.

Peter Lazer has been accepted into the resource program after

years of personal frustration because he did not perform as well academically

as his siblings despite a high verbal IQ. Peter's academic potential is

possibly the greatest of all the STP students. This past year Peter was only

moderately succes'ful; he had real trouble in terms of both behavior-and

grades in several .classes. Next year, however, Peter has dropped the resoace

class and will be following a very heavy academic schedule. He has decided

.that he must take certain subjects to qualify for college, even though there

exists little past evidence thathe can maintain and pass such a heavy load.,

He will, however, be maintained as a monitored student.

Ted Thompson is the only son of a very recently widowed professional'

who lives in the affluent community around West Forest. Ted had an unsuccess-

ful academic year; he passed all courses but got Ds in several. His father

has removed him from the resource class for next year, partly because he was

convinced by the math teacher that the resource teacher did not know enough

math to help td with his courses. Ted has signed up for a heavy academic

schedul next year, seemingly at his father's urging.

*Student names are fictitious.
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Exhibit 4
/7

Description of STP Students''Special Education Placement

Studept School
Home-Based

School Grade
Placement

'When' Selected
Placement

During Study
Regular.

-

A
Classes SpeCial Classes

1 .
Dick Bison

Y

West Forest

.

Yes

...

10

.

Resource

.

Resource

.

.

. ,

English Basic Skills Review
World Culture
Algebra
Biology

.PE

;Jock Fine' O'Brian

.

Yes

.

.

9 - Resource
. 1 - ResoUrCe

.

English . Basic Skills Review
World Geography (Math)
Earth Science 9
Orchestra
PE

' .
David Graves West Forest- _.... Yes

.

f
ill

A

o,

. -

Resource

.1

Resource English Basic Skills Re iew
Earth,Science
'Algebra

Accounting __

PE

Peter Lazer West Forest . Yes 10 Resource ,Resource English Basic Skill 'view
Biology

Industrial Arts/
Electronics

S



Exhibit 4 (Continued)

Student
%

School
Home-Based
School

f
Grade

Placement
When Selected

Placement
During Study

,

Regular
Classes

..

Special Classes
4

Ben Long

.

O'Brian Yes

it

10 Resource Vocational

.

English «.

Auto Body
PE/Driver's
Ed

Deeter Schuman

.

O'Brian'

,

Yes

.

10

.

Resource

.

Resource English
Eiglogy,
'Geometry

Current
Affairs 45%

PE/Driver's Ed

Basic gkills Review

Ted Thompson

.

'

West Forest

.

.

Yes

.

.

10 Resource

.

Resource , English
Biology
Algebra.

Government

Basic Skills Review

.

4
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hibit 4 (Continued)
t

f

Student School

.
Home-Based

School Grade
Placement

When Selected
Placement

During Study
Regular
Classes

.

Special Classes

Sally Benson

.

.

. O'Br ian

.

NO '10 Self-Contained
.

Self-Contained

-

PE English
Consumer Math
Biology
World History

Eddie Lawrence O'Brian No 10 Salf-Contailled Self-Contained

.

/

Algebra
Mechanical
Drawing'

PE.
.

English
,Earth Science

''" Consumer Math

Julian Lombardi

,

O'Brian Yee 10 Self-Contained

%

Self-Contained

0'
. ,

I
Mechanical
Drawing
Art
PE

English
Biology

Consumer Math s

ilVicicy Mallack

1

l

West, Forest
.

Yes 10 Self-Contained Self-Contained Biology
Typing
PE

-
4

English

Consuater.Math
' Psychology/

Sociology

A ler

4
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Exhibit 4 (Continued),
$

Student

,

Schobl
Home-Based
School

Placement
Grade When Selected

Placement
During Study

Regular
Classes Special Classes

Tim Michael West Forest Yea

t,
10' If-Contained Self-Contained Biology

General- ,

Maintenance
,PE/Driver's Ed

l
English
Consumer Math
Psychology/
Sociology

'Wally Quinn

...

West Forest No

,

IP

9 Self-Contained

.

.

Self=Contained

Ak

Chorus
A PE

I -

.

'

,

English
General Math
World Geography
Basic Skills
Review

.

Bill Smith

.

.
West Forest

. is-

No

6

10 Self-Contained
I

Self-Contained
Vocational

Carpentry ,

PE c.

.

English' ,

Anne Tupper O'Brian No

t

10 Self-Contained

NN
i

Self-Contained Home Ec.,
PE /

English

Consumer Math
Biology ,

World History

Stuart Warren- O'Brian , 10 Self-Contained
,,+-

___22!.1 -Contained

-

.

'Industripl
Arts

PE/Driver's Ed.

English
Consumer Math
Biology
World History

ti
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2.1.3 Personal Feelings

The students' personal attitudei;toward"themselves covered a wide

range of feelings. There were students with very poor self-concepts, and

others who appeared relatively secure and self-confident. A few seemed

depressed, anxious, and ill-at-ease with themselves; some were basically

happy and satisfied with things. Some were notature enough bo.cope

with their'problems and limitations; some were very mature and had an admir-

able ability to marshall their resources and use home and school assistance

to their advantage.

In general, the students in resource classes were somewhat more

self-confident, assertiveid independent than those in self-contained
A

classes.' However, one of the most significant changes in the self-contained

class students was the4gr increas4 in self- confidence.' With the exception g

Bill Smith, who was extremely insecure a self-deprecating to begin with,

all of the students in Self-containe8 classes evidenced growth in self-esteem

and independence during the past year.

2.1.4 Social Skills and Betfavior A

All but'one of the students in the resource classes.had good social

contacts and friends and enjoyed dating. The students in self-contained

classes, on the other hand, had a somewhat harder time locating and establish-,

ing friends. One student, Wally Quinn, appeared to have no Illope'friends at
all. Two of the three girls depended exclusively on one close friend or

boyfriend for socigicontact. Vicky Mallack and Eddie Lawrence had only one

or two friends in the fall but developed several new friendships during the

school yea. It may be that their social skills are growing with their

increased self-confidence.

The problem the self-contained students have in making friends may

be the result of several factors:

the4lack of verbal.skills among students in the self-
contained classes;

the generally lower level of maturity of these students;

the smaller pool of potential friends -- a result of the
.

small number of students in self-contained classes and ?

thpir less frequent contact with students in regular
classes.

27



For example, in the fall, Vicky Mallack 's conversation was punctuated by

long, noticeable pauses during which she worked out what she wasgoing to

say. During the year, Vicky's 'communication skills improved tremendously,

and her self-confidence increased. Yet, there were no other tenth grade

girls and only one'eleventh grade girl in the LD self-contained program at

West Forest. Vicky had only three classes that were not self-contained

glasses -- one of which was a predominantly male class for academically

unsuccessful students -- and lunch period in which to make social contacts,

with students in the regular education program.

The students in both resource and self-Contained classes secured

their friends from a number of different sources:

from their neighborhood (important for Tim Michael and

Stuart Warren);

through their siblings (important for Vicky Mallack and

Bill Smith)

through sports activities (important for Julian Lombardi,
Deeter Schuman and Stuart Warren);

from special education classes (important for Sally Benson,

Eddie Lawrence and Anne Tupper);

from regular classes (important/for Vicky Mallack and

Eddie Lawrence).

2.1.5 School Attitudes and Behavior

The students were more or less evenly divided in their general

attitude toward school: some enjoyed school; others disliked it or saw it

as something that had to be gotten through. Whether or not the students

liked school seemed to be related not to'the type of special education

program tley were in, but rather to hoW much their social life revolved

around school and how they saw school affecting their future.

One issue on which there was no disagreement was the difficulty of

school: all the LD students found school hard. Some students found school

unpll''ISant and frustrating for this reason. Other students liked school --

despite its difficulty -- because of the social opportunities or interesting

vocational programming it offered.

With respect to their special education classification and placement,

practically all the students disliked being LD students. Most, however, had

learned to accept the label and appreciated the extra herr, they received. It

is interesting to observe, though, that as soon as the ,LD studentsa*felt their

4 28



LIplacement was no longer benefitting them, or that they could get along

without it, they wanted out. This was what happened with Ben Long, who

balanced his LD label against the benefits of his resource class and decided

the class was no longer worth the label. Wally Quinn, on the other he'll,

knows he could not survive academically without the help he. receives in his

self-contained class, so he accepts the program -- and the label.

2.1.6 Career Choice

The consideration that students have givL to their future occupa-

tions is in part determined by the high school they attend. Vocational

preparation is stressed in the West Forest self-contained program, and.ost

of the students in that program have at least thought about what they want to

do or have explored different career possibilities. Some have very definite
4career plans: Wally Quinn wants to work in construction or be an all.°

mechanic (both unrealistic, unfortunately); Vicky Mallack wants to be an

aide in a nursery or day care center. Vocational preparation is not stressed

as much in the O'Brian self-contained program. Although some of the students

at O'Brian have career interests (e.g., Eddie Lawrence wants to work in

construction), as a rule they have not had as much vocational directiod and

have not been given as much encouragement in this area., There is ,more

emphasis on academic preparation at O'Br?an.
.

Vocational considerations are not a concern for resource students;

they all assume they will either go to college or be able to obtain a reasonr

able job. Of the resource students, only Ben Long is actively involved in

vocational training.

2.2 Educational Background

2.2.1 Edu tion History/Referral and Evaluation

Most of the studehts in the EL:Eu(1y, both those in self-Antained

classes and those in resource classes, were identified as having learning

problemsin their elementary school years. Some received special education,

during these.yearS; others received remedial services, tutoring, or other
0

forrixs of help; a few repeated grades. Half of the students who were in

self-contained classes last year started out in resource classes in elerpn-

tary school and later moved' to a more restrictive program; only a few

r )29
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.of the students now in resource classes started out in self-contained pro-

grams. Thus, there has been some shift .in terms of students' placements,
.

but this has not been substantial aid has been Priwarily in the directiOn-of

less restrictive to more restrictive.

Boith the students in self-contained and resource classes are

described in various psycholog al reports as having a wide variety of

specific learning disabilities. But th incipal reason why they were

initially placed in special education p ograms and why they remain there is

their academic deficiencies. For students in self-contained classes, there

is, on the average, a two-year differential between'their grade equivalency

scores knd what their IQ's predict their level of achievement should be. For

the students in resource classes, this gap is generally only about one year.

2.2.2 Current Placement and Services

All of the students in resource classes attended their home-based

school. But because there is not an LD self-contained program available in

every high school, some of the LD students in self-contained programs had to

attend a school that was not their home-based school.

As a rule, the students didn't like having to go to a school other

thanthe one in their own neighborhood. However, once a student got established

in,a school, made, friends, and became familiar with the program and teachers,

he or she was generally not very happy about shifting to another school --

even if this was his or her home-based school. Thus, when a new LD self-

contained program opened in their home-based school, Many Quinn, pally

Benson and Anne Tupper were quite Angry and upset about the prospect of

having to change schools. Stuart,Warren, on the other hand, was pleased to

be moving back to his home-based school and his neighborhood friends.

All the students in resource classes were mainstreame&for all

classes except their resource class, which is ca!lled.Basic Skills Review.

All the students in self - contained programs were mainstreamed.. for physical

education, driver's education if they were eligible to take it, and usually

some type of vocational prograhal otherwise, their degree of mainstreaming

varied. Most, were in self - contained classes for the majority of their

C
academic'courses,
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2.2.3 Academic Performance and Progress
)

This past year, all the self-contained proolam students passed

all of their self-contained classes. And, except for Tim Michael (who.got

an F in driver's education) and Bill Smith (who-got an F in physical educa-

tion), they passed all their regular classes, too. However, the self-con-
,

tained program students had extreme difficulty si the state minimum

competency exams, and some of their teachers wee concerned that some of them

might never pass. Teachers also reported that, the self-contained students

general, they needed a lot of individual help and had to work very hard to do

well academically. Although many of the self-contained students worked

-,
seemed to have reached a plateau in their development of patio skills. In

reasonably hard, a growing number seemed to have lost their energy and

enthusiasm for hard work. Some cub' class often or arrived late; many who did

attend class were inattentive.

All of the students in the resource program have now passe their.

minimum competency exams. Theix grades in both their reqplar and resource

classes were generally what they earned, and this year the grades 4ere not very

good. An overall decline in motivation and performance was reported in a few

of, these studen 'bs this year, and there were some mild behavior problems. IV."

appears that some of the Students in the resource program, too, are beginning

to tire of working hard.

2.2.4 Parental Involvement'

.4

All of the parents in the study were very supportive of their

sons' and daughters' education. They generally attended the annual IEP

conferences, and most of them attended an average.of 2-'3 additional meetings _

at the school each year. Some of the Parents had arranged meetings with J,

teachers to discuss particular problems or concerns. Parents of the STP

students typically also maintained contact with the school thrbugh telephone

calls and written,notes. Among the ST? families, there have been no disputes

that required forma

t

settlement between parents and the school, and in fact

there have been few major disagreements at all. When these have occurred,
. .

they have been resolved by discussion and clarificatiori, compromise, or the

schoolschool's accession to parental wishes, even those that the felt were

ndt in the student's best interests.
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Theopajor expenses incurred by the parents in the study were

indirect -- e.g., attending meetings or arrang ng jobs for their children. A

few parents had paid at on

AO

t or another fo private schools, therapy,

testing, or tutoring. When they ould afford t,,parents incurred these
.4

expenses willingly. Parents considere these expenses as optional, in much

the same way music, lessons or sports prograts are viewed.

S

4
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PART II. IMPACT OF P.L. 94-142 PROVISIONS ON LEARAItt
DISABLED ADOLESCENTS

3.0 IMPACT 9F EVALUATION PROVISIONS.
'

The STP study focuses on provisions of P.L. 94-142 related to

four areas:' educational evaluation; indivi ualized'education program; least

restrictive environment, and-parental invo ement/procedural safeguards. In

the following sections, we discuss the P. . 94-142 regulations related to

evaluation, the. implementation of these regulations with the STP students,

the impact of the implementation efforts, and implications of the study r

findings for policymakers, program administrators, teachers, parents and

students.

3.1 Evaluation Provisions of P.L. 94-142

Under the regulations promulgated to implement P..L. 94=142, each

local education agency has the responsibility to identify, locate, and

evaluate all children who are handicapped and in need of special education, .

and related services. The evaluation is to determine whether'a student

is handicappedand the nature and extent of special education and related

services the. student Reeds.

Although no s 'fic types of tests are mandated by the regula-

tions, the tests must be designed to assess specific areas of educational

need, rather than produce a single, general intalligence quotient, and no

single procedure can be used as the sole criterion for determining eligibi-

lity or placement in an appropriate educational program. A student must be

assessed in all areas related to a suspected disability, including, where

appropriate, health, vision, hearing, social and emotional status, general

intelligence, academic performance, communication abilities, and motor abi-

lities. All'test and evaluation materials used-for evaluation-and placement

must be selected and adMinistered in a manner that is not racially or cyltdr-
,

ally diaCriminatory. All tests must be administered.in the student's native

language. Tests must be validated for the"specific purpose for which they

are used. The evaluation must be conducted by a multidisciplinary team which

includes at least one teacher or other expert with specialized knowledge of

the suspected area of disability. Tests must be administered by personnel

trained in theirnuse.
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After an initial placement in a special education program, each

studen t be reevaluated at least once every three years, although more

frequent evaluations may b requested by.the student's parents or teachers.

4 The regulations lequire that the results of the evaluation bused

to determine whether a student is handicapped and he nature and extent of

the special education and related services the s dent needs. 4Whe regulations

alio require that- 11 and individualized eduo Tonal evaluation be carried

out before a student' nitial placement in a special education program.

Thus,l.he evaluation results are intended to provide theipilncipal factual

basis for determining the student's designated handicap, eligibility for

special education, and initial placement. In reviewing the student's place-

ment and in making subsequent placement dec , the placement team must

consider Information drawn from a var ces, including aptitude and

achievement tests, teacher recommendations, physical conditions, social or

cultural background and adaptive behavior. Some of this information could be

derived from the student's educational evaluation; thus the evaluation

results may also contribute to later placements decisions as, well.

Placemerit decisions must be based on the student's IEP. The IEP

particularly those (items related to curreht levels of performance, annual

goals and short-term objectives, and specific special education and related

services to be provided -- should reflect the results of the evaluation.

For the student who has been evaluated for the first time and whose initial

IEP is being developed and initial placement determined:the appropriate ,

...

interpretation and use of the evaluation results is assured by requiring that

a member of the evaluation team, or a person knowledgeable about the value-

Zetion procedures and results. participate in the meeting to develop

initial IEP.

.3.2 Implementation of the Evaluation Provisions

_

3.2.1 Identification

The P.L. 94 -142 regulations require school distric-a/establish

procedures to locate and evaluate all student& who are handicapped and in

need of special services.
4

The identification proces's in Custis County is initiated when a
,

parent or teacher makes a referral for an evaluation to deterMine whether

the student may be eligible for special services. After elementary school,

1.*
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parents are more itely to make referrals as
,.

,theY4ecomesoffrereasingly con-
-

'

-,,

' cerned about their adolescent child's lack of,aCademic success or lack of
,

interest in school. The referral is submitted to the guidance cdunsefor, who

then meets informally with the school psychOlogist to reviethe student's
106

records and disoUts the student's academic situation. At this point other
t

nonspecial education interventions such as l=ower level academic ,claserehmay
.. A

'r

be recommended instead of a special education evaluation. Or'the referal
AI

may be turned over to d screeningkommittee cotorising the directorof'
.

. . ,

guidance, the school psychologist, the schopl visiting teacher, the guidance

counselor assigned to the student, and the ,senior resource teacher, who serves

as'cbair.. This committee reviews the referral and the student's records arlellr.

1..... deteptines whether the stunt is a possible candidatiCeir an' evaluation.
.a-

Other options which may be considered include remedial reading, psychological
1

counseling, or placement in'classes for the academically unsuccessful.
:44

'If a decision is made to evaluate the student, the guidance coufr-
. 0 .

. .

selorsends patents a request for permission-to con uct the evaluation. Once

permission is received, the school has 30 days to lete the testing, which
.

.

is done by school staff. The-resource tead!ier ac u nisters the educatiOnal
..r.

tests,-the pi,Vologist conducts the psychological evaluation, and the
. .

. visiting teacher completes the social history. Patents are aske&to submit
4

.the results of a physical. examination of the student. Parents usually.pay
1

. T
for the physical examination, Although the school will do so if parent

.
cannot.

3.2.2 Evaluation Procedures

Each of the STP student's initial or preplacement evaluationP.

included psychologic41 tests, a social case hicory, educational tests, a

physical examination, and classroom teachet reports Students whose initial

evaluations Occurred afifbr.the implementation of P.L. 94-142 also hi4 a

classroom observation.. After information from all these sources-had been.

gathered, it was reviewed by a multidisciplinary team who made a recommend:IA%

tion concerning the student's 'placemenf and need for special education ,t14

services. However, the evaluation procedures for the triennial review o not

seem to adhere strictly to those outlined above. For SW students ;. ew
4

'psychological and educational tests ewere administered andclassr m teacher'

observations coll cted; frequently however, social case histories and hearth

records were not, aced.
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Psychological Tests

Custis County does not reqUire specific psychological or

educational testa. It does require that two types of tests be given --

intelligence tests and achievement tests. In addition, the tests must come,

from an approve list bftests for the county. The psychologist determines

on an individual basis how many and what specific types of tests should be

'administered each student.
.)

Thipsicho ogical examination typically includes tests designed

to measure intelligen e levels-and specific visual -mor responses, and
1

tests to determine student attitudes. Most STP students were given the

Wechsler Intelligence Test revised for children (WISC-R), although some

students were given the Slosson I.Q. Test. Students whose first tests were

given in'elementary school were more likely to haveSlosson I.Q. scores; in

more recent years, the wisq-R has been used predomimantly. The test most /

-frequently used to determine the nature of specific disabilities is the

Bender Motor Visual Gestalt. Although the test is designed to measure

overall intellectual ability, it is used bythe psychologists in Custis

County to reveal visual perception charaqteristics as well as'general

characteristics of the students' cognitive processes. Teachers occasionally

administer a battery of tests called the Malconesius Specific Lariguage

Disability,Tests, which permit the identification of visual or auditory

processing difficulties. The Malconesius is a nop-normed test, which makes

it less appropriate for purposes of comparison with other students and which

is thergiore being phased out of use in the county.

Screening tests given for specific learning problem areas include

the Wepman Auditory Discriminati6n Test, the Templin-Darly Test of Misarti-

culation, the Beery ViSbal-Motor Inventory, the Detr Audi ory

for:Words, and the Detroit Visual Memory for Letters.

Other tests are given to determine personality traits, ttiitudes

nd cognitive abilityx incinding the Thematic Apperception Test, 't
/
e Rotter

.

Incomplete Sentences Blank, the Draw-A-Person Test, the Kinetic Family

Drawing, and the House-Tree-Person Test. Almost 'all the, STP students

0 received the House-Tree-Person Test, the WISC-R, and the Bender Gestalt.
.

The number of psychological tests given and the extent of a

students' full evalution record varies considerablY. 42,0ine student may

4
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have eight tests given to him or her while another may have only an

IQ test; achievementests and teacher reports. Some students' records

contain reports of evaluations conducted by private schools and by private

physicians, psychologists, psychiatrists and/or by independent assessment '

clinics; other students' records .contain only the results from the Custis

County school evaluation.

Educational Tests

The principal educational evaluation measure used in Custis Codnty
-

is the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT), which is used to determine grade

equivalency in reading, spelling and arithmetic. These tests, which are

normed on a national sample, are a critical element in determining whether

there,is a severe enough discrepancy between educational achievement and

intellectual ability tp"warrant designating a student as having a learning

disability. Other educational tests are occasionally administered, including

the Key-Math Test, the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, and the Woodcock'

Reading Mastery Tests. Additional tests to determine achievement as well as,

give clues to functional problems are the Durrall Oral Reading Test, the

Gray Oral Reading Test, the IOWA Word List and the Ayers Handwriting Scale.

Social,Cse History

Each family whose .child\ds being evaluated ii visited by a social

worker, whcbcompiles a social case'history. The case histories have similar

components -- the prenatal history of the student, the number and, ages of

siblings,'and a description of theicarents'occupations, education and major,
.

areas of concern about the child. The parents' concerns about the student's 0

learning difficulties are carefully noted, particularly their recollection of-
.

the evolution.of the child's problem in school and any remedial activities

which the pareets may have arranged ptiVately for their child.

Physical Examination

The evaluation process also includes a physical examination to I°

identify special physiCal conditions which may affecta4ptudent's ability to
succeed in school. For some students, particularly those'with'convulsive

"disorders like Anne Tupper and Jock Fine, fhe amount and type, of medication
A.(

prescribed are detailed. Anne Tupper's physician also recommended that she
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be exCusedprom participatShg in physical education activities because of

her propensity for 'seizures when over-exerted.

Teacher Comments:'.

Finally, teacher 'comments are included in,the evaluation. For

those,STP students referred' during elementary school, the teacher was

usually the initial referring agent, And his or her referral commented on

the student's classroom, behavior. Inability to td [0 assigned tasks, immaturity,,

attention- seeking, inability to concentrate, and overall acadeMic under-
*

achievement were the reas ns usually cited in the ref rral. For the initial
.

eValuatiOns and tilleunial t the intermediate and ){igh school level, all of

.a4articular.student's teachers were asked to provi e information on the

student's strengths and weaknesses. Teacher comments were specific to the

student's performance in a,particular class and usually included a descrip,-

tiOn of the behavior and attitude of the student in addition to an academic '

evaluation. -With thp exception of Anne Tupper, none of the STP'teacher

reports included aservatipms.from a school/guidance counselor or other
J

supportive sEkff. , V
0,

Thdipstrgeults%and summary report forms are 'damitted to an
(I

area review iOard that reviews the results and determines4hether"the student

- it* eligible tor placement in a learning disabilities program,. If this is a

preplacementival4dtfon, p nts will be notified of the results of the

-9 v

evaluation d,InVitedo IEP meeting to develop the student's IEP and

,consider thcilschOolls placettent. recommendation. If the evaluation -is a

reevalhation, pfrents are notiEiedyhether-the results confirm

continued eli ibilit and/or whether a change in placement is recommended

based on thkeval ion results. FreqUently the learningdisabilitieS

-resource teacher or self - contained program director and the school psycho-

logist wilt scuss the results-of the evaluation and ahyrecommended place-
. ..

Merit changes ith parents.

Although most of the STP parents can describe their son's or

daughter's,learning problem, they are'not familiar with spscific tdst resultb.

Thefew parents who are aware of specifi.0 tedt 'results.h.ave had private

neurologidal tests condudted on their children and may have

had more extensive dnd thorough debriefings.7-06-1 the other hand, parents who

seA, out testing.for the ild may be more attuned to the results.
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3.3 Impact of .the Evaluation Provisions,

3.3.1 Identification

The P.S. 94-14? regulations require that school districts establish

procedures to identify'Atudent's who may be handicapped. Students with

learning disabilities are usually identified in elementary school by their

classroom teachers.. Thiewas true for all the STP students eXcept Anne
4, 4

Tupper and Peter Lazes, both of whom were identified and referred by their

parents after they encountered difficulties in high school. Except for Anne

and Peter, all the STP self-contained studgnts were receiving special services

in self-contained settings and all the resource students were receiving ser-
1

vices in either resource or self-contai4ed settings prior to seventh grade.

Generally, the STP'students were identified because of academic

e, failures and poor academic behaviorj,e.g., inattention, failure to complete

work). For the STP students identified in elementary school, parental

concern was not the principal factor, although it.was important in keeping

the evaluation process moving. Nor was disruptive behavio'k a factor in the

referral'Of the STP students. The critical factor seemed to be that teachers

recognized an element of "brightness" in these students that was inconsistent

with their poor academic performance. Those students who did not reveal this

"brightness"-(even though they may, in fact, have had relatively high intelli-

gence scores) were not likely to be referred for an evaluation. It is po4-

sible that students from professional families are more likely to have re-

ceived the verbal stimulation and wide experiential background that produces

this "brightness.410'

Offly rarely are learning disabled students identified for the first

time at the high school level, and then usually because of serious parental

concern and continued pressure for school attention.

Ai In both of the high schools involved in the STP study there are

academically unsuccessful students (students whose reading and/or matheraatics

skill levels are seriously below their grade level) whom regular teachers

thought Could benefit from the support offered by the resource class or the,'

alternative academic program offered in self-contained-classes. Regular
r-AN

teachers often commented that there were two or three students doing much

worse than the LD students and who really needed help, and that the LD

students often performed bettelk than their non-,LD counterparts. Teachers
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expressed frustration that thl students they referred for testing were not

- accepted into the LD'program.. Unfortunately, the 'regular program, alterna-

tives for students in academic difficulty are limited. Remedial reading

prOgrams have severelYAlimited enrollments, and low level sections or

classes for abademically unsuccessful students are offered only in a few

subjects. *

Although it is not disEllted\that there are sizeable numbers of

academically unsuccessful students for whom there are relatively few regular

program opti1s available, the responsibility of special education vis-a-vis

these students is unclear. Under the somewhat fluid and flexible definition
4k

of learning disabilities provided in the regulations, it seems reasonable to

predict that, if evaluated, a 15-year-old student,with average intelligence

who is reading, writing, spelling or doing mathematics at the third to fifth

grade level would probably be eligible for a learning disabilities program

-- even if the or she did not have a specific identifiable learning dis-

ability in the classical or theoretical sense.

Faced wittivlarge numbers of students, potentially eligible for

learning disabilities programs and the increased costs and potential

stigmatization that might be associated with such a result, school districts

161'41.4\ like Custis County have taken a conservative approach. In Custis County, a

high school student in academic difficulty who is referred for special

education is very carefully screened prior to an evaluatidh. This is done to

determine whether the student is likely to have a genuine learning disability

that requires special education services, or whether he or she has learning

difficulties that may require some adjustment in hii>or.her regular academic/

progfam but do not equire or being placed in a special education program.

Not only is there a careful screening process, but the screening

committee adheres firmly to a strict definition of learning disabilities, ,

requiring a severe discrepancyftetween actual and potential achievement not

attributable to any behavioral or motivational factors. The end result of

this approach is that fewer students are referred, because teachers begin to

1 feel it is not worth the effort; fewer students are evaluated, because the

screening committee scre out most referrals as being for leaening

difficulties, not potential learning disabilities; and fewer students are

placed in special education programs.

40
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An alternative approach might be to expand the learning dis-

abilities programs by: encouraging referrals and identifying "at-risk"

tudents through reviewing report card grades, standardized test scores and

sults on minimdm competency tests; allowing a more liberal interpretation

of the-definition of the term "severe discrepancy," and allowing the ..seen-

ing process to permit more students whose eligibility for a learning dis-'

abilities p.ogram is questionable to be recommended for an evaluation. This

approach uld result in more stude*ts being identified and referred, more
. ,students receiving evaluations and obably more students being determined

eligible to receive 'special education services. Such alie"approach would, of

course, place increased demands on limited school programs and financial

resources.

4
-3.3.2 Placement of STP Students

The evaluation results contribute to decisions regarding the,

eligibility and placement of students with learning disabilities in three

general ways: determining whether the student has a learning disability and,

if so, the nature and extent of that disability; determining the academic

serengths and weakness of the student; and determining appropriate initial

placement.

Determining the,Disability

To be considered a learning disabled student intustis County,

a student must exhibit a deficiency in one or more of the basic cognitive

skills (e.g., decoding or encoding) and.museshow a severe discrepancy

between potential and functional ability in one or more of the following

Areas: oral expression; listening comprehension; writAcen expression; basic

reading skill; readfhg comprehension; mathematics calculation; or mathematics

reasoning. Severitythas been defined by Custis County as being 10 standard

score points below expected functional level, given measured ability (based

on an intelligence test) and chronological age.

Determining Strengths and Weaknesses...,
A

The tests used in Custis County.enable school' staff to judge the

areas of functional weakness of a student and the gap between expected and

actual grade level performance.

41
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A student's strengths and weaknesses are typically the focus of

both'the psychological assessment and the teacher comments sections of an

// cognitiveevaluation. The psychological assessment discusses ognitive strengths and

weaknesses -- Eddie +Lawrence, for instance, is described as being strong

in his ability to abstract verbal information and to relate parts to a whole.

His weaknesses are related to visual organization when faced with a task

requiring imitative reproduction.. Eddte's teachers observed that he

possesses good verbal reasoning abilities and conceptual abilities. Weak-

nesses not noted by Eddie's teachers include problems with spelling and

written language as well as reading.

Frequently, teacher comments focus on noncognitive areas such as

attitude, motivation, and behavior. A student like Deeter Schuman is des-

crilid as having a good attitude, because he works very hard to overcome his

learning problems and has succeeded to a great degree, whereas a student like

David Graves ,deceives many negative teacher comments about his poor motivation

0
v

and, approach to school. This analysiy of strengths and weaknesses is an

\. important contribution to the placement decision.
4.

... Determining Initial Placement

alne-resats of the evaluation are reflected in the initial place-ri
ment decision, but the placement decision must be based on the student's IEP.

.......

The results of the evalUation are also. considered in developing the student's
a

IEP.

ether the evaluation team recommends placement in a resource or

self - contained setting is determined p arily by the degree of discrepancy
ro

.'between expected and actual functional levels. For the'STP students,

resource plaement was associated with a discrepancy of two grade levels or

less, self-contained placement with a discrepancy of three grade levels or

more. The other factors influencing the placement recommenation are:

the student's attitude and motivational state; parent and student preferences;

potentialpotential duration of the need for special services. Exhibit 5 presents

the grade-level discrepancy and IQ ratings of the STP students at the time

of their initial placement.

The discrepancy rule creates problems for students, parents and

teachers who must decide whether a student whose functioning level
4

approaches his or her potential or expected level should'continue in the

program or be dismissed from special education.
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Ekhibit 5

Intelligence Test Scores and Achievement Deficiency
at Time of Initial Placement

.

Intelligence Test Score at Achievement Grade Level)

Initial Placement Discrepancy at Initial Placemefit.
-",-....

.

Student Verbal Performance Full Scale Reading Spelling. _Arithmetic T

-,/

RESOURCE STUDENTS
)

..

.

Dick Bison Average 80-89 * .1 2.5 2.4'

Jock Fine 104 72 8i 4.0 above 3.0 above 2.0

David Graves * * * (Superior) 0.6 1.2 1.8
,Peter Lazer 108 94-114 105-117 2.5 1.8

. .

Ben Long * 92 0.0
. 2.1 2.1

Deeter Schuman *
110 0.0 1.5 0.3 c.

Ted Thompson * - * 109 0.5 1.7 0.3

SELF-CONTAINED STUDENTS

Sally Benion 65 101 80 6.8 6.0 4.6

Eddie Lawrence 107 ' 118 113 ,2.0 * *

JuliSn Lombardi 70-79 90-109 \
2.680-94 2.0 4.6

Vicky Mallack 80-94 72-90 0 77-79 ** ** **

Tim Michael
41..

73 93 81 4.4 4.4 3.6

W411i Quinn 85 71 81 2.0 0.5 3.1
Bill Smith 72 108 87. ** ** ' *.*

Anne Tupper 77 ' 86 80 3.1 3.2 - 1.R

Stuart Warren 73 95 83 3..1,2 3.2 1.8
I

NOTE: *Indicates initial 4acement data not available from student records

(

**Vickyliallack was 3.8 years below grade level in reading, 5.1 years
in spelling, 3.7 years in arithmetic at the ehd of 9th grade.
Bill Smith wa' 5.7 years behind in reading, 6.3 years in spelling,
and 5.3 years in arithmetic at the end of 9Z) grade.
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Three STP students are currently performing at levels close to

their potential. In each instance, however, their.teachers and parents feel

( that the support of the learning disabilities program is crucial- to the

students' continued success. Deeter Schuman, a resource 'student who is in
. ,

. «:. ... -
'Imam-college-track courses, has verk

,

recently expeienced a triennial review-
s

which showed no evidence of a discrepancy.. His resource teacher elope

school psychologist reviewing hii-- files made a strong stand-before the review

committee that Deeter's progress would be reversed if he were forced out of

the program at this time. So fa;,Deetgr has remained in the resource program.

Vicky Mallack's progress was reviewed last year, and she was

'recommended for dismissal from the program after completion of tenth grade.

However, her parents and the learning disabilities staff in her school are
4

convinced that dismissal would be disastrous for 'Vicky. y are seeking to

continue Vicky in the program until 'graduation.

Finally,, Stuart Warren, a student with seri s intellectual

deficiencies, is described by his,teacherS' as pla eaued at a second grade

reading level with little hope of ever improving: .Stuart's low potential

kept him out of special education for years, because the discrepancy between Nok

his performance and his measurable potential was not severe enough to justify

eligibility in a learning disabilities program. At the same time, his'IQ

scores were too high to justify eligibility in a program for the mentally

retarded. ,He remained in regular classes, where', he was totally unable to do

the classwork, and eaoh year he was passed on to a higher grade. Finally,

by fifth grade, Stuart's verbal ability improved sufficiently to increase his

IQ score; resulting,in a discrepancy between his academic performance (which

hAnot improved ae fast as his IQ) and academic potential that justified

eligibility in a learning disabilitis program.

3.3.3 Instructional planning
S

The P.L. -94-142 regulations do not require that the results of the -

evaluation process be used for instructional planning. Yet, it seems reason-

able that'a process as comprehensive, time-conpuming and expensive as a

comprehensive educational evaluation should yield some information useful for

instructional planning.

The LD teacDers.ct the STP students have access to the evaluation

information, and all had some knowledge of the student's learning disabilities
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profile. Yet, when planning an instructional program, teachers allowed the

-
basic characteristics of the self-cbntained and resource programs to'predomi-I

nate over individual student learning characteristics. Self-contained classes

offer small group settings and a less demanding curriculum in he expectation

that less peer pressure'ana more academic success will improye self-image and

increase learning. Only limited instructionAl.distinction Cs de N)etween

students with auditory processing problems as compared with those w al

perception problems, although for those students who request it tests may be

administered orally. The self-contained program is geared to students of

overall low functional ability. This is not inappropriate in view of the

fact that few students in the self-contained classes have only one problem.

Eddie Lawrence is the only STP student who is considered to have a classic

learning disability -- he is h dyslexic student. The other STP students have

more than one identifiable learning deficiency, in more than one area. It

may be practically imPssible to derive instructional groupinetgategories

based on specific learning disabilities into which all students would neatly

fit.

Based on the evaluation results of the Lop students, which'almost

universally indicated severe deficiencies in basic reading skills/ the West

Forest self-contained program has instituted an experimental basic skills

reading program the core curriculum in all its English classes. The

reading program differs from the approach taken in the other self- contained

classes by attempting to correct a common learning deficiency, rather than

adapting regular curriculum content to the students' level of functioning.

or resource students, the information from the evaluation is

more useful. as a support for interaction with regular teachers than it is

for purposes of instructional planning. When a learning disabilities teacher

approaches a regular education teacher to discuss why a student leo having

attention p blems or'fails Written,rsts, or takes two or three -times

longer th n other students to finish assignments -- his or her position

is legitimated by the battery of tests and expert opinions which have

identified areas of specific dysfunction. For example, the physical educa-

tion teactier gave Stuart Warren a passing grade in driver's education only ',

after conferring with the LD self-contained program teachers about Stuart's

"slowness". When the LD teachers were able to ve concrete facts about

Stuart's reading level, the driver's education teacher was willing to adjust

Stuart's grade.
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3.3.4 Information Integration

Custis County provides an opportunity for parents (but not

students) to learn,about the results of the comprehensive special \education

evaluation and subsequent triennial reevaluations. However, the LD students,

like their non-LD counterparts, are almost continuously being evaluated in

one form or another; and there is no systematic method to integrate these

evaluations. Quarterly report card grades, end -of-year and (in some. cases)
ir

even quarterly special education teacher reports,- standardized school-wide

achievement tests, and minimum competency tests results are available foi'

each of the STP students students. Some students have (or will have)-voca-
.

tional assessments and college aptitude tests scores (SATs, ACTs), not to

mention the extensive evaluati6 results obtained from private assessment.

It is not cleae what procedures, if any, exist to help students

and their parents assimilate the information gained through these tests, when

_making decisions regarding the student's future. This lack of =ordination

and information-sharing may affect all students. It has potentially serious

'effects on students who have learning_problems, because the decisions they

7

must make about the future are already made more difficult due to the limited

options caused by their learning problems. Any information Zilch provides

additional Insight for parents and students thus b4cOmes more important

for handicapped students.

3.4 Implications of the Evaluation Provisions

In this section, we discuss the implications of our findings .

.related to the impact of the evaluation provisions,on learning disabled

secondary students for policymakers, program administrators, teachers,

Orents and students.

3.4.1 Implications for Policy Makers

Child Find Activities

Given the definition of learning disabilities in the federal

regulations, there are probably considerable numbers of secondar%fschool

students who, if identifitd and evaluated, would be eligible foi special

education. Although the thrust of P.L. 94-142 is to locate an serve all
Astudents who meet the criteria for .eligibility, the fiscal co s under

which local education agencies operate create a situation which discourages

AT



generous interpretation of,the law: The policy implications of this fiscal

reality in terms of restricting the number of students identified, evaluated

.and served, need to be recognized If fiscA-,restraints are dictating a less

than full effort to identify and place all LD secondary school students',

school districts will wed guidance and direction to counterbalance these

constraints and purse# a vigorous child find policy at the secondary level.

Instructional Planning

Evaluation activities occur primarily to aisl in the identification

a''C

and,plaCement activities mandated by the law, not to provide a basis for

instructional planning. lidever, much useful inform ion is gained about

each student in the initial and subsequent evaluation process. Our findings

raise the question of whether more effort needs to be exerted in exploring

ways that classroom teachers can have ready access to evalaation information

and use this information to increase the effectiveness of their instruc-

tional activities.

3.4.2 Implications for Program Administrators

Child rind?Activities

Local school administrators are primarily responsible for creating '

At,

an atmosphere which
c
either encourages or discourages the identification of

students for evaluation of learning disabilities. AMord inservice training

chn be provided to regular education teachers so that they can become effec-

tive in,identifying students in need of service. More public awareness

activities can be devokoped to inform both parents and students of the

availability of learning disability programs. Routine review of students'

grades, standardized test results and minimum competency test scores-can

also be,used to locate at-risk students potentially eligible for special '

education programs.

Administrative Needs Assessment

Student evaluations should provide useful needs assessment infor-

mation for 11) determining numbers and types of personnel and specific

staff skills needed to support secondary special education programs and (2)

establishing priorities among programs. The fact that many students have

serious reading difficulties might indicate a need to name a remedial reading

specialist on the LD staft. Or if large numbers of students are identified
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a

as having auditory processing problems, school administrators might respond

by looking'for materials or programs which offer innovative ways to deal with
fr

this problem.

Test Procedures b.

-
rThe sting procedures admit to wide Variation in the numbeand

.

types of tests 1/ven. Some standardization 'of these procedures.-- such as.

establishing guidelines for determiningithe number and type of tests given,
. .

i
eliminating all unvalidated tests, and encouraging all formal evaluations to

.%be equally comprehensive -- might help for facilitate the accuracy of the

eligibility and placement decisions.

Program administrators should review the tests administered during,

t e evaluation process to determine whether the degree of variability among

/stud nts protocols is, tolerable. If there is extreme'variation, it might be

advisable to entablish recommendations as to the types of tests to be used so

that comparable information is availible on each student. This commonality

in test instruments would increase the usefulness of evaluation results as

sources of information for.staffing and instructional planning decisions.

To assure'the alidity of the evaluation, schools should not use

non - nonmed and unvalidate tests as part of a screening, or evaluation effort.

Input from dance counselors should be sought, especially for the reevalud-

1--on process7 so that their insight6 into a student's attitudes toward school,

pe onal goals, and past performance can be incorporated into_the decision as

to whether the student should cOntitue'in the program. '

Finally, it is important for both the student and the school system
A. -

that the triennial evaluation and ptger formal evaluations be comparable with

the'qnitial_evaluation so that fair assessment of the student's progress.can

be made.

3.4.3 Implications for Teachers

Instructional Use

Teachers of learningdisabled students should become familiar

evaluation'results to facilitate their own assessment of student needs,

to incorporate the tindings into their instructional planning, and to

provide support for discussions with regular education teachers. The first

step involved in making constructive use of evaluation results in instruc-

tion is accessing the, records, reading them, and assimilating the evaluation

le/(' \
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information Withoother in fOrmation on the student. Then tehhetp should

methodsmethods by which evaluation findings can be ihcorporated into the

goals setfor each student and o the instructional, content of a'class.,

At the very least, it is likely hat the evaluation information will provide

teachers with-a greater overall understanding of the student's ability and

needs. The information may even-contribute to an improvement in the instruc-
..,

tiona1 activitie Finally, evaluation results may be used as an explanatory

tool when Ala with regular teachers, who need convincing that there is a

better explanation of a student's problems in.clges than laziness or poor

motiviation. Learning disabilities teachers shduid make sure they are
't.

prepared to15explain.specific learning problems to teachers of regular

' classes.

3.4.4 Implications for Parents

Referral

.0

Parents should re' es ari,evaluation of their child if they

suspect he or she has alearnng problem. Parents who have concerns abbut

their high school child's progress should disc

and pwgram administrators; they should document

' for their child s performance as well as .hat is

child's eligibility' for special assistance.

this concern with teachers

careflly their own concern

said to them about their'

/
t Our findings indicate that parents were not primary initiators of

evaluation, but the role of the parents,could'be expanded if they were
. .

more informed about the availabiytyof special education programs.
, * . .

_

Parents need to be assertive with-school personnel when requesting°

that children who have chronic ademic difficulties be evaluated for the

464 44?

learning didabilities program. If the school determines an evaluation to', be

unnecessary, parents may obtain an independent = uation and present the
.

.
.

may request a due process

a.

, results to the school for cdhsiderationl or the
..:

hearing to challenge the decision not to eval t ..

o. S. Involvement
r' .

.

. Parents caft learn a lot about the reasonsfortheir child's
''.

learning,problems as'a result of the-evaluation findings. 'This information'
.

. . : S

.can contritte to parent support and unders anqemg of their child's problems
. . . -

and of the school's effArts, to provide needed help. In our study, there.

t

O
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are notable examples of parents who are well-informed about their child's

problem cooperating with the school. "ally Quinn's-mother, for instance,

works closely with the learning disabilities teachers in strAturing

vices for Wally; she is very aware of the learning problems he has and

what is being done to 'Ilelp/him..

On the other hind, there are some STP parents, ho are not

familiar with ipepific,eyaluatIon results, 4nd who knbw only that their

children are having leapling problems. These parents, although generally

supportive, have les, influence over the educational program designed for the

child: For example, Anne Tupper's parents, who sought an evaluation, are

, veryglad to know that AnT3e has a "learning problem."'They are content with

this explanation, howe er vemsought very little additional iiformation

about Anne's program. Consequently, they know little about what goes on at

school.

d' Communication With Student
,

Parents should recognize that their children may be fearful and.
,

confused about the findings from the evaluation process. Many of the STP

students were identified as anxious And fearful by the psychologists admidnis-

tering the tests. Parents can play a very important rdle in helping students

understand t he meaning of the learning disability label and the importance of

the help offered by

share with students

students to explore

be as supportive as

special education programs. Therefore, parents should

their own knowledge of learning disabilities, e ourage

feelings, of anxiety and the fear of being diffe nt, and 4

possible of the students' efforts to overcome or compen-

,sate for their learning disabilities.

"a".3.4.5. Implica

Explanation

s for Students
I

. Students should be given'an explanation of the term "learning

disability. ". Understanding what a learning disability is will contribute

to a greater awareness of why the student has not been previously successful

in school.""This understanding can also help to minimize the fear of being

different. Understanding what the-program seeks to accomplish may-also help .

student accept asAstance from the program more readily, ¶reatly maximizing

the benefits to be gained from participation.

4
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4 ,( To-get this understanding, students stiouldfi.equest explanations'

from, parents, teachers, and program administrators about the purpose of

the overall evaluationproceds and theyumpose of specific tests. Students

Should obtain explanations of their learning problems and should understand

how their learning problems might affect their future. Students. should-
*

understand the goals of the learning disabilities programjand how the

program will help them cope with their learning problems.

*I"

A
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IMPACT OF'INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM :PROVISIONS

. Sn thi's section, we discuss' our findings related tq the impact of

the Individualized Education-Program lIEP) provisiohsof p L. 94-142. Our

discussion'is focused on two primary aspects of the IEP: the IEP'confer-=

ence and the IEP document. .F each aspect, we consider the purpose, value
low

lb 4 and use'of'the IE °conference or docuMent, the participants involved and

their role and responsibilities, and the substantive content included or

A

qe.

Of

considered.

4.1 IEP Provisions of P.L:"94-142

""

Provisions for the development and content of an individualized,

education program for each handicapped student,are contained in §§121a.340-

,,349 of othe P.L. 94-142 Regulations, and have been interpreted in a policy

,clarification paper issued recently by the Office of pecial Education. The

'regulations gd(ern both the way in which an IEP is to be developed and the

specific areas to be addressed in each student's written IEP document.
.

4.1.1 Development'of the IEP

The IEP is to be developed at a meeting which must occur att least
(

annually and which must involve, at a minimum, the student's teacher;

or both of,the,student's parents; a representative of the schfA. qualified to

proVide or: supervise the provision of special educatioiu and the student,

when appropriate. Although the teacher attending thl/IEP.,meeting does not

have to be one of the student's special education teachers, at least one
1

echbol staff member present at the meeting should be qualified in the stu-

dent's disability area. . FdrtherMare, if the student receives vocational'

education "services, efforts should be made...to insure that providers of

'vocational education services participate in,the development of the IEP.

Parents are expected to play an'active role in the IEP meetings,

participating in the discussions about their dhild's special education needs
0

and deciding, along with school staff, vhat services will be provided.

Therefore, efforts must
ebe made to insure that one or both parents are

present or are otherwise afforded an 'evortunity to par'tgaipate. -Parent?,

should be informed of the meeting in time tot insure they can attend; and the

meeting should be scheduled for a mutually agreeable time and plact: If

neither parent can attend the meeting, other methbds such as telephone calls

may be used to insure
A

4eir participation.
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Handicapped students should attend their IEP meetings whenever

their parents decide it is appropriate. Secondary school students, espe-
.

cially, should be- encouraged by the school and their parents to participate

.100eir IEP meetings.

The written '4) document is to be developed at the IEP meeting.

Therefore, is not appropriate for school staff to present a completed

document to parents for their ratification. It is appropriate, however,

for school staff to come prepared with information about the student's

present level of educational performance and recommendations regarding annual

goals, short-term objectives and the nature of special education and related

.services to be provided. An importanI purpose of the IEP meeting is to

-2a641441.de parents with an opportunity to be actively involved in the major

decisions affecting their child's education, butifull parental involvement

may-not occur if parents perceive the IEP meeting as a meeting at which they

are only required to agree to a completed..process.

4.1.2 The IEP acument

The IEP document is in ended describe'the special education

and related services 26mponent,of a student's educational program. However,,

modification' to the regular program required to compensate for the child's`

handicap should also be included.

The IEP document must ,include:

a description.of the student's present levels of educa-
tional performances

'e the annual goals and short=term instructional objectives
established fo'rthe students-

,e the specific special education and related services to

be provided;

a notation of the extent to Which the student; will be

able to participate in.regular educational programs;

projected dates for initiation of services and the
anticipated duration of services;

appropriate-objective oriteria, evaluation procedures
and schedules for determining whethe short-term instruc-

tional Objectives are being achieved.

rt

It must also include a description of the physical education program-
&

provided and any vocational services the student receives including
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special modifications required by the handicapped student in either the

physical education or vocational education classes.

/The IEP document is intended'to.serve several purposes. First,

the IEi document provides a method of accountability and protection for

handicapped students and their parents. In addition, the provisions

requiring participation of parents and, when appropriate, the student

assures that their priorities and educational concerns are reflected in the

final pocument. Second, the IEP document and, to some extent, -the IEP

meeting provide a medhanism for an annual review of the student's progress

in the special education program and the continued appropriateness of the

placement and the- services provided. Third, the IEP document serves as a

means of communicating with the student's regular teachers about any modifi-

cations needed in the student's* regular program and about the supportive

services available to pem.

The annual: goals contained in the.IEP are statements describing"

what the handicapped student can reasonably be expected to accomplish in

one calendar year in the special education program, and should be related to

the present level of the student's educational performance. The short-teri

objectives are measurable intermediate steps-between the student's present

level of performance and the annual goals. They describe what a student is

expected to accomplish in a particular area within a-specified time period

4and thus provide a yardstick against which to measure a student's actual
_e

progress toward these accomplishments. Although the IEP should set the

general direction for the student's special education progxam and may serve

as the basisfor developing a detailed instructional plan, it should not be

regarded as an instructional plan per se.

The goals and objectives shouldebe focused on offsetting or reducing

the learning problems that result front the student's learning dfiability that

are interfering with.his or her ducational progress.' Based on the statements

in the OSE JEPPolicy Paper; it. reasonable to conclude that the goal's and

objectives should refer to the unique needs of the individual student. Thus,

if an Lb student with severe deficiencies in reading comprehension is in a

self-contained English class and is receiving an indi4idualized program de-

signed to develop skills in his ov'her particular reading deficiency area, the
74* -

IEP shoUld document the goals and objectives far that student in that area.
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If the same student, because of his or her reading deficiency, is placed in a

Self-contained science or world history class with other LD student who

participate as a grow ifi an instructional program derived from the regular

program curriculum, with only minimal. individual adaptations for the indivi-

dual student, then the IEP need only state that the student is partici-

pating in the self.- contained class and reference the applicable parts bf the

curriculum guide that apply 'to that clais. It is not necessary to specify

the general goals and objectives fof the science or world history class as a

whole; only the modificationSti that program that are necessary to meet the

'unique needs of the specific LD'student.

4.2 Implementation of the IEP Provisions

4.2.1 The IEP Meeting

Tentative IEPs for the STP students were all prepared during the

late fall and during IEP conferences held in January and February. Parents

as*

were notified about the IEP conference by phone. Usually the IEP conference

was held during school hours, and generally the parents of. STP students

attended'the IEP conference. Typically, the student's mother attended,

although in four or five cases the student's father attended as well( In

many cases, the parents attending had to take time off from work. Transporta-

tion proved a problem for one family, and time away from the job for another.

In these two instances, conference telephone calls replaced the IEP conference.

For the self-bontained students, the participants at the IEP

meeting werthe parent(s), an LD self-contained teacher, and the director

of the LD self-contained program -- acting as a repr entative of the school"

For the resource students, the participants were t e parent(s), the resource

teacher, and either the senior resource teacher o a guidance counselor

Occasionally, the guidance counselor.would "sign off" on the IEP but not

attend the meeting. None of the STP students attended their IEP conferences

The resource students were informed about their IEPs prior to the conference

and had an opportunity to.discuss the goals which their resource teachers

wee recoMriending for them and to offer new ones; the,self-contained students

were not involved in the IEP process, although they had considerable voice in

certain decisions related to course selection and the degree'to which they

would be mainstreamed.
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At the IEP conference, the parents were asked to review and' expand

on a somewht completed document. Many parents Imented that although the

IEP document per se was just some unnecessary paperwork that wasn"t helpful

to them, the time provided to discuss theirchild's progress and future needs

and activities was .very valuable, and the teacher's comments and responses

were helpful, The parents of the STP,students expressed a desire to bey

involved in their child's education primarily in two ways: first, they

wanted'to make contributions to the "big" decisions -- college, or no college,

vocational program or academic program, change in, schools, basic skills

development or subject matter content; and second, they wanted to help

their child succeed by assisting with homework, setting up incentive systems,

and taking appropriate disciplinary action.

The discussions at the IEP conference (and other school meetings)

usually revolve around these two broad areas. The IEP, however, deals with

neither of these areas. The IEP does not provide an occasion or a framework

to discuss long-term progress, potential or directions. Nor does it deal

specifically enough with the student's' program to permit a parent to determine

where the hothe and family can offer assistance.

Thus, with regard to the IEP conference, we have a situation in

which parents come to the meeting hoping to discuss (1) the long-range future
6

direction for their son or daughter and the implications of this direction

for general high school program planning, and (2) the impact they as parents

might have on day-to-day school behavior, work or study habits and completion

of homework assignments. Before these matters are discussed, they must con-
-

sider the content of the IEP document, the content of which is generally not

related to either of these concerns.

4.2.2 The IEP Document

The IEP form used by the learning disabilities programs in the high

schools attended by the STP students included the content items specified in

the Regulations. The IEP dodUment included a statement of .the student's

'current level of.44,Inctioning. For the self-contained student,'the current

level of functioning was described for each subject matter area taught in the

self-contained program. For resource students, the level of functioning was

described in whatever areas the student needed support. The level of function-

ing was described in terms of'educational skills (e.g., has ability to sound
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words phonetically, but needs' strengthening in syllabication) rather than in

terms of language or learning abilities.

. Annual goals and objectives were specified along with evaluation

criteria and the date when the goals and objectives would be reviewed or

completed. For the self-contained student, the goals and objectives were

organized around the subject areas taught in the self-contained classes. For

example, there was one goal, and two or three short -term objectives stated for

English, another goal and short-term objective stated for world history. The

goals stated represented a sample of the content area for each course. In

some cases, the goals and objectives for a given subject were the same for

several students, since all the students in a given class were taught as a,

'group. Often, however, the IEPs of several students in the'same class- -had

differentgoals and objectives, each representing a different aspect of the

subject to be taught. This resulted in the appearance of students in_the

same class being taught _different content when,'in fact, all students receive

the same content with different parts of that content being recorded on

individual IEPs. Sometimes, the content was expressed differently in the

goals and objectives to reflect the different levels of student functioning.

Thus, one student may have s a goal to write a-detailed lab report based on

an experiment, while anoth r would have a goal tg collect and record data

from an experiment.

The goals and objectives and associated dates for review/completion

for resource students'we of two types:. process goals and content goals.

A process goal is one wh cuts'across subject area's and is related to a

particular learning or study skill -- e.g., the student will be able to

proofread his or her own written work and correct it. A content goal is

subject specific -- as the studen I be able to recognize adjectives and

use them correctly. Content goal are generally remedial and, usually, in

the areas of reading, spelling, grammar, vocabulary, or mathematics.

The IEP had'S section to indicate additional special education

services the studentwould receive and the dates when those services would

be delivered. Physical education serVices were indicated separately, but

vocational education.services Were not. A few of the LD students in the dTP

study received adaptive PE and that was noted; some received speech therapy
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and that was noted. Transportation, which was proVided for those students

who did not attend their home-based school, was not indicated.

The student's placement was described as a program for learning

disabled; the type of service delivtry as self-contained or resource; the

type of instruction as small gro4 or individual. Participation in regular

education was indicated by a percentage. For the self-contained students,

the students' mainstreamed classes were listed.

4.2.3 Development of the IEP

The development of the self-contained student's IEP document began
4

with each self-contained teacher indicating the level of performance, a

representative goal, short7term objectives, date of completion, and method and

criteria for evaluation for each student currently instructed. The goals-and

objectives for a given subject area tended to be standardized, because class
4instruction was group, not individually, oriented. Once the LD self-contained

subject areas teachers had provided their intut, the director of the LD

self-contained program compiled the information from teachers and other

sources and prepared a tentative IEP document. The regular teadhers were not

volved in the preparation of the IEP document.

The resource teachers prepared the entire IEP for each resource

student. The resource teacher oftentalked with the student before preparing

the IEP to determine what goals the student wished to set for himself or

herself. Oftent these student goals were expressed in terms of passing or as

grades -- e.g., student will pass all subjects with at least a "C".. Resource

students could also express priorities about their skill needs; -- e.g., to

improve their spelling. Regular teachers were only involved in the prepara-

tion of the resource students' IEPs indirectly, if,at all. By the time the

resource teachers began working on the IEPs, they knew which subject areas

and classes were causing their students the most trouble and where regular

teachers had requested or were amenable to the resource teachers' support.

Goals and objectives were developed with this knowledge in mind.

The timing of the IEP preparation and conference is based partly

.Work on preparing an IEP begins once students are settled in

schedules have been adjusted, and routines established. The

teachers have developed the course content; the resource

determined what their students' major skill deficiencies are.

on convenience.

their'plasses',

self-cbntained

teachers have
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Course planning for the, following year is beginning and problems with regular

class teachers or courses Have surfaced.

The timing of the IEP preparation and confeApnce mean that the/

IEP developed the previous year is not useful as a guide to instruction that

occurslin the fall, since that IEP is nine months old. The student may have

changed during the summer his or her LD teacher may be different, and he or

she-is registered in new courses.

4.2.4 Relationship to the Regular Program

,

The IEP document and the process through which it is develOped is

restricted to the special education program. The level of performance and

goals and objectives are described only for those educational areas in which

special education services are to be provided.

The IEP ddcument does not serve to coordinate the instruction,

offered by the several LD ntained academic subject classes. Although

the efforts of these teachers are coordinated informally by sharing common

Work space and by the administrative efforts of the LD self-contained

program. director, there -is no attempt to coordinate the goals and objectives

from several subject areas on the IEP. This is true even if a student's most

obvious educational nded cuts across 'subject areas ---for example, inability

"to follow directions and persist on a task ui%til completion. The informal

and administrative links between teachers may result ina unified effort on

the part of all teachers to work on a particular problem, but the IEP document

is not the mechanism-for controlling or directing that coordination.

4.3 Impact of the IEP Provisions

4.3.1 Utility of the IEP Document.

The IEP document is intended to provide written evidence that a

handicapped student is.raeiving educational services based on his or her

unique needs. The IEPs of the STP students do provide a written historical

ecord of the services provided and goals and objectives attempted. However,

the IBPs would be more useful as.a means of ascertaining progress in meeting
'

particular learning skill goals and objectives if: (1) they contained a

not,4ition indicating whether or when the student attained a particular objec-

ti e; and (2) the goals and objectives from one year to the next were related

ale systematic way. For the resource students who have the same resource
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teacher for more th,n one year, there is some continuity, especially if

a particular learning problem is identified and that problem is the fOous of

the resource class instruction (e.g., spelling, basic math skills). For the

self-contained students, each academic class is a separate distinct unit;

while the curriculum may be impliditly developing asunified body of knowledge

and skills over time, aat 'structure and seque,ce.(irit exists) is not

evidept from the successive yearly IEPs. Thug, although the IEP document

serves as an historical record, it 'is not as useful as it might be.

_Despite the expectation presented in the OSE Policy }per that

the goals alobjectives serve as ti-e basis for developing a det led iiistruc7

tional plan for the student, teachers report the IEP does not direct their

instructioca4)planning. In fact, the converse-is true. The self-containe6'

teachers first develop a course outline for their .class usually based on the

CustisCounty curriculum for the reg ar courses in that subject area. Th

they develop goal and objectives for the class, and add these goals and
A

objectives to the dents' IEPs.

At the beginning of
p

dent's evaluation records and ladt

N,

year, resource teachers review each stu-4,

ear's IEP and previous year'g work, talk
..,a

with the student, give diagnostic teats, and confer with his or her regular

teachers. From this information, theesource teacher decides whether the

student primarily needs process or speci/ic contept help. Process help is

vari2En-And intermittent, the need arising when the strident has assignments,

reports ordiorojects due in.his or her regular classes. Content help is con-

04tinuous d predictable, so the resource teacher can prepare a sequence of

activities, and assignments designed to build a particular content area skill.

After t resource teacher has worfced with the student a few weeks; goals,

object' es and an instructiofial are developed that are later pre-

sented' as the student's new IEP.

For both self-contained and resource students, the IEP developed_,-

61e previous year is dtill on file, but its relevahce to current year's work

is limited. The current year's IEP documents the content of the present

yeaes instruction -- not in the sense of a plan guiding the instruction, but

rather Is a report of what is, in fact, occurring..

The IEP does not indicate instructional priorities among goals

and objectives. For the resource student, it may indicate the area in which

. most time and attention has been or will be focused. For the self-contained
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tudent, the IEP indicates a sample of what will be covered in each course.

Thi's may be the major curricukum activity, the next activity to be pursued,

or the activity that is likely to be the most interesting.- Parents do have

priorities, but these are not always represented on the IEP document. Eddie

Lawrence's mother is very concerned about his reading ability. `Yet, the IEP

does not reflect a priOrity for developing basic readin4 skills. Developing

reading ability is the goal indicated for Eddie's English class, but there

is no way to make his English class a priority.

`school staff, like th parents of the STP students, viewed tha-tEP

document with skepticism. School Staff, resented the time and effort involved

in preparing the IEP document. From the special education teachers' perspec-

tive, the IEP document served no instructional purpose other than wkitten,

formal 'documentation that a student tad allearning disability and was there-

- fore entitled to certain special modifications in the regular instructional

program. The exact modification had to be deteLmined on a situation-by-

situation basis. However, the fact that a resource teacher could point to

where the IEP it said the student's level of performance in reading was

-several. years below grade level entitled t e lip student to have his or her

tests administered orally by an LD teac a and to other special treatment.
*

The written documen ade acceptable the student's claim for special

assistance.

Similarly, the IEP sanctions the use of particular modifica-

tions in the way state minimum competency tests are administered. State

competency test regulations allow those students whose IEPs indicate need

for oral communication to have their minimum competency tests administered

orally:'Thus, the IEPs of these students serve as documented evidence of

their need for modification of the state situation.

4.3.2 Utility of the IEP Conference

Despite the rather limited way the IEP document is used, serving

primarily as written evidence that certain services are needed and are being

proviaded, the IEP conference is viewed positively by teachers and parents --

not 'because of the importance of the discussionof the contents of the IEP

dodument, hit rather because of the opportunity to discuss other matters

related to the student's educatiopal program. The principal of the IEP

conference is in bringing parents and special education staff together.
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School staff try to encourage-attendance, because they are convinced that

the more parents understand and support the program and believe their child

is getting appropriate individualized special assistance, *the more progress

the student makes. In general, the STP parents atteglea their child's IEP

meeting because they were interested in hearing how't it child was doing

and what the plans were for the following year, and because they believed"'

(incorrectly) that'if they, didn't "sign-off" their child would not be

able to continue in the program.

The IEPs for the STP students follow a calendar rather than

academic year cycle,, so that conferences to develop the IEP for re-
_

mainder of the current year and the first part of the following year are

developed during the late fall, winter and early spring. Coming when it

does, the IEP conference provides an excellent opportunity to discuss the

basic planning decisions that must be made. At the IEP daference, parents

and school staff discuss career possibilities and college opportunities,

what the requirements are for graduation, possible courses the student might

take, last year's and last quarter's grades, why some were low and what can

be done to pull them up,the,schedule of assignments and other requirements

in the student's classes, and how parents and teachers might help the student

meet these requirements. Thus, the IEP conference serves as a time to

reflect upon the set of education decisions that form the basis of the

secondary student's educational program, expanding beyond the narrow

requirements of the*,IEP document.

4.3.3 Factors Affecting the Utilization Of the IEP Conference
and the IEP Document

Thus far, we have described and commented upon the IEP meeting

and the IEP document implemented according to the provisions of the law.

We indicated that the legal content requirements of the IEP are not the

only areas of concern to parents, and that the IEP document and meeting

perform only some of th functions they could perform. Part of the reason

61swhy neither the IEP docu%t nor-the conference are as useful as they might

be is that they focus on only one portion of the student's adacemic life --

the special education services and program.-- and are riot related to other,

broader academic factors and concerns. In this section, we describe the

nature of educational program planning at the secondary level, including
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se selection and the way in, whiCh a,student's performance is evaluated,

an suggest how the IEP document and IEP conference might be expanded or

. . 01- modified to address the 'student's needs in this broader planning area.

r, .:

The Educational anning Process

Educational planning fOr secondary students can., be viewed as

a set of hierardhical

-- Decisions 'related .to career and post-high school

education;

Decisions related to the relatiire importance of
an academic_foaandation and vocational preparation;

-- Decisions related to the selection'of courses,
U teadhe4# and classes;

- - Decisions ,related to the curriculum instructional
goal's and objectives established for each class

to be applied to all students;

--, Decisions related to evaluation procedures and

eriteria,to indicatethe attainment of the
instructional goals and' objectives of each class; 4 :;

Decisions related tb adapting the goals, objec-
tives, and grading policies - to the 1:1) student. - ,

At the top of the hieFarchy are two somewhat independent oflibs-

tiohs about the student's long range direction that the school, student and

his or her,parents should address:'

7- What are the reer possibilitiops that in r you?

- 7- ,Po you want .to continue your education of fh
school in any formal way?

.
,

...

The LD student, just like,his or her non-LD counterpart, must_
4

address the same questionsi but in the case of the LD studenk, these "ofues-

,tions take
\
on

4
special significance. Students with learning disabilities

need to be advised that their particular learning problpm may make certain
Or

aspectg of particular career more difficult for them. For example, is a

career.as a ypist realistic for an LDstudent like a Vicky Mallack, who
,

cannot do arithmetic well enough to,set.margins td 'type tables?. If Vicky
4

wants'to be a typist, could she learn to compensate for her weakness by .

uging a .c6aUlator?

a
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.

11., .'By asking a co-worker to'help set margins? By, learning to set margins ,
--, .

.visually? #By requesting that she not be given jobs requiring complex tabulara
s

-

rpresentations? Or. by practicing the computations needed to determine margin
,positions until the tprCcedure was mastered? If compensatory strategies are-. , ---. ,

,,. _

not practical, are there\related jobs in the business world which Vicky can
perform, such as4b9in.7 receptionist, file clerk or office machine operator?

0Vicky" hard - working, oya.1., diligent, personable, and.dependable.,Do these
' attributes coVh-lterbafance'her learning disability?

1 ,

Three,ofple,.$tP.students -- den Long, Bill Smith andEddie Lawrence
-- have 'definite career paths establishOd;

three others -- Julian Lombardi,
. Jodk Fine and Stuart Warren -- will ,have employment opportunities available,

vin family biinesses, althou h they may ri!St, pursue them.' Ben Long and Bill
a Smith are actively pursuing} cation5i prograMs that will further their

,

. .

kchosen careers. Deeter Dick Bison, Peter. Lazer and Ted Thompson
.plan to go .p, college, but at pryent they have no definite plans for a

,caree f
solidcollege. None of the girls have olid career or college plans,g 4)

altho Vicky.thks she might /like wor g in nuts ry school or day care
.

....

center. Tim Michael and Wally 4uinn have neit A career/coAege.plans nor..
-

the' opportunity to work in a family b iness.

sekf-contained program. ,Wally is only

of these ..boys are in'a

ninth grade, so career plans may be
premature at tits point; Tim will be in a,vocational orientation program 'next

4year.

I-'\>=01t, Besides career planning, thT second issue related 'td:educatiOnalS
4

.

planning is.choosing whether or hot to continue one's-formal education.
* .

e
inthough career planning and post-high iochool education at twtwo. disiiribt'

..

.

,
,

..
issues, they are interrelateds , since some careers retire continaed formal

. --seducation. Some students, however, treat these -Lssues as mutually exclu-
4-' N- .

sive..
4

Whether or not to go to college takes on specialsignificahce
for.

a student with a learning digability.' Are the sttident's learning di§aAlities.
4

so severe that continued educatftin will only cause more frustration, pan and

ti4

failure? Will 6e0college or techffidalprogram offer any ptogramAtic support?'
'Will the student ask for-assistance and-be able to uee !t? '40W much support '-
will the student need? Will the support available he sufficient? Is college
necessary to pursue a career in a particular field?

Are there other jobs in

VI
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the dame field that do not require college? Would it not.be'as'satisfying

to be an ambulance driver,as a paramedic, and thus avoid two years of

intensive post-high school training?

Highlachool educational planning not only involves the qu4stron

'
of whether or not to go to college,it also involves thelquestiOn of which

college one shbuld choose. LD students may need to attend'colleges that.

do not require
) a foreign language as an admissions or graduation requirement.

They also need to know what special support services the college offers,

(e.g., learning labs), and vhether special"-compensations (e.g., oral

Nether thatvwritten examindAions) are, permitted.

llegeappears to be a realisticoption only for those students

in resource classes. Generally.speaking, none of the self-contained students

.b

expected to attend college* nor were they advised to do So. There may be

exceptions to that, however guidance counselor mentioned he,was having

- trouble deciding how.t.6 poundel an LD self-contained student who is a very

good athlete and who is expedted to be offered an athletic,scholaeShip. His
;

teachers agree that he wil101ave a,very difficult time academically in

.
, .

college, but want him to'have the athletic opportunity. LD self-contained

'students from professional families present another interesting problem.

AlthoAlthough the students may "say they do not want to, -go to college, their
ugh

malknot dismiss that possibility entirely. These parenti may decide

. 4-

that a cavefully selected
community college would be a good social eXperiencet

,Somewhat akin_ to the .issue of.career choice an continuing ,education

is Rthe issue of academic versus vocational training. For some students, a

completely academic program would doom them -- if not to failure, then to

total disgust and dislike of =Vol. 'nor others, their goals are not yet

focused enough to make vocational education a reasonable alternative. Some

students feel there is astigma
attached-to vocational programs, or they do

not %rant to'leive their friends at their home-based high ecHdol, an attitude

.

Ben ilong believes is very childidh. In addition, work/study,prograbis conflicts

411*.
;

with sports and)otheextra-curricular, after-school activities:

4, Self-contained students are-more likely to be advised 0 enter.

vocational plograms than are resource students:-"pgsL.County offers'a week-

long career absessment program at another highschool. Vicky Mallackand

Tim Michael participated in this.programatst year, and both of these students

1
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have been actively encouraged to enter a' vocational program. Tim'e mother

tics been concerned that he might miss too much '"basic work" if he enrolled

in a vocational program, but this is definitely the program Tim is interested

.in.

There is a noticeable difference in'the philosophy of the self -

contained program directors at West Forest and O'Brian on the issue of

vocational versus academic preparation. The program diredtpr at West Forest

would like each LD self-contained student to graduate.with a marketable job

skill and experience. She encourages career planning and preparatiOn *arting

in the ninth grade. The prOgfam director at O'Brian is more 'concerned with

giving students a solid academic foundation. Despite the fact that Eddie

Lawrence hfs% career in construction well in hand, he 4s encouraged by his

patents to get as'much academics as possible before he entered a skilled

trade, Wand the school supported that decision. Sally Benson had a job

after school in a nursing home that could have been incorporated into a

work/study program permitting her to earn course credit for her employment.

Given the fact that mahy of the LD students appear rather discontented wEth
9

their academic courses, a vocational program seems like a very attractive

al.ternative, especially if the student is interested and has some capability

in that career area.

Addressing the-issues of career choice, continuing education,

academic emphasis and vocational education provides long -range ections to

the secondary student's e4cational program. A somewhat more spe if is level

in the planning process involves, the selection f courses. Sele ting courses

for the following year is a complex decisio rocess involv ighing

several factors:

What subjects is the- dent required to take for
graduation?

What subjects are requested by the co14ges
the student might attend and/or the career the
studept :night pursue?

What subjects. is the student interested in?

What subjects will'give the student difficulty
because of the student's Particular learning
disability?
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,These factors must all be considered in planning the particular

courses to be pursued the following year. Custigatounty students must take

18 credit hours each year (six courses), 15 of which are prescribed and

3 of which are elective. Students 34ho are in vocational programs can waive

efther a science or a social studies requirementieach year. The LD self-
.

' contained programs offer special classes, in English, consumer math and social

stud ies (e.g., world geography, psychology/sociology) and, at O'Brian,

science. At both O'Brian and West Forest, students are mainstreamed for
b

health/PE/driver's education a nd for any prevocational or vocational courses;

at West Forest, self-contained students are mainstreamed for science courses.

Course selection for the-self-contained students involves identi-

fying regular prevocational or vocational programs in which,the students -have

some interest sad in which they can succeed without serious trauma. Self-

contained students seleCt their mainstreamed courses carefully, trying to

avoid courses that will require a high level of reading or math abilit

that are taught by teachers with reputatioA for !aging "toughs" They

-
try to avoid classes in which their lack of skil will be apparent. Wit

the self-c retained program the selection of courses is relatively automa

since the c urse offerings within a required subject area are limited.'
4.3, ,

Resource students havg mare complicated probIeMs selecting their
4

.courses. They must meet graduation requirements and college or employer.

. preferences, but do not have the option of taping these courses as part of
t

'a self-contained program. Furthermore, badic.skill review (the resource

class).uses up one of their elective courses. The resource students also
_ -

look for courses that are not "tough". Exactly what makes a course "tough"

in

is hard to describe, and how one learns which courses are "tough" is hard

to determine. Yet, such courses do exist, and the LD..students, resource

,teachers and guidance counselors know which.ones they are. ,

Ideally, once an LD student is required or elects to take a

course it should be possible to identify a'particular level or section

that (would be geared to his or her functioning level, and/Or a teacher

willing to work with and make modifications for the LD student's particular

problems. There are Several bar ,riers to achieving this, however. First,

information about the teaching style of a particular teacher may not be

known to,the student, thp guidance counselor or the special teacher's.



Although most teachers have reputations that circulate among both the students

and faculty/. and the meanings of euphemistic course descriptions (e.g.,

consumerdchemistry) are well known, there are always a few new teachers and

'courses for which information is not available. Furthermore, even where the

information is known, very often it cannot be used. Studentclass schedules
*

are prepared by computer, and it is impossible to specify a particular

teacher or a particular section of a class in the. computer input system. For
,

example,oit is not possible for an 1D student to request an English section

or teacher that will emphasize creative writing; a student has to take

whatever Engl&t,teaCher is assigned. If there ar6 two sections of the

chemistry class for college-bound students, taught by different teachers, thd

student cannot elect one teacher rather than the other. Ort course, if the

school decided to make one section of the lemistry clasp for higher ability

students and the other for lower ability students, then the school would be

responsible -for assigning the students. Ability grouping has disadvantages

for the LD student, however, because often the lower section is composed of

disinterested, unmotivated students who slow the'pace of instruction and

disrupt the class.

Often, there is no.choice of teacher or level -- if one registers

'for that course, he or she will have that teacher and level of instruction.

This can sometimes 4e student's advantage if he or she knowS that a

pa;ticularly effective eacheiis the only person available to,teach a

subject such as accounting. Then, a student who elects to take accounting,

he will have that teacher. Regardless of whether the reason is lack of

information,-inability to program the computer or no real choice, not being

able to specify a particular teacher or section makes it difficult to plan an

individually tailored class schedule for the LD student.

Even within the self-contained program, the scheduling process

makes it difficult to spiign LD students to particular sections of a self-,
I

.

contained'English or.inath class based on their current level of functioning.

Grouping the LD self-contained students into different sections of the

4

self-contained'Ettgli0 classes by reading level beci;es a "hand-scheduling"

Operation. Since hand-scheduling takes staff time, this oft4 means that LD

self-containe' students are not scheduled into a routine until several weeks

after the s o 1 year starts.
. )
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Although it may not be possible Ainitially to match an LDstudent

with an appropriate teacher or level of a course, it is possible, although

difficult, to get him or her removed from a particularly bad situation.

Usually, this involves some negotiations. To change Dick Bison's English

class, for example, the resource teacher had to determine first whether the

teacher whom the student requested had space in her class and was willing to

have Dick join it. Then the teacher had to donVince the guidance counselor

that Dick was not changing teachers because he wanted to avoid t "harder"

work in the Other class- but becausedhe wanted a greater emphasis on creative

writing. Although it is not easy for an LD student to change teachers or

sections, it is easier for them than their non-LD counterparts. As one

guidance counselor put it: "If one of the resource teachers asks for a

change for one of her students, I make it, but other students have tappeal

all the way to the principal."

The next level of specificity in the program planning hierarchy

is defining the particular curriculum goals and objectives for the courses
N.

the student is taking. In the regular classes, the goals and objectives are

set by the Custis County curriculum guides and departmental regulations.

Regular teachers are willing to individualize the goals, objectives and

criteria for achievement only under certain conditions. Many of the regular

tea ers believe that the LD students in their classes don't need any special

h p. This is particularly true' if the class is a lowerlevel section, such

as consumer chemistry, or one that the academically talented student normally

would not take, such as the current affairs class. Many,of the regular

techers remarked that the LD students were doing much better than some of

their non-LD peers. FartherMore, most of the regular teachers believe that

if the LD student is "working hard" or "really trying", he or she can learn

the material and-pass the course -- possibly doing quite well.

Regular teachers believe that if an LD student has a problem, it is.

due to a lack of effort and not lack of ability. Working bard and,really

trying translates-into completing assignments, attending class regularly,

paying attention, contributing to class discussions, asking for extra help

and, occasionally, doing work after school. With only rare exceptions,

regular teachers begin witNothe working hypothesis that everyone in. the class

is capable of doing the assigned work and achieving the goals and objectives

set for the course. An LD student who is in academic difficulty because he
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or she is frequely absent from class, fails td complete his or her homework

or class projects, or has not asked for help is given short shrift. Those LD

students who are diligent and hard-working and 'still have difficulty are

usually given the benefit of the doubt. They are given adjusted grades,

permitted to do modified assignments, provided additional help and allowed

extra time. The basic issue seems to be:. Did the student achieve as much as

he or she could, given his or her learning disabilipy? The assumption is

that students who have not made an effort have' not abhieved their potential;

and a regular teacher is not likely to,adjust his or her standards fOr that

student. There are, of course, a few teachers like/6im Michael's driver's

education teacher who hold to the rule that standards trust be standards even

for students who are making every effort. It is6unfortunate that these

teachers sometimes are the only ones with whom an LD st dent can'take some

regular courses.

The instructional goals and objectives for self-contained classes

are established with reference to the curriculum:guides for the corresponding

regular courses. As one self-contained science teacher stated: "We try to

follow the County curriculud guides for the subject, but of course we have

to present the material in a way in which these students can understand."

There is relatively litt1le individualization of the instructional goal(and

objectives for different students in the class unless the class is using some

individually' programmed material. What individualization exists is accom-

plished by grouping the students into the self-contained classes by achieve-

melk level, although this happens only.in English and math.

The instructional goals and objectives of theresource classes are

totally individd:I/ted. Some students such as Jock Fine and Dick Bison work

on specific deficiencies. Other students such as Deeter Schuman and Peter

Lazer use the resource class as'a means of support to compensate for the

problems they have in regular classes because of their learning disabilities.

Closely related to the establishment of course goals and objectives

is establishing the student performance criteria forgsuccessful completion of

the goals and objectives setfor each course. At the high school level, the

typical indication of a student's success in attaining the goals and objec-

tives of a particular course by his or her grades. Grades are determined by

some weighted combination of class behavior and participation, completion
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of daily assignments, quizzes and tests. leachers, both regular and special,

are'very open.an4 clear about how-they grade, and all of the STP students

'
knew exactly whdt would be required to obtain a particular grade level. In

the regular class, the evaluation procedures are applied with only minor '

modification to the learning disabled'student, and only if the LD student

demonstrates that it is his oe.her learning disability rather than his or her

lack of motivation, persistence and effort that is causing difficulty. For

the self-contained class, the evaluation procedures are established for a

group or class of LD students, not for each individual LD9student. Only in

the resource crass are the performance criteria complet4y individualized.

Personnel and Procedures Available for LD Student Program Planning

The previous sections have defined several aspects of program planning

decisions. For secondary students, the major responsibility for planning at

lead.; the regular portion of the student's educational program rests with the

guidance counselor, but the.student's teachers also have an important role in

the planning process. h- guidance counselor: discusses career, college,
-4' 4

and/or other pos gh school education opportunities with students; assists

in the selection of courses for-the following year; negotiates course, class

and teacher changes; and mediates disputes about grades (usually without suc-
.

cess). Regular and special teachers advise students about careers colleged,
. .

and appropriate courses. In conjunction with school and department directives;

teachers establish goals, objectives and grading standards and apply those

standards to i dividual students. Students are encouraged to take or discour-

agedaged from taki Cg Certain coursea by their teachers, and teachers are open about

Gassesdescribing their classes and other classes in their departments, so that stu--

dentwcan make an Informed choice.

The relationship between the planning responsibilities of the

guidance counselor and those' of the special education staff differed in the
.4/ .

two high schools in the STP study. At O'Brian, the LD self-contained students

are, counseled, their schedules made and changed, and their difficulties with

regular teachers adjusted by the director of the LD self-contained pro4Yam.

The guidance counselors have little to do with the educational planning

for these students, although technically they retain that responsibility.

For the resource students at both high schools and for the self-contained
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student at West Forest, the guidance counselorq are responsible for all

course selections and changes. The special education teachers under this.'

system are informal advisors.

Special education teachers may offer suggestions in the area of

career planning and continuing education, based on their knowledge of the-

student's disability. They may be good sources of information About special'

college programs of which guidance counselors **Lay not.be aware. For example,

one resource teacher recently visited a nearby private'oollege that dhPhasizes

a strong support program for LD students. Now this teacher is able to provide
At

iiin-rmation.on the, benefits of that type of programs for the LQ student. In

the area of course selection, the LD teachers talk with the students indivi-

dually and may even talk with the,students' parents about specific course

selection problems. TA LD teacher provides advice on appropriate courses

for an LD student. FOr example, Tim Michael Is discouraged by the LD_

teacher from taking consumer chemistry because he had poor math skills.
ti

Deeter Schuman's mother questioned his resource teacher during the IEP

'conference about whether it was advisable for him to take a foreign language,

and the resource teacher advised against it. At West Forest, the LD self-
4

contained teachers hosted an evenings meeting at which they explained the'

courses available and then talked with each parent individually,about his or

her child's 'schedule. The one STP parent. who. attended four this very

helpful.

The'impact of'the SD teacher's recommendation depends, in large

part, on his ok her persuasiveness and repUtation. The senior resource

teacher at O'Brian has been there for several ?ears d knows most of the

teachers and courses; and her recommendations are u ually sought out and

followed'. On the other hand, resource'teachirs'at West Forest have not been

teachifig in that school long, and their influence is notably weaker. But"nct'

matter how influential an LD teacher may be, his or her input is only advi-

sory. LD teachers tell incredible "war stories" of LD students being placed

in advanced classes in which they were "doomed to fail" because a guidance'

counselor gave inappropriate counselling during the course selection process.

Although the guidance counselor is the person authorized to make teacher or

course changes, the special education teachers are ,important mediators in

this process. The LD teachers will advocate for a student.Avishee to make

a teacher change or,other changes in schedule.
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In addition to advillillOstudents on course selection and asAs-

ting in making course Changes, the LD teachers are play an extremely` important

role at the level in the planning process where the regular program curriculum

goals and objectives are applied to the LD student. The resource teachers
h

often serve as a communication link and Advocate with the regular teachers

flin the LD students they instruct. ,The resource teachers pe65it two functions.

First, they find out first-hand exactly what the regular teacher expects from

students and then tries to be certain that the LD student understands and

complies with those expectations. The resource teachers constantly check

with their students about their. work in other classes, asking questions such

as:

Isn!t the outline on your research paper due tomorrow?

Is it done?

Do you need help thinking out your approach or
organizing your ideas?

/ Should I help you proofread it?

Should we check your grammar and punctuation?

Have you included all your references?

Second, resource teachers convey to regular teachers information on

the student's disability: "Jock has trouble undertanding written directions.

Try to explain the instructions orallS, foi him." In certain circumstances,

the resource teachers are able to administer oral versions of the regular

class tests and to convince a teacher to pass rather than fail a studeat. who

did as well as could be expected given the student's learning disability.

The coordinatilkand support role played by the resource teacher

is difficult. It takes time tb arrange opportunities to meet with regular

"teachers whose free periods are at different times. Interaction is often

crisis generated, occurring when a student feels he or she doesn't understand

something and there is a test.on it the next day. It requires judgment,-since

in some instances the student's problem in a regular clAs is not his or her

learning disability per se but

or ma3N not be attributable to

motivational or attention problem-that may

the learning disability. When an LD student is

having problems in his or her regular courses, the regular teacher almost

always asks, "Don't you think the student could do better ifhe or she

tried?" Because not all LD students have

74
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some regular, teachers expect, it is sometimes,difficult to explain: (1) that

the student's poor class behavior and work habits are related to his or her

learning disability; or (2) that alt4Ough the student might have exerted

extra effort, it is not really fair to always expect an LD student to do

extensive extra work just to keep pace. Motivation and effort can compensate

for a learning disability. But how fair is it to expect LD student to

exhibiexemplary efforts in these areas?

The Role of the IEP Document and Conference

Having discussed the educational planning process and the persorinel

and proceduies available for program planning, we turn now to the question of

what role in that process the IEP document and conference should'play. In
Exhibit 6, we present schematically the elements of the., planning process and

indicate where the IEP document and conference fit into that process.

As indicated in Exhibit 6, only a small portion of the decisions

involved in the planning process are part of the IEP document, although

almost all are topics of discussion at the IEP conference. Among the planning

decisions presented, the IEP document is required to include'only the annual

goals and short-term objectives that are specific to the individual student

and the specific modifications -required in the student's regular program to

ac odate his or her uniqueCneeds. Althdugh Custis County IEPs in5lude a

description of general curriculum goals and objectives bei used with all

students in the self-contained class, this is not required. or is the IEP
e.document required to address other areas of importance to the planning

,
.

process. Particularly, the IEP document does not address long-range direc-
,

. tions -- there is no indication'on the IEP document that any discussion

was held, or tentative decision reached, or direction established related to

career choice or college plans. These questions arise at the IEP meeting and

must be addressed in making course selections, yet the IEP document is not

required to include the infortation.

The-IEP document does not c nt in, any reference the student's' /(--N

maintreamed courses except P4.rhaps to li)st-them and indicate the percent-
eage of time to be spent in the regular program. Here again, course selection

and change make up an important topic for discussion at the IEP_ meeting, yet

the IEP does not docuMent this discussion. Of course, unAess the guidance

41.

counselor,'is present at the IEP conference, the course selection discussion
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Exhibit 6

The Relationship of the IEP to the Pl'anning Process

Decision in the
Planning Process

IEP

Document
IEP

Conference

Career choice and/or
post -high school education

school education

Academic foundation vis =a -vis
vocational preparation

Selection of courses, .1:,lasses

and teachers

Establishment of curricullim
and instructional'gOali;

Evaluation procedure-to
determine attainment of
instructional goals and
objectives"

Adaptation of goals,
objectives and grading
policies to meet needs
of the individual LD
student

Specific learning deficiency
skill development goals and
objectives and evaluation
criteria to meet ID student's

gb unique needs.

.:Not ReTiired

Not required

Not required,

Not required but
curriculum goals and
objectives for self -
contained classes are
on STP students' IEPs

Not required but evalua-
tion procedures for
self-contained students
are on VaSTP students'
IEPs

Required

Required

Discussed

Discussed

Discussed

Discussed.

c).

N.%

Discussed and
developed at
the conference

Discussed and
developed at
the conference



is only advisory, since the responsibility for course selection decisi

rests with the guidance counselor.

,Although the student's current problems with specific regular

teachers and classes may be discussed at the IEP conference, any*requests for

teacher changes or special intervention may require another meeting with the

teacher and/or guidance Counselor. The IEP medting is'not a session at which

decision arc made or action takes place regarding the student's regular

program, usually cause the, opriate ersonriel are not sent and the

special edUcation staff present are limited to ap advisory, mediator

role in these decisions.

IEP content bears no relationship to the student's success in

the class as measured by his or her grades. Certainly in the regular classes,

if not in the special education classes, it is grades -- not IEP goals and

objectives completed -- that determine whether a student has passed his or

her courses and has earned the required credit units for graduation. The

'students, their parents and their teachers are veryconcerned about grades,
an much discussion at the IEP meeting centers around "how Well the student

is doing," which is always answered in terms of grades.

The parents of the STP students 4tre very concerned about their son 3

or daughtet''s day-to-day progress and are willing to help. in whatever way
they can. This, too, is usually a topic Of discussion at the IEP meeting but

not recorded in the fEP document.

4.4 Implications of thsIEP Provisions

(4.4.1 Implications for Policy Makers

,Comprehensive PlAkininq Process

W*recognize that the IEP document is intended to set forth in

writing what-the student's unique special learnAll needg are and what

particular special education services or program modifications are required
; to meet those needs. It states specific goals and objectives to be achieved,

by the provision of special education and related services, and provides a
- means for recording the extent of'the student's progress toward meeting, these

goals and objectives. The IEP document is not a record of the student's

total educational.programi nor is it intended even to be a complete description
of all aspects of the sturenesIspecial education progam.'-

:

It/
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The findings of the STP study,-however, indicaEethat there is a

need at the secondary level for a more long-term, integrated, comprehensive 4
'planning process. nits planning process wouleinclude establishing long-range

directions fOr each student;
e
selecting appropriate courses and classes;

41
adapting, if necessary, the .currictaum cgn ent, instructional approach and

grading policy of particular classes to meet the unique needs of the learning
-66

.disSbled student; and developing specific annual goals and short-term objec-

tives to eet the student's unique special steeds. One approach to meeting

the need

the content

r an integrated,

f th

igp conferen

comprehensive planning process would be to expand

ent; another would be to ekbourage the use ort,,the-

e s an oppor

developing an integrated, comprehensive national plan for secondary

.'students, our findings related--to' btfientspects of the IEP conference
.. .

.

.
. ,

AVe policy implications. .
. .

ty to discuss these concerns.

In'tadditionto-Ehe use of the IEP conference' as a mec hanism for

Our findings suggest that-some learning disabledstudents'do not
.

.

wish to be when their,teas,and_parents review their work:

They want to.kno what their teachers sally, but not tb be there when it

is said. % much more satigactory.aTrangemenrfor these.stpdents is for %
.

.
the spedlial education teacher or program direct* t .discuss,the IEP with the

:' ilb 4
student-first, incorporating all his or her comm nts Ad concernSa_apd then

4to review the IEP with the parents se'Aately, permits both the student

and the parents It feel free to express their concerns., and for the teacher

_____
ichlbe opemand frank in discussing thstudent'.s school progress and problems

)
with both, the student, and parents. This does'not mean that students should

66 6
...

not be sncouragod to httend their IEP meetings; rather, it suggests) that ..

oppOrtunity for'individual Conversations should befoffered 'Instead of Or
, e

......,

additioArto, th -more formal parent /student /teacher /school representative

ti

EP meeting.

i

It.

4
IEP Do ment. 0

r .._gir, '
,

i

1 :7) The IEPs f thd STP'students illustrate certain areas where policy
... .4

.

caarificonsmax be desiraele. We found-one important lee'of the Up,

-paxticularly for mainstreamed ID students, to be tb'buttreSs the cdmmunicatio

with regular class teachers. For this purpose to be achieved, it ip #important

80 0, c,



for,the IEP dOcume ttostate clearly and specifically the adaptations, to
.

enable the student/to be instructed.in a regular class. This should relate:.

to the student's level f, functioning and should .nplude a description of the

support available to regUlar teatheTs from his or her special education

teachers and other special education program staff. The IEP regulations do

not state this.as a required content item, and local education agencies may

need encouragement to reviseytheir IEP formsso this item is included.

The goals and objectives included on the TEPs for the STP students

'tende'd to be genpral curriculum content goals anti objectives rather than

goals and objectives related to specific academicskill development or

4

Sprogress the student is. making toward achieving his Or her educational goals,
.

_ .

greater emphasis should be placed on developing IEPs so as to facilitate
.

. *Meaningful comparisons from year-to-year. Statemeis of levels of perfor-

deficiency remediation. The relationship between the IEP goals and objectives
Offor a,self-contained student, and the general curriculum goal's and objectives

tor the sftlf- contained classes in whichtddent is placed, needs to be
..clarified so that self-contained class

II

techers understand that
!

th.e"IEP need

1

not state general curriculum goals.

Both teachers' and parents feel that while knowing the Atli
for a student is important, the specification of short -tern objectives is..of

Attie benefit unless the IEP indicates of whether and when the particular

objective 4ras achieved. The IEP document should be required,to contain this
4information.

Because the IEP document is intended to i'eflect the extent of

r

------Manceand-thepecification of goals and objectives should be linked teach

other so that acumulative record of progress and accomplishment is created.
,:s,

4.4.2 Imolications4for Program Administrators

IEP Conference

The STP students did not, as a rule,_wish to attend the\ IEP

conference held with theieferents. Therefore, the LD teachers orb program

directors responsible for preparing IEP recdmmendations for presentation

to paresis atthe IEP meetkig shqVI discuss the IEP with the student and
. elicit input prior to the meeting. Students should still ioe encouraged to .

\
attend the IEP meeting, but other options for their participan should ,

,

.

.

also be available. .

.
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For Many parents, the IEP conference has evolved into a general
SW

program planning meeting, the topics discussed venturing far and wide from

the"special educatian goals, objectives and sdrvices -- to career or college

.plans, course selection, cha es in current teachers or courses, particular

courses where the student s vulnerable and what can be done to reduce the

likelihood of a p or failing grade, actions or activities needed or possible

at home, and parent education on potential and impending problems such as

dating, drinking, driving, drugs, and disruption. The.nature of the discus-
?,

sion at the IEP meeting should be encouraged to expand to cover all areas of

teacher,. parent and student concern, and not'be limited to the content of the

IEP document..

For many of the areas discussed at the IEP conference, the preSence

and participation'of the student's gu4dance counselor should be encouraged.

BeOloide many of the,educational plans, decisions and problems of an LD

student are related to the areas of knowledge, expertise or responsibility of

bath-the special education teacher and the guidance counselor, a close

working relationship 'between the student's guidanct counsel* and his or her

special education teachers should be developed. oThis relationship might be

formally established by having guidance Counselor participation and sign-off

in the developmeht of the student's IEP and by having special education

program participation and si052gn-off on, the LD student's schedule of courses

and any course changes.

/ IEP Document
1

Although not required by P.L.'94-142, the IEP document currently

Secondary students could with very little additional---=bethg-developed for LD
*

content be expanded to

educational prcfram.

,items;

more useful, comprehensive record of the student's

A comprehensive document would include the folJJlbwing

-- First, a statement of long-term directions. This statement,

which would be revised each yea,, would consider current expectations*
6

regarding career or, college plans, and indicate a general focus JOIP academic,

Locational or social development. ./is part of establishing long-term direc-

tives the IEP could include a statement of the student's total high 'school

program planlincluding courses and credits required for graduation or

courses needed for Tar Ycular job entry or post-high school training. Thus,

t



the total progr:am plan wild show what courses the student must take, should

' take, and hopes to tae. Progress toward completing the total program plan
stWould be reviewed each year. _Guidance counselors may already do this form of

total'program planning with students; if.sothe plan should.be.reviewed with

the student and parent in bonjunction with the student's IEP to show how'his

or her special education program fits into the total education plan.

-- Second, a Statement of the modifications required in the substan=
0 0

7
tive curriculum, instructional strategies and perhaps grading practices to

aCCommodate the learning disablIq student in his or her regular clas es

inclu dj.ng physical and vocational. education.

-- Third, a statement of the specific individual goals and, obD

ves that areto be the primary focus of the special education program..'For.

the self-contained students, these goals and objectives would probably 'cut

acl-Ots,academic subject areas and serve to link all the self-contained
,

\.. teachers together in ia common effort related to two or three prfority

areas 'for the student..

-- Fourth, a.statement of the supportive services availabld t

assist the LD student in his on her regular classes. These may be such
i''

, 'services-as interpreting the regular, class '1471 en materials so that the LDt
.student can understand and assimilate the content.

4;
s

-- Fifth, a statement of'pagent d student actions to be taken

in sppport of the IEP goals and objectivel. This includes,activit4.es
4 \ A

..the parents and the 'student expect to undertake to facilitate the school's,

efforts to help the student achieve the specified goals and objectives. Lf

the IEP i reviewed and signed.by the student, his or her own serious
-r-N- 2

committhen to certain behavior shouldbe reinforced by recording it in
4
a

. ,

fotmal document.
'114'

-- Sixth, a dtatement ofjthe student's' current level of performance

thet'permits examination 8t the continuity bfprogress.. A major .imitatisin

of.the i&document is not it content but the lack of'any requirement

that there be continuity of that content. A student,' parent, or teacher

should be
be

to place th4 /EPs Of'successive Years together and get a

sense of the progress the student has made hoth in terms of improvement in,

the level 'otyperformance and in terms of the extent and variety of goals and

objectives ..mastered. The IEPs of previous years do not seem:to build such -a

-

0
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cumulativelative record; therefore, some mechanism fof showirig.dontinuity ;should

be provided. - .,

4

C.

4.4:3 Implications for 'Teachers

preparation of the IEP
4

AlthOugh in earlier seCtAons 'of this report tie recommended adding

material to the IEP, there are some things that might make. the preparation

of the IEP easier. First, teachers should read the student's previous IEP

and use some of the same terms and yardsticke,to determine the student's

current level of performance. This would provide continuity to the IEP

and enable the parents and students to follow the students progress.

Second, teachers should make a- clear statement about what adapta-

tions the student may need to'succeed in the regular class and whatspecial

education ig available to support the regular vocationalpfcrm. In

this connection, it is important to document any conversations the resource

or sell-contained teachef may have already ha with the student's regular

or vocational teachers ab t modifiCations nee ed and support offered. .,

ird, teacher ould think about.4he total plan for the

student's pi tam from,the most'general-to the most specific. At the most
, --f

general level should be a considerati6t of the student's total high school

experience and the general direction'he or she wishes to pursue.

fourth, teachers should develop recommendations for specific

individual student'goals and objectives. For resource students,- there

should be at least (perhaps at most) two year-1 ng 1) the student .

will acquire the Organizational and stud skills eeded to succeed in his or !

her regular classes;'. and 2) the stUde Willincrease his or her level of
o'

ski ll Let some specified skill or-content area.

For the first goal, shdrt -term objectives can be stateiR in terms
. .

of the skills the student needs to develop in ?ider to succeed, for example:

t . .
, C .,

cc

Organize his orhlr time and develop techniques to plan -4

0

ahead and so homework .assignments are 0

t
completed on time;

Ov?

Maintain a dbmplate 4nd orderly noiebo6k;
* .

.A. .

4 , 4) Be able to read assignments and 6.nderstand what is

A r6quired; ..
.

., 0

0, 'Be able to'read assigned material,Ind take notes;



Be able to proofread written work and make correctrilTA7

Know how to use a dictionary or calculator to verify
spelling or calCulatione.

The secondgoal defines and provides short -term objectives for
, .

the studentoto work on if there is no regular class work that needs attention

or support --- e.g., lists of spelling words, grammar, reading comprehension,

writing exercises, mathematics 'problems.

The resource teachers of the STP students generaPy.soent about

one-half to three-quarters of their resourceclass instruction time providing

-some form of support for the student's regular crass program. For many

students, this was the only instruction provided; for a kewp the entire

resource' class was spent working on a basic- skill area-- mathematics or

spelling. Rarely did a. resource teacher attempt to work on more than one

'content s kill area, and almost always regular 'program support, took priority

over the_content skill area.

Whe goals and objectives for the self-contained students should

be based on their particular learning needs and will typically cut across
pia*

sUbjeOt areas. They may be behavltral.skilli (e.g.,. attend class, increase

attention; reduce distractabilj.ty and disruption), or they may be

i

academic

skills (eg., improve reading4rwritng, spelling). The goals and objectivOt
4,,

-
should unify the self-cdhtained teachers in their efforts to address a

particular fundamental learning problem, When the teachers, parents and

students are all*aware.that this is:the target goal for the year, conceil-
-,

trated effort in even* class will be directed toward deireloping that.skill.

There-is no, need to describe the general currict4m goals and

objectives in the,varicus-eubject-,area-seTfontained classehicW
applicable toall students In these classes -- unless specific modifica-

tions are being made in that curriculum-for a particular student. A

reference to the general curriculum 'outline is su5ficient documentation.
. .For example: "Sam Jones will receive instruction in biology, world history\"

ov
and Consumer math in self-contained classes; Vie instruction in these

classes is based o9 the curriculum guide delidloped for these subjects by

CusEis County."

I

1.
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Q IEP Conference 0,
1 4

The IEP conference is perceived very positively by patents, but

it would be, even more,valuable if there were continuity' from year to year.

Teachers should begin the IEP meeting by reviewing last year's IEP, showing

tne.changes in'level of performance, improvement and increased skills. The

reviewof previous goals and objectives should be from the perspective of

both skills° development and knowledge expansion.

If the IEP conference is to serve as a mechanism for the discussion

of the student's total education program, then the next activity would be 14o

review tltsboent's lon%-range direCtions. For example, does the student

still expect to attend college ?, Wort on construction? Any further thoughts

on which college ? / Other jobs? Is it time to rethink some of these-expecta-

tions? The next Step would be.to consider the student's total high scho9-1

,program andhOw.the special education program is integrated with and supports

that program. The teacher should then discss the, student's current work,

the goals and objectives of the subject areas being taught or the skill areas

being worked on, and the Student's grades. Parents and students Should

__,b,eAncouraged to offer suggestions on what can be done to Improve the
4

student's current grades.

Next, teachers should discuss any current or potential problem

jrcreas and approaches the teacher, student and, parents might take to prevent
. -

or alleviate these problems. Written reports from other teachers are helpful

here", especially if the'student'is'having difficulty in a particular class.

'
After reviewingthe past, and discussing the present, it is

.i.r1tr9du9e the future by considering _.th&A.004.1,a_apid objecivei

'to be pursued during the ComIng.,year. This is4also a, good opportunity to

,c1(scuss the student'sgproposed course schedule for the Allowinci year and

the modifications and.supportive-arrangements that Will be requited to

accommodate the 'student in those classes., k -

0

0

4.4.4 Implications for Parents

Use of the IEP Confere ce and Document

.

Parents should use the IEP document and conference as a means

of learning more about their child, the progress he or A is making, and the

skills and knowledge he or she is a quiring.. Parents sh4Uld help develop the

p.
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f the IEP document. The content of the IEP should Aot Limit parent

questions but should offer'a means for going beyond the IEP,to other aspects.

of the student's total education program.
0

First, parents should make every effort to attend the conference.

If they cannot, they should talk with school staff over the phone. Swond,

p rents should prepare for theIEP conference. They should revill4 their

child's previous year's IEP, his orher recent report cards and other records;

in addition, they should make a list of questions related to current problems .

the child is having. They should confei with their child beforehand to

discuss the general areas of career chOice, college plans, and what classes,

or courses he or she expects to take the following year.

Parents should be involved in'the development of the IEP but

not feel limited by its content. Questions about appropriate colleges,

grades, and homework are all relevant. The IEP conference is a form of

parent education. Parents shpuld be sure they understand how the new IEP

builds on the old.one

successive.IEPs, and

goals and objectives.

-- how to determine their child

what the relationship is between

'Theykshould learn all they can

's pragress from

this and last year's

about their child's ,

class activitieg, what he or she learns, how he or she behaves', and'what

grades he or she will prObably receive.

Since the IEP document is not designed to communicate all the
Iineormation parents should knoW, nor does it cover all tbe areas parents

may wish to discuss, parents should not rely on the IEP document itself.

However, they should be sure theIEP reflects their particular concerns

4or their. child, 'even if ,these concerns do not seem to fit neatly into the

4.4.5 Implications for Students

Involvement

Learning disabled students should be actively involved in the

preparation of their IEPs, althoughnot necessarily by attending the IEP

conference. The LD.students should be encouraged.to set their Own goals and

objectives,*to select their own curses, and to determine -- within limits
4.

c,

how their special education instructiwial time will be spent.
.

They should

know what progress they have made frordione year to the next, and what goaiS

and objectives theirheir teachers hive recommended as priorities for them. The 4
.

TAB
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qt)
LD students should understand that their IEP indicates what modifications

may need to be made in their regular classes to accommodate their learning

.inability, apd what to do if these modifications are not made.

Learning disabled secondary students shou,ld contribute to the

content of t4e IEP document, agree to it, and even sign it. The students

should be asked to think about whether they wish to remain in the LD program

and', if so, what sort of help they expect to receive. 'All of thi STP students

kneW why they were in, the LD program and had some understanding of its

benefits; Whether the benefits are worth the stigma many students clearly

seem feel is a question that should be posed to each LO student every year.

In our study, the STP students were responsible for choosing

their cours4sofor the followingyear. Their parents had to "sign off" on

their choices, and, the guidae counselor had to review and approve their

program, but the initial preferences and final selection were student'detere

. mined -In thy. -s-pr-ocess-, the students received advice and assistance from

°their friends, teachers, parents and guidance counselors; they generally made

good decisions. Thus, we think LD studantt should'be encwaged to malfe,

course selection 4cisions Subject to revieW.by their parents, guidance

counselor and, preferably, their resource teacher or self-contained program-'

director. Furthermore, the IEP conference is an excellent time-for LD

students to discuss their course selection for the following year wit'' their

special-education teachers.

The STP resource students"Were generally responsibl,4 for how

they used their time in the resource class. Some students viewed thf class

as a guided study period, and others as a time when they studied a particular \

subject or skill. Sti.1-,,the particular focus activity was initiated by the 0

student. We th9ught this to be appropriate; the LD students gegerally. knew
,

which academic courses were causing them trouble and requested and psed the-
.

reso te teacher's assistance prOductively. Since the LD resource student

ma s the decisions about how the resource ;time will be spent, these decisions )

ld be reflected in the IEP. Similarly, the self- contained 'students

should partigipate in discussions about the general skill development target*

areas included ire-Vheir IEPs.

f3
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In sum, an LD student should be aware of the progress made

since his or her last IEP, and he or she should participate in certain

deciSiond particularly whether to remain in the LD program, what general

future direCtions sbotild be pursued, whatcOUrses should be taken, how to use

the resource class time, and what particular learning tT academic skill will

be,the focus of their special dducation program. They should know whatk,

information, if any, the'LD teachers have conveyed about their learning

problems to their 'regular teachers.

I
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5.0 IMPACT OF LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT (LRE) PROVISIONS

The STP sly deliberately selected students in two different
/-

placement situations in order to facilitate assessment of.the implementation

and impact of the least restrictive environment (LRE). In this section, we

describe the least restrictive environment provisions and how they are imple-
40.

mented in the two high schools involved in,the study. We also discuss the

various types of classes that form the total educational nrogram of the LD

student and the impact these classes have on different types of LD students.

Finally, we offerSome comments and suggestions related to the placement of

students in the lilt restrictiveenvironment.

5.1 The Least Restrictive Environment Provision of P.L. 94-142

P.L. 94-142 requires that: -(1), to the maximum extent apnropriate

40 handicapped students are to be educated with students who are not handicapped;
1/4- and (2) placement in special classes should oCcuronlY when the nature andl

a
,

' severity of the student's handicap is such that education in regular classes
,tc

. with-the use. of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved/tatis ctori y.
.

,...
4.

1' - School districts are required to provide a coptinuum of alterri Live

placement's, including instruction in regular classes and special classes, and

to provide`Supplementary services such as a resource class in conjunction

with regular class placement. A handicapped student's special education place-
.

ment must be aW.close to the student's home as possible and, unless the..,. ; ,

student's, ny, 'requires otherwise, in the school the studea ould normally have- .

attended had he ,or she not been handipa d. -,
, ,.

.

' In tbig_section- the followinF three important LRE uirements 11
,

discussed. Placements shoAd be:
, , t .: k . :.

a

As close to,the student's home as no sible i.e.,
the placement is in *_he Student's ho e-kbased schoo

s Sele tad from a continuum:of alternative placements
tha includet both instruction-'in'i4Ogular clagtes sup
mented by services in a resource class and instruction
Special clas

.1.N:self=contai

)

i.e., whether the pl4nment,is designAe
ed or resource progKamV

91 .
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- .

LD students placed in resource classes attend their home - basest eoh6ols., Self-

tcontairied _classes are available only in dertain designated high schools; there-
.

t

fore, many students in self-contained programs do not attend their home-based
4

high soh4010.: Since the number of students being placed'in LD self-contained

programs.is. idcreasing, the school district has recently started a new LD self-
, -

1

contained'program in a high school that previously had sent its students to

either West Forest or 'O'Brian. This meant that 'several *STP' students were

assigned back to.theifihome-based'school.

16
AI

- 5.2.2 Selection from a Continuum of Alternative Placements

4(

'To the maximum extent appropriate ith students who are

not handicapped i.e., what coMbina on of special educa-

tion, regular education and vocatio 1 education
claSses comprise the student's placement, and deteri:
mine the degree of mainstreaming the student experierices.

I
Implementation of the Least Restrictive Environment Provisions

5.2:1 A's Close to the Student's dame as Possible

Custis County offer's LD resource classes at every high spool, so

For learning.disabled secondary students liv no'in those parts of the

. county where the STP studgn ti ii*e;.Custis County o es two basiC special edu-

cation placement alternatives: a self-contained placement and regular academic

classes slAppl. err nted by resoACe c114ps blacepent. Within .these two placements

or programs, there is flexibility in.-terms of the number and 'nature of the regu-,,

lar or vocational cfasses

For practical.pu'rposes-, 'placement in the'resource program means

students spend lope class period a'day in the resource class taking a subject

called basic skills review;, the remainder of" their4Ghedule cpusists of regular

academic, non-academic and/or vocational elasoes., ilacement in the self-
.

n.

contained program means students take-most of their academic subjeOts in
1

separate, self-contained special Classes, but-take%sill their.non-academic and

vocational subjects in reg ular classes. . Each self-contained class period

represents a unique academic subject; thus, a self-contain ed student will have

separate, self-contained class periods of English, Math,'biology, and history.-
.

Each ofdthe4e classes.is taught by a learning disabilities teacher 'and contains

onty LD self-contained students.

,h
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- Although co-existing in the same building,,,the resource and .

self-:containel.d programs are administratively separate_ anduse sena,rate instruc-
t

tional staff. Changing an LD10dent's placement from the self-contained to
A

.

the resource program involves.a formal proaess.and changes in teachers, thus,
. ° t

constraining the development of a complete continuum between the two placerents

and resulting in the following discontinuities:

A resource student cannot take a self-contained class
1° even if there is no' aporopriate regular class in t' at

subject availab e. The student may take that, iubject
through the resource class, however, the way, Jock Fine
is taking mat

. 4k, -- A self - contained student ma yc take a course called basic
skills review, but with a lf-contained beacher,.not the
resource teacher.

--t A self-contained student may take up totthree regular
classes; but taking more than that fo long period of
time may force a formal placement change to e resource
program and result.in changes in teachers and i reased
,mainstreaminge :

5.2.3 To the Maximum Extent Appropriate with Students.
Who Are Not Handicapped

An LD student's total educational pl4Ament is defined by his or 111$

'schedule of classes". The classes that are the building blocks from:which an
4

LD student's placement is formed fall into 16 broad categories outlined in

Exhibit 7 and discussed in detail in Appendix I. The categorization in

Exhibit 7 is not intended to he a definitive listing; it is based on observa-
1

tOns in onlytwo high schools in one school district. Yet, what it points

out very c/early-is-the tremendoosvariation inthu-tYpeSTqf-teta"gag-AVWfrz--

able to'learnfnq disabled studentsin secondary schools. There may also
.

be yariatiOn within types. For example, Type 10 -= vocational clASses extend-.

ing beyond one period offered in a vocational center, differ tremendously'd.n

the level of academic skills required. For example, carpentry involves somewhaf,

less academic skill than Air conditioning/refrigeration. Withinany given type

of class, the're are factors.that depend on the teacher, the teaching approach

used, and the degree of conceptualization relative to practical application

stressed. Deeter Schuman,- a college- bound1LD resource student, expressed this

by saying: "I will flo all right next year in the Algebra II/Trig class if .1
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Exhibit 7

Types of High .School Classes

Regular` Education Academic Classes:

1. Academic classes for honors students; advanced placement classes; classes.
for academically gifted and talented. No STP students were in classes
this type.

2. Regular academic "Classes for college-bpund 'students (other that honors
flasses, advanced placement classes, classeSe.designated and/or.restriqted
to very, high achieving or gifted.studelgts.) Deeter:s biologyand geometry

.

6

classes are examples.
. - ,,

.3. Regular.academicclasses for mixed or general students. Deeter't current
affairs class, English and history classqs, and Peter's and David's algebra
classes are examples.

i
. ,

.

. Regular academic clasRps'for less advanced students, particularly inrtath
whi:41:M47 be. slower- paced, and less adyenced'thaweither.Tyfe 1'.or 2

. .claggErr,,,Ipdie's, Dick's, and Ted's algebra classes are examples.N.,.

5, Regulat academic classes for academically unsuCCessfuLsstudentS%% The.t -
4t biology lab class takeriVicky, dX:Wers is an.ekample..'

Regular Education Nonacademic ClosSes: 1 .

6.' Physical education, health .anci driver education, (all part okt the health
and physical education departm4nt). .

vb.
.

Ai{
7. Music, dramatics and other classes:hal.A'cuppert-extTaqurricular

activities.
.Vocational Education Classes:

8. Special interest, single su
an4 computer science.

-------.----1 t 4 .

9. PrevocAional and vocational q gle period classes offered as' -part of a
vocational prograM available in each high school, such as home economics,'

. mechanical drawing, industrial ar, , and typing.,

act classes Such s accounting; electronics,

10. Vocational classes extending beyond one period offered in a vocational
--- -sue*. es-carpentry; -autd-inechanic'S , development dra"S-sea.

11. ,lob site vocational classes.

12. Work/study arrangements.

Special Education Classes:

13. Self-contained classes in varipUs subject areas such as English, consumer
,math, and U.S: history.

14. 'Self-contained individual stlidy or basic skill review classes (resourcq
type classes for self-contained students). -

15. Resourceclasses (called basic skill review).

16. Monitoring arrangements.
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get a teacher who explains things carefully; that's why f hope I get Mrs.

Jamison because I'vehad her for math befoie and she's. goocl, at explaining."*

By combining the various types of regular, vocational and special
.

education classes, it is possible to create several different types and degrees:,

of mainstreaming, Using th roportion of time in the regular class is the

measure, the most mainstreamed student is the student who has been dismissed

or withdraim from special educati n. Dismissal occurs when the school, parent

(\. and student agree that the studen no longer needs or requires special educa-1
i

.

tion services.. Generally, dismissal,occurs after a period in-which the

student has been in regular classes on a monitored basis, but outright dis-
1 4

missal may also occur. It is possible for the school to recommend a student's'

dismissal based on the resultsOf the student's triennial evaluation showing

that he or sDe no longer meets the, discrepancy criteria. However, if either

the student or parent d grees with the recomihnda/iOn, and if the student's

teachers also disagree, the student may remain in the program. Deeter Schuman

is in.thts position. His resource teacher, parents and Deeter himself

think he Should remain in the resource class fon another year because, as his

resource teacher' remarked, "estudent's junior year is most important if a

student plans to go tocollege." Yet, Deeter' triennial indicated that Yle had

"tested out" of the program. So far he is being permitted to take. the resource

class.

A student or parent may request that he or sie be withdrawn from

the Lb program even though the school believesthe student ± still eligible

for and needs special services. Placing a student on monitored status is a

good compiomise in these situations, but if a student and/or his or her parents

are insistent, the student will be withdrawn., ,Ben Long,one STP student who

withdrew, did so despite his teacher's and parsents' recommendations. He simply

could no longer tolerate the image of himself as an.LD student and all the

connotations he believed that,iMage represented. Being monitored-meant he had

IC to retain the LD label, and he feltthat it was not an accentabie coM'promise.

.3 rf

*Note the problem this student faces; neither he norAhis guidance counsaler

can ar7nire for him to have a specific teacher.
.

I



For students who are not dismissed or do not withdraw from the

special,education program, the most mainstreaM405ituation is being on

a monitored status. At the secondary level, this means the student has an IEP

and a resource teacher assigned to mpni-tor his or her work. The resource

teacher contacts the student's regulv teachers periodically to determine how

the student is doing and whether he or she needs exra help. Although the

student has no scheduled class time in a resource class, he or she may arrange

to obtain the assistance of the resource teacher after school or during

lunch. The monitored student may also arrange for a regular teacher to

"write a pass" that allows the student to go to the resource class foi

assistance for particular problems -- e.g., to get assistance in organizing

and sequencing thoughts for an upcoming research paper assignment. After

a successful year on a monitored basis,, the student is usually dismissed

from the special education program.

1

One important aspect of beinga monitored (rather than dismissed

or withdrawn) student is that if an LD student's academic program requires

additional support, the student can be returned to a resource, class with,a

minimum of formality. The student merely arranges to drop an academic

course, usually the one causing the most problem, and elects a resource class

instead. Dick Bison was in that position last fall; le selected a more

rigorous academic program than-hescould handle and after the first quarter

dropped his German class, changed English Classes, and began going to the

resource class.

There are serious practical problems with being a monitored student.

There is no set time period for obtaining resource teacher support. The

monitored student and resource teacher must arrange that together, and often

these arrangeMents are difficultto negotiate. Students and teachers are

reluctant to give up before- or after-school time, and regular teachers are not

always cooperative about giving passes. The resource teacher may feel bur-

dened with having to maintain contact with the monitored student's teachers,

'especially when the resource teacher is able to interact with the monitored

student too infrequently to provide effective assistance.

In terms of time spent in regular classes, the resource students

are all equally mainstreamed. They all`have one daily period out of six in

(')
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the resource Or.basic skills review class: There is a vast qualitative differ-

ence, however, between a student like'Deeter Schuman whose regular academic

classes are all academic eJ.Asses for college-boud or general students (Types

2'and 3), and students.like Dick Bison *Oa regular academic classes consist

of classes for general students, slower-paced classes, and class s for the

academically unsuccessful students- (Types 3, 4 and 5). Stude s who combine

the resource class with a vocational program also have a 9 itatively different

program from that of those who combine the resource class with regular academic
4

courses.

The self-contained students vary in the number of non-special

education classes in which they are enrolled. It is nossible for an LD

self-contained student to have only one or two periods in speCial education

classes. Bill Smith, for example, had three periods of carnentu and physical

education with students who were not. handicapped; his only cla n with other

LD students was English. Eddie Lawrence had an algebra class'(Type

physical education, and mechanical drawing with nonhandicapped students,

and English, earth science and world history as LD self-con,tained classes.

Vicky Mallack had physical education; typing and biol'gy (Type 5) with non-

handicapped students. Since homeroom and lunch period are spent with non-
*

handicapped students, these students, although self-contained, are main--

streamed more than half the school day in terms of time.

There are self-con tained students who are not mainstreamed at' all.

SallyBenson had only one class, physical education, with nonhandicapped

students; and in that class Sally has psychologically segregated herself by

frequently cutting class and refusing to "dress out."
,

5.3 Impact-of the Least Restrictive Environment Provisions

In the previOus sections we disciissed three aspects of the least

restrictive environment that are speCified by the law.. A fourth aspect of

the student's placement that should be considered'when describing the impact.

of the 1.east restrictive environment provisions is the educational envirOn-'

merit that is present in the various types of classes the LD students attend.

99 ,
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In describing the classes attended by LD students, we have focused on the
\ ,

following 'dimensionsi,

Administrative contact,'-- how much tontact occurs
between that class and the teacher of the regular
special class) teachers;

Physical location - -'how isolated the class is from the
the rest of the school and the student's home neigh-
borhoola;

Participant composition --- how many students are in
the class, what is the ratio of LD students to non -LD
students;

Social climate -- how much structure, order and dis-
cipline exists, how mu physical-Nmovement and communi-r

r cation occurs;
\s,

-instructional conditions
orientation of the class,
reouired of the students
clasp"participation, the
%sae' on the students.

-- how gr eat isthe work
the level of attention/

in'the class;.the degree of
academic or cognitivesdemands

7*

We observed STP.students in Many of the 16 types of classeseut-
,

lin ed in Exhibit 7 and talked withthe teachers of these cl,asses. In.

Appendilx I, wee describe classes'we observed based on the environmental

dimensions presented abOVe. 'A

0
Some of the 16)types of classes we did' not study, thorou /y: We

had no STP student in art academic Class for honors students (Type 1) or in

jobsite or work/study arrangements. Some situations in'which"we had students

we did not investigate e.g., physical; education (Type 6-),chorus-(Type 7),

accounting and ele onics (Type 8), self-contained individual study or basilk

skill review (Typ and monitoring arrangements (Type 16). '

".

5.3%1 As Close to the Student's Home as Possible

One theme we pursued with the 1STP stueents in.self-gbiltained programs

was how they felt about attending (or not attending) their home-based school.

A few students liked attenaltnra schdol other th?anthei:r home -based school,'

,because no one knew or could tell the5Vwere-goiIg.to a special, program,: and
'

they could get-away from friends who had been a'bad influence. But most stu-*

dents did not likellt,kecause they were away from their, neighborhood friends.

'100
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Other students felt that if a student had to go to a school other than hid or
<=0-

her home-based school their friends.would think this was because thestudent

was'"stupid" or "bad." However, once the self-contained students got estab-

lished and comfortable irirthe LD program in another school, many students re-

sented being "jerked around" when they were reassignedback to their home-based

- school.

When a new self-contai ed pr'ogram opened in.another hiqh,school,

several of the STP students were eassigned tct that program'. Stuart warren

was overjoyed to be going back to his home-based school; Wally Quinn and Anne

Tupper were upset but accepted it; Sally Benson absolutely refused to change

and has obtained rides to O'Brian High School fliom her boyfriend. Wally

accepted the change only because the new 1,1igh school was two blocks from home.

But he was del./stated by having to adjust to a new situation and would have

chosen to stay at his old high school if he had been offered a-choice. Roth

the students and parents invoilved in the 'reas;4.anment commented on how

little had been done to prepare the students for the change and ease their way,

into the program at the new high schoOl.

Custis County is experimenting with a school-based continuum of

services model that assures a,full ranae of LDplacement alternatives is

available in each'high school. This program-would eliminate the need for

students who require the intensive instruction of the self-contained programs to

leave their home-based school. However, for those LD students who wish to go

to a differeht.school and fOr whom there is good reason for removal from a,

negative environment, placement in the LD self-eccintained program in a neigh-
\

'boring high school should by administratively feasible.

5.3.2 Selected from a Continuum of Alternative Placements

i As part of determining the impact of the P.L. 94-142 requirements,

we have attempted 4o describe the edu6ational environmentrand experiences

presented,by the two principal alternative placements for LD secondary

students -- self-contgined and resource classes -- and the ease of movement from

one placemgpt to another.
1

The self-contained classes inwhich the STPstudents were placed

f611OW.the regulAr secondary academic logram model of one clas4"f ach sub-

ject area. Thus, there sere LD self-contained classes in English, math, social

oti
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stu4es and/ in on of the high schools, science. The curriculum in these

classes is both remedial and compensatory. The curriculum qoals and objectives

are derived- from the curriculum of the regular program but with different learn-

ing materials, instruction sequencing and pacing, and teaphingstrategies.

Classes are small and informall. There is relAtively little individual instruc-

tion but much attention-to the individual student. Maintaining order,-structure

andcontlol is important and often difficult:'

'Almost all the STP parents expressed satisfaction with their

child's self-contaiNed placements. The students and narents alike value the

small classes, individual attention, slower pace andless demanding materials
4

associated with self-contained classes. There, are severs1 STP students who

say they Would drop out of school were it not for the self-contained program.

Regular academic classes, even with resource class support, arenot considered

vi -able alternatives.

The STP students in the self- contained program all recognized they

had serious learning prohg.ems. qome accepted this fact with grace; some were

self-deprecating. All the'self-contained students recognized that their pro- *e*

gram carried with it a stigma; but most ere able to. take it in their stride, .

discount criticizer as uninformed 1"what do they know about it?"), or disr-egard

the stigma as insignificant ("so what, if being in the program helps me").t

Although the STP self-contained students.perceived a stigma associated with
...

.

`-' :
theirprogram, they did not perceive a stigma directed toward them personally,

4
'and all accepted the program -- despite the stigma...- as their salvation from

$

\
. the'failures pressure, frutration and exposure experienced in the rsgular

clabs.

Placement in the self-contained pro ram has implications for the
1

LD seIf-contained student's friends} patterds. For some students, perhaps

'more at O'BrIan where all the ID self-contained classes are located in the-

same hall, a olcse.Soc'ial network has developed awing some students. 'While

this has its disadvantages when attempting Vo main:at class discipline, it

also provides some students without friends with a neW'Social outlet. van the

other hand,. LD students in, self - contained `programs have llimited opportunities
. . .

%I. S. r
. . -

. to meet students outsile the LD.program. Since there arl?onortionally fewer
6

qi-rls-in'the self-contained learning disabilities program, Lb students' social
..

'I.'

contacts with!girls are partiCularly constrained.

1.02
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N For the STP students with 'severe learning disabilit4es, the self-
.

contained class provides an instructional'enlironment in which the students

are not totally overwhelmed, seriously pressured, completely frustrated, utterly

unsuccessfUl, and genuinely unhappy. Instead, these students are able.to do

most of the basic work,'gain self-assurance and self-esteem, and take pride in

their accomplishments. .Even ,the TD students whose learning disabilities are

less severe appreciate the self-contained class environment where they are com-

fortable, know what-to expect, and are able'to master the material without great

struggle.

The LD self-contained students wh are reasonably attentive,

participate in class and do the assigned work, are able.tp acouire new know-

ledge, learn new ideas and concepts, and improve their verbal fluency, men
the students who are less involved make some progress, receive passing grades,

and earn credits toward araduation. And passing arades, even if based on a

different standard, ace appreciated 1§y the LD students as a symbol that they

are not losers or failures, and have worth as persons.

Although all the LD self-contained students acauired new knowledae

4from the instruction in their self-contained.classes, they did not seem to

improve their reading or other basic skills. This a, be in part because there .

is no systematic remedial or developmental instruction in basic skills. One

high,school has initiated an exper- imental reading program that may eventually '

prove to be effective in improving student reading and writing.

For many LD self-contained students, perhaps more for those who. are -

not highly motivated, the self-contained classes are the"only reason they re-

main in school. They have made friends in the LD program, they feel proteqed,

the academic pressure is tblerabie, and consequently they enioy school., :Given
gr

that each year in school increases their knowledge, Perhans improveT their

skills and allows them time to prepare and plan for a,post-hiah school future,

the holding power of the self-contained class is of benefit.

The educational ltnvironment_ a elmeriences avallablein' resource
,

,
classes are described.in Appendix I. Resource teachers'aenerably haVe two'

objectives with regard to the instruction of 0)0 LD s'tudents:,firstto ser44.
.=1 ,sas a- support to the regular acadeTic program, and se4ond to develop the ba.a4c.

ft,

=.
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skills that apnear to be the student's major learning weakness. A third

important aspect of the resource program is the role the resource teacher plays

as mediator or advocate for the LP student vis-a-vis his or her regular teachers.

',The LD resource students and their parents view the resource crass

instruction as moderately effective in developing their skills and providing

assistance with their regular classwork. But resource students, more than the

self-contained students, resent having to be associated with special edudation

and the rearning disabilities label. The students in self-4 contained programs

acknowledge that they have serious learning difficulties and that they need

intensive academic help, even though this means separate classes and perhaps

some stigma. The resource students4view themselves' as lesically academically

competent and are less willing to accept th arning disabilities label for

assistance that has no guarantees.

The resource students in our st ly have no social problemS ass iated

with their learning disability, their LD label, or their resource class place-

ment. 'i'hey are articulate and at ease in conversation, and they are socially

mature. Almost their entire school day is spent in regular classes, and they

think of themselves'as regular students.

The effectiveness of the resource class instruction depends large

part on the LD'student's own initiative. the student is the person who must

determine what regular classes are causing him or her the most difficulty and

what particulArresOurce-class assistance he or she would find post useful.

Those students who thought their resource class very helpful took adwntage

of the assistance of the resource teacher, using the resource class as ap

opportunity to develop basic skills in an area in'which they were weak or_as

an opportunity to get some-assistance with difficult or confusing regular.

'class assignments.

iThose LD students who tame to their resource classes with nothing

to study o work on, no idea of the assistance they needed or t areas causing
.-N ,

r

therdproblems, and an unwillingness to work on teacher- initiate skill develop-

ment activities, consecent made little progress and felt they derived little

'N\ benefit from the resource s. to the extent, that the student or parent
, .

viewed the resource class a a form of tutoring for students doing poorly in

regular classes, the students, parent and resource teacher were apt to he
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disappointed and frustrated. This is, because the resource teachers are not able,

nor should they be expected, to provide-insttuction in the substantive content

of their LD students' regular coarses. 4

Movement/between the resource and self-contained placements occurs

relatively infrequently because the teachers in the two programs are different

and because there is a rather large conceptual gulf betweeh the two programs.

Self-contained students do not want to relinquish the stabilitY rind- protection

available in their self-contained classes any more than necessary, and defi-
4.

. Nnitely not in academic subjects. Resource students refuse to share the self- -

contained students' reputations which, whether deserving or not, are not posi-
tively .perceived. Although it is extremely difficult administratively for a

resource student to reduce his or het mainstreamed classes by attending the

rce class two periods each day, it 'is relatively easy for a self-contained

student to, increase or decrease his or her mainstreamed classes. In fact, self-

contained students who are in vocational programs' may have only one or two

special education classes a day.

I

Becebse the resource and self-contained programs have evolved As

separate administrative systems, the.change from the resource to.self-contained.
.

Categoty or the, reverse may involve a different set of teachers and a:different

administrative contact person.

In sum, there are both self-contained and resource placements avail-

able to the LD students. They appear to meet distinctly different learning
needs And levels of disability,.to offer different instructional content and

approaches, and to be relatively separate administratively, with the result

that student movement from one placement to another is infrequent.

5.3.3 To the Maximum Extent Appropriate with Stnts
Who Are Not Handicapped

As we studied the STP students, one everloresent question was what

happens'to these students, socially psychologically and academically -- when
they are placed in regular classes. It is clear that the answer to that ques-

'tion depends in 'large part on the student, and particularly on his or her

abil.Ity level and motivation. By ability level we mean ,the degree of severity

of the student's learning disability, and by motivation we mean a constella-

tion of behavior such as paying attentionin class, completing or attempting y
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to complete homework assignments and asking for help when necessary. The

teachers of the STP students tended to describe this motivation concept as

"trying hard;" "being conscientious," "wanting to succeed," and "having a

good attitude,:' and there was general agreement about which students were

or were not "motivated." The two-by-three matrix of ability x motivation in

Exhibit 8 categorizes'the.STP students.,

Very few, of the low ability STP students were placed in regular

academic'classes and those who'were, were placed in losses for academically

unsuccessful students ( is y and Tim). These two students are both hard-

working and motivated, and in the slower-paced classes these students did

well; even better than some of their non-LD counterparts who were less
111

motivated. It would seem that these "halfwpy" courses offer a reasonable

alternative to self-contained classes, at.ieast for the motivated student.

There is an important caution, however - -many of the slower-paced regular

academic classes for the "academically unsuccessful" are designed for and

include large numbers of social and academic misfits and discipline problems.

Vicky and Vim are not discipline problems, and it would he a great disservice .

to place them in a class with students whose reason for nonachievement was

disciplinary rather than learning disability-related.

All of the low ability STP Students were in regular vocational
. .

classes, either at the high school or at the vocational center, and in requ -,

lar PE classes; Wally was in chorus. Two of the tow ability STP students ,

attended vc4etional classes which were difficult.for them and in which they

donseguentl4lost interest. Anne, for example, found home economics to he

difficult. She cut many classes, spent the tIviie in class sitting in another

area of the large classroom chatting with a friend, and learned virtually

nothing. Julian believed he was a good artist. He drew pictures well and

hig family had praised his artistic talent, but he had difficultv.in the art

course because he couldn't cop well; this was a difficult failure for him

to cop& with. He gave up trying to do well in art and felt devaAtedby his

failure in the school si:tuation to do something he thought he had the ability

to do.

The low ability LD stUdents who are willing to make a sincere,

conscientious, and continued effort do succeed in xheir vocational classes,*
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Exhibit 8 -

STP Students in Ability and MotIvatioh Categories

Ability

High

f

t

Motivation

Moderate ,

Loa

High Lc m

Deeter (R)

Ben (R)
Jock (R)
Dick (R)

Eddie (SC)

Vicky (SC)

Stuart (SC)
Time (SC)
Wally (SC)

Peter (k)
David (R)

Ted (R)

IR
Bill (SC)
Sally (SC)

Julian (SC)
Anne (SC)

I

O

Alt
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although this success may.be accompanied bV some agonizing,periods. Certainly

a student like Vicky, who becomes physically sick with the presbute she perceives

to exist, in a regular c/asS, i a vivid example of this. SUccess in regular

vocetiorial classes, whether defined as passing the course or as learning some
. .

new skill or competency, comes with a rather high price: exposure to other

students, and to a teacher who may not understand or be sensitive to your'prob-

lems, and pressure to work hard to meet even the minimum demands of the, class.

Then there are the risks of,failure, which are higher and more devastating than

in' the more protected self-contained Class. Success when it comes ray be more'

valuable, but failure may be more cost y in terms ofself-e4eem.

Although the work is hard a tice riskof failure high, there roa

be no question that one important benefit of the mainstreamed nonacademic

,classes is social contact. For Vicky and Bill especially, and even for Tim,

Eddie and Stuart, their regular vocational and PE classes were a primary

source of friends.

'Perhaps, it 'is useful to speculate on the qualities of the non-
'

academic classes that seem to create a more positive envirorenttfor the 16w
i ability LB student'. .One factor is the, degree of individualization and self-

Pacing. Individual industrial arts projects and assigAments make it possible
s. ,/

for students like Stuart and Tim to work diligently at their own speed to

finish a particular project. Vicky's typipg.class had several fixed class

'assignmentsand time.tests each day which Vicrit'7137173 difficult to keep

abreast CI. The flexibility of ? the vocational classes may work against the

non-motivated students, however, since with no one prodding them to keep a

timeline, they may get way behind --'e.g.,.witness Julian whb wasted so much

time in mechanical drawing.

) Another factor may be the infor ality of the class and the willing-
.r ,

ness of the teacher.to work individually ith those who appear to need help.

The L student who requests assistance in these classes is relatively incon-

spicuous, sincestudentslare less noticeable asking for assistance in an7x
o

informal, somewhat open class than they would be if the teacher had to make .a

specific move to*recognize their need*.,

A third factor related to the success of the low ability students

in their reg ar nonacademic classes is the relatively greatereight given
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tO concYete 1DroOcterather than written papers, assignments and tests. LD.
4

. studdnts frequentlir Could produceladequatd products, if nOPAdeguate wAtteq

work. .

. /

, The STP students with moderatd ability 4e able to do, well in their
.

N
.

nonacademic classes; they are able to understand and complete the assignments --
,

even the written assignMentS.' They do,not feel under pressure, nor do they ,

N

feel' their learning problems are exposed. their basic skill are sound enough,
, , .

...

for themlo'manage the- academic content of the nonacademic Classes.

These students enjoy 'their nonacademic classes; they are comfort-

able intelass;:like the subject mater, feel -- perhaps for the first-time --

that the(have talent and are capable of Mastering a schopl course. Even if

they are not motivated to work hard in their'academic classes, their interest

in the nonacademic class acti ies and increased self-esteem motivate them to

work hard and succeed in their onecAdemicclasses. '

The'succ s of the moderate ability students in their regr academic

classes is more: problematic. In classes for the academically unsuccessfuror

Lew-achieving student, these students do well if they,do the work and pay atten-4

0 .tion. Often these students are the better students in these classes and may

even be "bored" with the slow pace and the time spent in clAsp management rather
.

than instruction.

The mo derate ability,students have a real struggle with their other

academic classes. For these students, the class pace is fast, the reading

assignments or problems difficult, and the curriculum expectations demanding.

Jock manages by studying 6-8 hours at home every day, and taking the most diffi-

cult,subject -- math -- ih the resourcd class. Ben manages by being in a voca-

tional program, which means he, takes fewer academic subjects. Dick'manages by

working hard, uding his charm and diplomacy to the utmost, and getting his

resource teacher to intercede. on his, behalf. Ted, who does not work,hard, is

jI.Ast not"manaqing. die takes his difficult academic courses As part of the

self-contained program.

These moderate - ability students dq not seem well served by either
.

,

the resource,or self-contained placemAt. -The resource class is very helpful

but it'is not enough. Perhaps two periods of the resource class would provide

1
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,an opportunity two get both support with he regular class assignments' and basic
. .

. instruction in a subject area. Dick's schedule, for example, coUldbe:

PE ('type 6)

World culture (Type 3)
Algebra SType 4)
Biology '(Type 5) . P.

English (taUght thrbugh a resourpe class)
Basic Skilli.11eView (Type 15)

With this schedule Dick could hal.fe,one class period of English

taught by the resource teacher and 'A iltcon0 period when the resource teacher

,assists him as needed in Ods world culture and algebra clas'ses and works on

his other skill 'deficiencies.

AnOther possibility might be to mix resource and self-contained

classes. Eddie's schedule might be:

'PE (Type 6)

. Mechanical drawing,(Type9)
Algebra (Type 4),
English ( n self-contained program)
Earth S ence (Type 3)
Basic. _kills Review (Type 14)

4

,

Eddie would hkie English, which is his major deficiency area, in a

self-contained class, and have one period in which he received support. for his

other regular classes as well as further assistance in his other skill

deficiencies.

The high ability LD students who work diligently succeed in all

regular academic classes and even in academic classes for college7bound

.A

students, but without that application of effort no amount of resource support

or intervention seems to be effective. A resource teacher can only do so much

to assist. the LD student, both,in the resource class and as a mediator with the

regular teacher. ,The ,LD student must do the rest by attending classes, doing

the homework, and At least Appearing to be working at his or her capacity.

The success of both resource and self-c'ontained students in their

regular academic and nonacademic classes may be supported by the efforts of the

learning digabilitiesteachers in several ways. First, the learning disabili-

ties teacher may help the LD student with the work assigned in the regular

0



__.,.K class. Thisiinchddes reading and/or interpreting instructions, helpina to
.-.4g,

.
.

organize ideas for papers or projects, proofreading' papers and other assign-

ments, and making sure the student knows what is due when and that his or her.

assignments are done on time. The LD students,in resource pldcementslreceive

much more assistance with their regular class assignments tha'n do the students

in self - contained classes. The resource teachers believe their major responsi-

bility is to support the LD student in his or her regular class work; the seff-

contalned teachers believe their major responsibility is to teach the suhjedt

matter designated to be covered in their self- contained classes. Thus, the low

ay students in self-contained programs need more but get less support in

etr regular classes than do the moderate and high ability resource students.

Second, the learning disabilities teacher may read test instructions,

administer written tests orally, and allow students extra time to complete tests

under their supervision. This type of assistance seems to be equally available

to resource and self-contained students.

Third, the learning disabilities teacher may be an advocate-for the

students, explaining to regular teachers the nature of the student's disability,

the modifi8ttiOns that are necessary to accommodate the student in,his or her

regular classes, and what teaching strategies might be effective when instruc-
.,,

ting the LD.,student. Part of the mediatidn or advocacy role involves explaining

the distinction to he made between the learning disability and the student's
,

level of motivation., The resource teachers seem to provide more of this advo-

cacy and mediation than do the self-contained teachers. Again, contact with

and support of the student's regular program is paramount for the,resource

teacher and of seemingly lesser significance than the subject area content to

the self-contained teachers.

An important aspect of the' least resttictive environment for the self-

contained students is the location of their classes within thi building. We

had an opportunity to observe the effect of scattered and consolidated self-

contained classroom sites. Having all the ,self - contained classes within the..

same..area encourages communication and mutual support among the LD program

staff. It may also make behavior management easier. Although the students

have less contact with other nonhandicapned students in the school, they do

iraqe more contact with each other, and a close protective social network seems

ti
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to have evolved among4he self - contained students whd share a common LD hall.

This camaraderie carrild over into the classroom and was quite therapeutic in

making students comfortable with the learning disabilities classification. Of

course, the LD resqvce students want no association with this area or these

students.

In the'sabool with scattered LD,self- contained classes, the ?e was

more opportunity for contact between the LD students and th'e nonhandicapped

students in.the halls, at lunch, and in the locker and commons area, but the

.protective community among the LD students was not there. Some LD students --

particularly Wally Quinn, who was often taunted by the nonhandicapped student's --

would have benefitted 'from the support ells network might have offered.

5.4 Implications oftbe Least Restrictive Environment Provisions

5.4.1 Implications for Polity Makers

Continuum between. Resource and Self-contained Placement

The placement of LD secondary students must operate within the

structure of classes, courses, credits, schedules, and time peiOds that charv-

terize the organiznipn of most high schools. In the School district of our

study, placement in the resource class translated into taking a course for one

period a day that supported but did not replace a traditional subjects. place-
-,

,ment in the self- contained program translated into taking general required

subject matter courses through the learning disabilities program that substi-

tuted fox' the regular academic courses. At the high school, level, there is a
. -P.

.

fundamental praetical discontinuity between the resource placement, which repre-
.

s nt6 support for regular classes one period a day, and the self-contained--...

.

pi:cement which represents replacement for regular, classet and extends/over

se ral periods. ?idd to this discontinuity caused by the difference in staff

in thel.wo pragraint and different administrative structure, and the concept of

a continuum must give way.

Custis County is exploring ways of i4egrating the resource and

self - contained programs so that a student can have.both types of services --

support to the regular program and substitutes for regular academic classes

that are'inappropriatg even with resource -type support. New'models of service

dplivery to secondary LD.students 'that integrate resource and self-contained

placements into a meaningful continuum need to be identified, evaluated and

disseminated.



NotOnly are new models needed to insure the implementation of a

,con-tinuum of alternative placements, but they may also be needed to implement'

placements as close to the student's home as possible. Our findings uggest 4

that attending'a special program in a different high school breaks wn and

limits social contacts significantly. Except in rare cases, student do not

like to go to a different school from the one where their neighborhood

and brothers and sisters go. Models of school-based programs are needed.

Less Demanding Regular" AcademiCClasses

Our findings suggest that moderate and low abilit4D students

definitely benefit from slp47-110aced academic.olasses.

**. Regulareduoationattembt 'to provide academic instruction for

acaig1:911y unsuccessful students should be exploredlle determine to what

extent these programs are appropriate for LD students. Efforts need to be

uncle ken to locate high schools that have developed good programs or clasges
.

for acar mically unsuccessful students and to explore whether these programs

or class can provide appropriate instructional environments for LD students.

Hig)p.scho s with joint classes for LO students and nonhandicapped slower

learning students might be investigated to determine how such efforts were

begun, hat barriers had to be overcome to implement these programs, and how

successful they have been.

Instructional Materials

Learning disabilities teachers complain about the lack of instructional

materials. Self-contained teachers say there is not adequate material i7 the

4ject area hey teach:. resource teachers say there are no materials to assist

in developing basic study and organizational skills or in the other skill areas

they attempt to developx remediate. Everyone.-- parents, students and

teachers -- complain that there are no materials to teach reading; major learn-
. 1

ing weakness of many secondary LD 'students. Efforts are needed th make existing

curriculum materials available and to develop materials in those-are where

there are.voids.
ht

Jr

'5.4.2 Implications for Program Administrators

Attendance at'the Home-Based School

Our findingS suggest A definite preference on the part of the LD

studtntp to attend their home-based school. Every effort, including perhaps

double or triple periodsin the resource class, should be made to make that
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is possible, especially for students with strong ties to'their home-based school. , ,
. -

Every effort should be made not to transfer qtudents, especially 'those who coo
,

not wish to be ransferred,,from one school tooanother. 'Security, continuity;

and familiarity are important to 'an LD student, and they resent and resist-
t - ... 4.

1 e
being moved.

lk,

Regular Class Support fot Self-Contained Students I*

Because self- conta.ne dents attend regular nonacademic, vocational

and occasionally academic classes, these students need the Same type of regular

class support the resource class provides. One of the self-contained student's

,teachers and perhaps part of his or her self-contained c ass period,.thould be

available to support the student's regular work. The bell- ontained teachers

need to view themselves as having many of the same suppdrtive and me4ating

functions vis-a-vis the regplar program that the resource teachers;perform.

Sense of Community for LD Self-Contained Students

The sense of community that has built up among the self-contained
4

students at O'Brian, based on having their own physical snace, suggests that

the self-contained LD students may need a common meeting area where they can

talk, feel safe and be part of a social ukit. While.grouping the LD classes

on a common hall is one rather drastic way to accomplish this, otfiexapproaches

such as an LD study room supervised by'an aideor volunteer -- might offer a

similar refuge for LD students in those high schools where the self-contained

classes are dispersed.

'Resource Class Effectiveness

In our study, the effectiveness of the resource class depended on the

receptivity of the LD Audent. Although our findings suggest. that,tlie self-

contained students and parents view the self- contained program as indispensable,

the resource students and their parer:pet view the resource class as helpful but

not indispensable, To function, more effectively, the resource teachers may

need to spend some time educating students on how to recognize when they need

help, how to ask for help before it's too late, what type of help to ask for,

and what effort the student must make for himself or herself to use the, help
6

so ught. A resources teacher can never proof an unwritten paper.

Mainstreaming

We have heard it said that LD teachers are too protective and afraid

to turn the,LD student, loose. Perhaps that's true -- but there.may -be good
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reason for it. Three factors need to be considered in mainstreaming: the stu-

dent's ability level, his or her motivation, and the type of class. Wlyile the.

\szl, students do not constitute s large enough grou from which to o more than

.speculate, certain bbservations can be"made:

I

1- High .ability, highly motivated LD students. will succeed
in almost every class situation with (-and possibly without)

resource help.
r
- - Low motivated' students, even those kith high ability,

are in trouble; the resource teacher may icorevent some

trouble and proyide an occasional bail-out, but this
will not be effective for long unless the, resource
teacher can increase the student's. motivation.

' -- Moderate ability, highly motivated students do well in
. slower paced academic classes and'all nonacademic classes.

41t
One resource period a day is n quite enough time to
cover all the areas in which th .student needs help, but
the very slow-paced, non-demanding instructional level of
e self-contained classes is not appropriate for these

st ents.
(

- - LOW ability students who work hard can survive regular

'. nonacademic classes and very slow-paced academic classes;

--r
but for sor students it may be a painful struggle.

.

-- Low al;:krti unmotivated students rarely survive in a regular
class unless'it is a lass that particularly interests
them.

%

Although these observatlons ar2inot,grounds for making placement
m

decisipns, the factors (type,of class, ability, motivation) seem to be very
"--

N,

clearly predictive, of academic success in mainstreamed claSses. .The self-

%
contained students need`,to be mainstreamed fjr as many regular classes as '

,.

possible (given the three fact6is) for social reasons. The self-contained

students use their regular courses as a social outlet and opportunity, and

for that reason alone mainstreaming should be encouraged.

5.43 Implications for Teachers

Special teacher support for regular classes'

7p6 LD teacher performs two direct functions that support the LD

student in regular classes. First, the LD teacher assists the student directly

with his or her regular classwork; and second, the LD teacher intercedes for

the LO*student tl assure that the student is.accommodated in the regular program.
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With regard to the provision of direct assistance; bur, observations

are thht: .

Resource teachers provide this form of -support ver y
- effectively if,thy, LD student is open and receptive ,

and communicates his or her immgAlate needs. Self- '

contain d teachers do not view this as a primary
respons bility, and little self contained class time

r is alloe ted to providing assistance to the self -
contained student111-his or her regular program.

- - The LD students, both resourceand,self-conteined,

receive relatively little assistance withtheir
regular vocational classwork. This may be because-
LD teachers are less familiar with thelubject matter
and content of the vocational programs, or because thei
vigai academicclasses as more important, or becapse
thefy. think thej,D student can succeed in vocational
progfams without ?silence.

,

\

Thus, it appears that self-contained beachers need to be more actively
4

involved in providing support to LD self-contained students with their

regular classwork, and that both self-contained and resource LD.Ineachers Aged

to extend their support of the LD student's participation in they regular

program toinclude supportifor non-academic -- particularly vocational --

classes.

Assistance to LD students with their regular classes can take
0

several forms:

)
-- Helping the student schedule his or her study time

for the day or week

- - Developing the student's skill in taking notes from
lectures; outlining his or her reading

-- Assisting the student in organizing his or her thoughts
and developing an orgarlization or sequenc of ideas for

-,Written reports or term ;Capers

-- Reading aloud and expprining written material to:te
student; proofreadbhg the student's written assignments

-- Helping thestudent understand his or her homeWork
instructions,e_study for tests, aid understand and learn
from his or her homework or test mistakes.

The eecond major function performed by the LD teacher is to

intercede for the LD student in various ways and at various times with his

or her regular teachers. This may take several forms:
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-- Explaining the, student's learning disability to the

regular teacher

-- Suggesting ways the regular teaCherymight modify

instruction to accommodate the LDrtudent

-- Offering to assist the regular teacher by providing

additional materials, crisis intervention, or alterna-
,

tive testing procedures

Identifying regular teachers whose teaching styles'
match the needs of LD students and arranging for LD
students to be placed in tese classes

-- Arranging for the LD student to participate id the
extracurricular program of th% school (eytj., to serve

as an athletic team manager)

-- Negotiating for the LD student in academic difficulty;
arranging additio 1 time to complete work, or second
tries at failed test.

'Regular Class, Accommodations
4 4

Our observation of classes and interviews with LD students suggest

that certain instructional strategies are beneficial to the LD student. These

strategies would also seem to be equally beneficial to the other students, and

none 9f theffi require major overhauls in secondary School teaching patterns.

1. Lectures. Most LD students,can listen to and comprehend

a teacher's lecture: But it helps if as the acher lectures

he or she writesqmportant points on the board so. the student

has visual as well as oral stimuli. LD studtnt , espeOially,
need material that is presented clearly an&car 41-1.7ructured.0
There needs to be emphasis and repetition of rtant points e.g.,

(e.g., "this is important; write this down; I'. 1 sayt again").

2. Board Work. Many LD students have difficulty opyrng

from the board. There are some simple ways aro d

this--handing mit a written copy of the material on the op.,

board; allowihrthe student to stay after class to finish
copying the material; or asking another student to allow
the LD student to copy that studenesotes.

, .

3! Homework. HoMework is a real burden on the LD student,
since'it frequently takes him or her longer, to complete it.
Perhaps the LD student can be given' sholcter assignments f- or
assignments that are limited to the first set of p5oblems

, if the problems are sequenced according to difficulty. 'Many LD

students require more repetitipn Ito learna concept. Thus,

although\it takes them more time to complete their homework,
they actually should be doing more, not less of it. 'One way

to solve this dilemma is to permit the Lb student to do more
of, the easier-exercises or problems. The quantitylcemains
the same, but the emphasis is on solid mastery of. the basic

principles and not on tricky exceptions or applications.
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Another solution might be to give LD students extra credit
for xtrasSomework or perhaps the LD student could turn in
the ame homework twice: firstcn-t<day its due, and second
on the day after'its been explained and the LO student-has
corrected it.

4. Projects. LD students appreciate the opportunity to work
at their .own pace on thier bwn projects. This allows them
to pick topics of interest, to work without pressure, anto .

obtain help if necessary. Group.projects may result in the
LD student being left out, assigned a trivial task to do
the dishes), cebeing expdsed.' Group projects tha are
carefully structured so the LD student must be ac ive may
avoid some of those consequences.

/ -

5. Team learning. ID students learn well from other students.
Formally pairing students i,j teams or study groups, or just
informally allowing students to complete or correct homework
or ciasswork in small groups, gives, the LD student access to
another Student who can give help and encourages the social
integration of the LD student-.

6. tirades. LD students, genealiy speaking, do not need a
separate grading standard. But they may need additional
opportunitiesto bring their grads up: e.g., doing extra
homework, turning in homework or qUizzes a second time after
corrections, doing individual project's in lieu of orin addi-
tion to tests, being allowed more time on tests,or being
alloked to take the same test a second time.

7. Individualization. The LD student'generally does not require
different or separate: instruction from that provided other stu-
dents, but .he or she may need individual attention. The LD
student may need to be individually encouraged to participate
in class discussions by being asked questions that he or she can
answer, and that do not expoie the student's disability. They
may need individual attentio ints, reminders on how to do
activities, and encouragement ., "you're on the right track;
it's just like what we did ye -rda remember toffivide first by

-- 2").

5.4.4 Implications for parents

4

Parents' Rold in Placement and Program Decisions

Planning a least restrictive educational program for an LD student

represents more than just considering whether the student should be in a re-
.

source or self-contained program. It's even more thandeciding which classes

the student should take through the regular progtam and which through the

special education program. It,requires understanding what the student's,abili-
,,.

ties and interests are and what type of classes and instructional styles re.rez--

available.
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Parentsishould recognize that the major way LD studehts compensate

for their; disability is by "trying hard." ParentS need to encourage and

reward this necessary extra effort, but not make unreasonable demands..

Parents need to make an effort to understand their chid's ability -- what

subjects are hard, what basi6 slkills are deficient or slower to develop, what
.

areas causelfrustration and .failure. Parents also need toilbe realistic about

the motivation level of their LD child -- flow hard is he or she willing to

work, how much pressure can he or she tolerate, whether he or She is willing

to ask for help. Almost without exception, in order to succeed in regular

classes the LD'student must compensate for his or her learning disability by

diligence and hard work. The more demanding the regular class, and the greater

the student's-disability, the harder the student must work. Theaowesource or

self-contained class teachers will provide.some assistance to the LP student,

and the regular teachers may provide some accommodation -- but the student fac-

tors are ever present.

1 Parents cannot make unreasonable study demands on their teenage,

children, buZNth-6-y can encourage good study habits by: creating a time and

place where ,he young person can study uninterrupted; using persuasion and any

other available incentives to insist that the student does in fact study, help-

ing in whatever way possible with homework and other assignments; and rewarding

conscientious, hard work, even if it ,does not immediately translate into good

grades.

Parents must reinforce' the efforts of their LD child, the learning

disabilities teacher,',and (guidance counselor to place the'LD student into

courses and with teachers that are appropriate for their child. Parents can

support their child's legitimate requests to be scheduled into or to.change

specific classes or teachers)if the LD student has solid grounds for believing

the specific class or teacher would be more appropriate.

5.4.5 Implications or Student

L
.

glass Selection . s

L
The STP students were well aware of the type of environment

that accommodated,their needs. They knew wheMer they' needed a slower pace,.

ltss (or more) homework, clear explanations\individual/attention, openness and

informality (or structure), freedom.(or discipline). And STP students knew or

coulii find out which teachers would be suitable for them. It they don't know,
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they certainly should be encouraged to find out. If an LD student clearly.

explains (1) that he or she needs a certain kind of teaqing style or class

environment, and (2) that Mr. Lewis or Ms. Barry teaches that'Way or has that

kind of class, then (3) that LD student should be scheduled into that class.

The random assignmene'of LD students into regular'clas'ses should be'eplaced

by legitimate, careful student selection of the type of class. and teachtr he

or she feels will be Most appropriate. -The LD student's teachers, parents, and

guidance counselor sould be resources for this identification. and matching

process, providing the student with information and arranging a personalized

(not rendpmized) schedule. LD-student can offer Legitimate explanation

for-why,he or she wishes a particar teacher or class, there should not be

administrative barriers preventing placement in that class..

I
Coping Mechanisms

The principle coping mechanism of the successful LD student is to

exert greater effort. LD students need to learn certain behaviors that give

evidence of their interest and motivation to learn. Practicing these behaviors

may increase their learning and will certainly improve their grades, Here are,

some suggestions:

1.0 Zo to school.

2. Go to class (students learn just by being present).

3. Have your equipMent with you (your books, notebook,
paper, pencil,); you can't do anything in class without
equipment.

4. Pay attention; sit nearVthe front so you won't he dis-
-tracted, and at least listen to what the teacher is saying.

5. Take notes and copy what the teacher writes on the board,
especially-the right answers to the\homework and-tests.

6. Participate in the discussion; volunteer to answer an
easy question or do an easy problem; if you're wrong
it doesn't matter -- the teacher will correct you.

7. Do your homework; do 1.s much as you can as dtatly as you
caw; write down something for every problem or question.

8. Correct yOur homework and tests; look over_your mistakes
and-be sure you know why you were wrong.

9. btudy for tests; go over your notes and corrected homeworki
review the book; quiz yourself or have yoiir parents or
friends quiz you.
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10. Get help early all often from your teachers, youx rren'ts,
your friends.

These suggestions are not guaranteed to make the LDrbtudent learn

more (although that maybe a side benefit), but they do-provide concrete,

objective manifestations of the student's intent to learn. The LD student

who acts like he or shg wants to learn and intends to learn may.not learn more

than his or her non-handicapped peer -- but be or she-will certainly earn

-- recognition and commendation (euphemisms for goOd grades) from his or her

= regular teachers.

.5.

p
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6.0 IMPACT OF PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT AND PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARD PROVISIONS

6.1 Parente/ Involvement and Procedural Safeguard Provisions Of-P.L. 94-142

The regulations implemetting P.L. 94-142 provide for procedural

safeguards, that protect the'rights of parents and students. 'Ii addition,

other provisions in'the regulations are intended to assure the participation

of parents in the special education decision-making process. For, discussion
4

purposes, these pKcedural safeguard; may be organized into two broad areas:

rights to be notified and involved including the ni4ht
tonptice and consent and to participate in the,devel-
opment of the student's IEP.

rights to impartial settlement of disputes including
the right to an independent evaluation and to obtain
a due process hearing.

Rights of notice and\-cOnsent guarantee to pSrents that neither

a preplacement evaluation nor the initial plScement in a special' education

program can occur without the knAledge and informed consent, of parents.

Not o ly do parents have the right to be notified 'and to consent but they

also ave the right to attend and participate in the meeting a4 which their

child's individualized education program is developed.

Dispute settlement rights include the right to a due process'

hearing before an impartial hearing offider, as well as the right to admin-

istratiire and civil action to appeal hearing decisions. Rights in evaluation

guarantee to parents the right to obtain an independent, outside evaluation

if they disagree With art-evaluation obtained by the school.

In this study, each of the procedural safeguSrds was reviewed to

determine how these safeguards were implemented for the STP students and

their families. Since we view the practical outcome'of these due proFedural

safeguards as ensuring greater parental narticipat)ion in the process, the

level of parental involvement was the focus of much of our analysis of these

issues.
.

6.2. tion Parental Involvement and Procedural Safruards
Provisions

1 , , -,..

6.2.1 'Right to be Notified and Involved

All of the STP parents received written notice of their child's

impending evaluation and the placement dedision which resulted. iSeverad
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copies-of evaluation summaries. Custis County requires that a notice about

revie* committee decisions be sent to patents. This notice specifies that
.44

parents may request copies of the actual evaluation results.. All of the STP

parents felt that the schools had done an adequate or better job of keeping

them informed about their child's progresb in the program for learning disabled

students.*

Theschools in the Study, made a concerted effort to inform parents

about student progress and/or problems and to gain parental support for and

particip4tion in the learning disabilities programs.

The mandated method for involving patents` in the educational

planning process is to insure their presence at the annual meeting to develop
. ,

the required Individualized Education Prograk (IEP) for handicapped students.

In CUstis County every effort'is made to encourage parent attendance at IEP

meetings. Parents are sent letters followed by phone calls informlhg them of

the dateand time of the meeting. If parens still cannot attend, an effort

is made to calk them during the IEP session to discuss the content of the

IEP. A copy of tle completed !EP is then sent to parents who were not

present (for signature) so that they are away of the goals set for their

child for the school year. Thus, the IEP ffords a scheduled opportunity for

parents to sit down with the special education teachers and administrators

and Alisc,uss theestudent's current functional level and .academic coals.

Despite the generally high level of parental invol;iement demon-

strat-ed by the parents in this study, many of them did not know what ap IEP

Meeting wail and could not relate the goals set fof their children. School

records indicated, however, that with the exception of Mrs. Warren and

Mrs. Tupper, all STP parents did in fact attend an IEP meeting during the

\

*It should be noted that the selection of students fOr participation in the STP

study was based upoha decision that certain parents would be more willing to
participate than others -- based on previous` interaction between the:program
administratdr and the parents As a.result, STP parents represent a selec- ,

tion)bias in favor of active4Krent participation in the education of learning
disabled children.

k
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last school year.. There were exceptidns to this inability 'to remember

meeting specifics. Mrs. Graves, for instance, was dissatisfied with the IEP

goal which stated that hr son, David would pass all his courses -- she felt

that thd goal should have been that David would do well in all his classes.

Parents generaLly are not familiar with special'education jargon, so it is

not always easy to determine if the meeting they describe as an IEP meeting

actually was such.
04,

In addition to the IEP meetings, the teachers in this study have made

other efforts to involve parents. At West Forest High School, the self-contained

program staff have experimented'with several forums for bringing parents )nto

the educational decision-making process. Among activities undertaken to meet

this goal was a special evening program held so that parents could dfscuss

their children's course selection process forlthe coming school year. Althockgh

the program was attended by relatively few parents, the department was pleased

by the response of parents who did come and is planning to hold other meetings

for parents' groups next year.

At O'Brian'High School, the self-contained program director hai

devised several forms to send to parents describing the student's progress.

One form involved a detailed breakdown of the cJild's performance, atten-

dance, atti de, and progress in each class. Parentse sent this informa-

tion on a quarterly basis as an interim report. Another form summarized

evaluation results for the parents.

In both schools, teachers have made an effort to meet with parents

at parental convenience -- teachers even schedule meetings very early in the

morning to 'accommodate working parents. Unfortunately, parents sometimes

forget about these meetings, or simply don't show up. The teacher who
S

sacrificed personal time to make the special arrancrementt is left waiting

at the school, frustrated and angry that the parents have "done it to them

again."- The teachers have to maintain a high level of perSonal commitment

to persevere in their efforts to involve parents because this kind of thing

happens frequently. Last year, both Stuart's anoiOnne's parents missed more

than one scheduled meeting lOith LD staff.
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Parent involvement in general tends, to focus on crisis interve

tion. ,If the student is doing reasonably well school and does n egent

behavior problems that reuire parental attentio - whethsr at school or at

home ----most parents generally appreciate the status quo. If,a student is

doing poorly academically or is manifesting disruptive behavior, the parent

is much more likely to question or be questioned by the school in an effort .

to deal,with the problem. Another factor which contributes to the level of

parental involvement seems to be the perception of parents about whether the

school staff are.allies, in their efforts to deal with their sons and daughters.

In this study, both LD self-contained program directors at O'Brian and West,

Forest High Schools were perceived by parents as being-advocates of both

parent and student concerns. Parents spoke frequently of calls made to these

ndividuals, or vice versa, whenever there was a question regarding their

child.

6.2.2 Right to Impartial Dispute Settlement

/ Although the law mandates two mechanisms by which parents may resolve

disputes With the school system -- independent external evaluations and due

process hearings -- neither has been employed by the STP parents. There have

been disagreements of varying magnitude which focused on a variety of issues.

For -the most part, however, the resoldtion of these disagreements has beenm

accomplished through face-to-face discus 0s. 1

Several of the STP parerits have had strong opinions regarding the

proper education for their children (for example, the Mallacks, the Warrens,

the Fines, Ms. Quinn and Mrs. Tipper). Their desires have been, at various

points in the past, at odds with the schools' actions. An analysis of the

,
resolution of the conflict between these parents and the school provides

insight into how disputes are typically settled through discussion and compro-

mise. None of the STP parents has ever come close to resorting to Neal

disputesettlemerit mechanisms -- through eitherfindependent evaluation or

third-party hearings.

Dispute settlement for STP parents is characterized by-the following

steps. First, a problem is identified. The problem may be from the school's

perspective, the parents', or the child's, or may be a combination of concerns.

Problems usually relate to whether specific services are to be provided or to

placement decisions. Once an issue has been defined, parents, teachers or
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administrators

meeting marbe

never initiate

and, infrequently,'stants meet to discuss the issue. This

initiated by the school or by the parents. Students almost

meetings. At the meeting alternative solutions are discussed

Usually both sides' give a little, and a compromise solution ia reached.

pl this study, the Mallacks came closest to initiating formal

procedures toresolve a dispute with the school. AWhen the school district

attempted to end fund#415 for Vicky's private school. placement a few years

ago, Mr. Mallack )eacted very strongly. He wrote letters to the County

Special Education'Director expresting strong disagreement with the decision:

He indicated that he mi consider more formal action to keep Vicky in the

private setting in which had made excellent progress. The district.

reconsidered and allowed Vicky to remain at the private school until she

Peached the high school level. When the school district decided, after the

eighth grade, that Vicky's tuition grant could not be renewed because an

'appropriate placement existed in the public high school, Mr. Mallack agreed

that the change might be appropriate for Vicky. He felt that Vicky's
1110111/4

social growth would advance in the public high school in a way that might

not be possible in the private school setting.

Anne Tupper's parents felt that the school's suggestion that Anne's

academic Iailure4 occurred because she did not try hard enough was very

insufficient in dealing with Anne's increasingly bad grades and loss of

interest in school. Anne's mother claims that she had sought help from the

school fin- several years without getting a satisfactory response. Only after .

her private Physicip offered his support did she specifically ,ask for and

succeed it,obrtaining an evaluation to determine if Anne had a learning dis-,

ability. When Anne qualified for and was placed in a self-contained LD

programA her parents felt great relief. They are pleased with the program,

particulaisly Anne's academic
4

success.

Mr-'and'Mrs. Warren have until recently been involved in a spute

involving Stuart's strongly expressed d4sire to go to his home-bas high

school, which did not have a self-contained prograin. The Warre felt that

,Stuart,belonged,in a self-contained program and should remain in one, an

opinion shared by the school. Both parents and school struggled to cope with

btuart's angry, denouncement of his placement away from his friends and neighbor-

hood. .11,e Xrrens attempted to minimize their responsibility by telling Stuart
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that the decision was up to the school. At school, Stuart heard that only,his

pa'rents could get him released from the program. The school and the Warrens

were unable to agree on a firm response to Stuart. Luckily for all, the

neighborhood school is opening a new self-contained program next year.

The Fines are parents whose active involvement in their son's educa-

tion raised serious questions in the minds of his teachers. The Fines have
t,

a concept of how much work Jock should do at home andyhat assistance the

school should give Jock that seemed very rigid and demanding to Jock's teachers.

the teachers made no real effort'/ to express their concerns to the parents,
..,

however, since they felt that it was the parents' prerogative to set the

requirements' for Jock's study habit 0.

Finally, there is no evidence that any STP parents have sought to

review their child's sPeAal education record, nor does it seem that any STP

parents sought an independent evaluation in response to a disagreement over

the school-initiated findings. Several STP families had 4hrranged for private
,

testing prior or complementary to the school's testing, but not as actesult

of dissatisfaction with the school's procedure pr results. Parents-Who had

obtained, independent evaluations did so to assure themselves that they had

as complete and thorough an assessment as possible and the best possible

recommendations.for appropriate interventions.

6.3 Impact of Parental Involvement and Procedural Safeguard Provisions

6.3.1 Information Sharing

Asdiscussed earlier, Custis County is scrupulous about '

providing formal notice to parents of proposed' evaluation and placement

actions. What seemsleqlly clear from our review of procedures and activi-

ties is that the county special education staff recognize the need for

establishing and, maintaining viable and active communication with parents of
,

handicapped students. This recognition explains the general support of the.

IEP meeting, not only as a planning tool, but also as all assured way of

vr

meeting face-to-face with parents.

Sven-more than is the case with regular students and their parents,

there is a sense-that patent support is needed to sustain the activities of
0

the special eddcation programs. In Custis County, the special programs for

Parents, the special reporting forms, and the annual and triennial evaluation

activities facilitate this communications Another important communication

Nib
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link is the frequent phone calls made to parents by the learning disabilities

program directors to discuss absences and academic or behavior problems,. The.
Aw. -

trust that is built up between parents and learning disabilities teachers

appeared to comfort many STP parents, who referred frequently to what had

been told them by various members of the department.

The communication process is a two-way street. Teachers often

learn facts from parents which explain student behavior and academic suc-

cesses or failures. Oor instance, Jock Fine's parents, through the confer-

ences they arranged with his teachers, were able to provide teachers with

important information about his study.habits at home. Wally Quinn's mother

worked closely with his learning disabilities teachers so that coordinated

efforts could be made to deal with his many problems.

Parent involvement in the decision-making process and information

pioVided by the schOol helps to educate parents/about their child's problems.'

This education can only stimulate better understanding and thus better

relationshlps between 'parents and students and between parents and schools.

Parita Who are well- informedrare better advocates for their children, and

certainly children need advocates to survive the bureaucratic maze of public

education.,

6.3.2 Dispute Settlement Contacts

Disagreements between STP parents and the school have been settled/
generally by school-parent-discussion and by sch9o1 acquiesence to parent

wishes. The degree of school acquiescence Is related to financial considera-

tions. As long ae the school had an operating program which could meet what

parents felt their son or°daughter needed, the school was willing to go a

long.way towards meeting parents' requests. However, if the school had to-

incur any financial burden to implement an ac4tiVrty at paiental request, the

school was much more likely to resist the parents' plan. For example, Dick

'Bison's parents proposed that Dick be allowed to mainstream several classes

in exchange for Dick's cooperation in moving into an LD class which he

thoroughly disliked., This proposal was accepted by the school as away of

resolving a sharp conflict between Dick and the school. On the other hand,

Mr. Mallack had to threaten court action to get the school distriCt to

continue Vicky's, private schpol placement after what the school believed were

"appropriate lternatives"46Came available.

P
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The school seems eager to avoid major confrontation with parents

and even with students. Sally Benson is a Rood example. Her threat to quit

school rather than be transferred to a new school because she wanted to be

with her boyfriend at West Forest was taken seriously by her social worker

and the school staff. She is being allowed informally to continue at West

Forest, even though the other STP students who were being transferred4were

told they had no choice but to make the move.

The experiences of the STP parents and students indicate that it

is a rare and real failure of the existing system for a dispute to get tb the

stage of requiring a formal hearing to bring about resolution. The only flaw

in the discussion process obs ed in this study was that students seem to

have dif'ficUlty getting a earing for their' grievances if their, parents were

not supportive of their particular complaint. Stuart Warren was very frustrated

when he could not get a straight answer to4is request to he transferred bank

tothe home-based school.
,

(

.'

6.4 Implications of the Parental Involvement and Procedural

Safeguard. Provisions

6.4.1 Implications for Policy Makers

Benefits of Parent'Notice and Consent 4 '

The benefit of giving notice and seeking informed consent goes far

beyond the satisfaction of legal requirements. Activities alociated with

both these efforts are effective in helping to establish a commun Lion

channel between par6its and schools.' This communication facili ates pare

understanding of learning disability problems and of as the programs desi e

to deal with the problems. The opportunities for communication created

through efforts to give notice, and obtain consent should be expanded so that

greater parental involvement can be obtained. From the STP study, it is

clear that active parental involvement is a key factor in the success of

students in the LD program -- partly because parehts sometimes push the

program ,to get specific help for,the students, and partly because program

staff can convince parents to encourage, students to keep working within the

program. The positive effect -- in terms of creating parent trust and

opening lines of communication -- of activities associated with giving notice

and gaining consent should be recognized; and more attention should be given

to helping schools expand these opportunities to bring parents into the

process.
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Informal Settlement of Disagreements

For both STP families and other families in Custis County,

the informal settlement Of'disputes through face-to-face discussion is the

primary method of resolving disagreements. This method of handling disputes

saves time 4nd money and prevents major hostility from developing. Technical

assistance activities which will help administrators and teachers develop and -

carry out this kind of activity,are needed. Certainly the relationship

between giving proper notice 4nd avoiding disputes should be further explored.

As indicated.earlier, the communications link and the sense of trust which

has Its foundation in notice and consent activities create an atmosphere in

which parents are more comfortable going to the school whenever an issue

develops regarding the student's specf'ial education program.

6.4.2 Implications for Program Administrators.

4i- Facilitation of Parent Contact

Program administrators need to continue to expand their efforts

to reach parents -- through special programs, special reportingvechanisms,and

support of as much 4chsx-parent contact as/Possible.

Administrators should encourage staff to experiment with

different types of parent -- 'school programs. If a program which discusses

student course selection does not generate much interest, perhaps a program

on vocational preparation would. Administrators can poll parents' ideas,

-- either formally pr by soliciting teacher comments on parent questions -1

about what issues are of most concern, These issues can then be addressed in

evening programs or in flyers sent home to parents. Issues of concern to STP
,parents were varied; but the -Cause of learning disabilities, the role parents

could play at home, and the possibility of -remediation of poor reading skills

were shared concerns of all STP parents. 4

Program administrators should recognize that the burden of commu-

nica3On with parents falls on indpidual teachers, who often make efforts

beyond the call of duty to keep in contact with parents. Teachers in the

STP study made calls at night, came in very early in the morning to meet

parents, and sometimes stayed late after school. Administrators should

support teachers`. in these efforts by recdgnizing officially the work done by
teachers in this regard. They should encourage such activities by locorpora-

.

ting discussions about the importance and difficulties of communication into
4f6 7
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inservice training or departmental meetings. Finally, administrators can

work to facilitate parental access to teachers by asking for outside phone

ines to the learning disabilities department. It is much easier to talk to'

learning disabilities teachers'when it is possible to call them directly

without going, through the office. .."
..;

Informal Dispute Settlement Procedures

The informal, procedures involved in teacher-parent communication

work because there are no barriers created by paperwork, official forms, etc.

From this perSpective, ncing.should be done to tamper with a very successful

mechanism. However, recognition of the importance of this kind of dispute

settlement can lead to actions which will improve its application and in-

\' crease its use.

Parents should be encouraged to contact the school whenever* theft

have as queStion about their child's program. They can be sent a special

3

notice about whom to call, when to call, and what numbers to call to get

answers about specific questions. Teachers can be given specifi5 help in

learning to identify problems, solicit parent input, and manage face-to-face

problem-solving discussions with parents.

6.4.3. Implications for Teachers

Parent Education

There are several ways in which teachers can expand upon their

efforts to educate and involve parents. First, teachers should recognize

how dependent on them parents feel towards teachers when they want to

11416.knOW how their child.is doing in school. Teachers are usually the only

school persons known to parents (although in learning disabilities programs,

the program directors assume much of the responsibility of parent contact).

Teachers have the most direct experience with the student and know better

than anyone else how the student is progreiSing, what attitudes pr bfhaviors

are creating problems, and, whether the student is making reasonable efforts

to succeed., This information is very important to parents, who can feel

helpless about their 'own ability to direct their child's efforts in school.

Consequently, teachers should persist-in their efforts to communicate with

parents. Even if parents do not seem immediately responsive -- by coming to.

meetings, for example -- they are aware (as discussed by several STP parents)
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of teacher efforts and of school programs. Their confidence in what the school

is trying to accomplish is increased if they feel that the school and the teacher

are making real efforts on behalf: of their children.

Parent Support at Heine

In the STP study, there was some evidence that parents would

have been responsive to. more direct teacher efforts to get parents Vo help

students at home. Several parents had, on their own, gone to school to get

specific course schedules and requirements. Other parents had set study

hours at home for students having_ academic difficulty. Parehts particular-,

1010 ly of resource students -- seemed eager to do something to help their children

alone}. Parents of the self-contained students were also eager to help, but
l-

, expressed the feeli4 th t there was little they could do. Although, little

1,

course work is done outs de the classroom in the self-contained Classes,

self-contained teachers could prepare course schedules and requirements for

parents interested in helping at.home. The STP parents_who were inforMed'of

class activities became stricter with students who claimed they had not

understood when assignments were clue or when tests were scheduled. This

strictness did not always result in improved perfOrmance, but it did allow
-attention, to be more properly foctssed on motivational and organizational

prOblems.

Early Identification'and Resolution of Conflict

4,
Teachers have an importau nt role to play in discovering areas of

%..dissatisfaction felt by students and parents and helping to bring about
.

early resolution of conflict. Among the STP students, several had problems
which, had been recognized but were not dealt with by, teachers or parents.

Sally's concern over transferring'to a new program, Wally's fear when'mis-

takenly placed in a regular education program at the beginning of the school
year, Eddie's, ulian's, and Bill,ns growing disinterest with school -- all

rethese represe problems which teachers can recognize early and ought

to.pursue by contacting parents, talking to students, and making referrals to

guidance counselors or school psychologists. Admittedly, these are not

the problems of placement which would usually lead to formal dispute settle-
.

ment activities; but they are usually the kinds of problems with the most

specific impact on an individual stu dent's success or failure within a

special education program.
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Therefore, teachers should be encoraged to take di3ctions

to uncover poJsible parent or student concerns and to facilitate conflict

resolution, either by pursuing concerns directly orfbYlivking a referral to

those who may be able to solve the problem.

6.4.4 Implications for Parents

Parent-School Communication

Parents should understand that growth in ther, understanding

of learning disabilities and learning disabilities prpg will enable them

to help their children solve their problems. This rt by parents Can be

very crucial.to LD adolescents who are anxious and filled with self-doubt

because of their troubles at school.

Parents should take' advantage of the opportunities made available

by school administrators and teachers to learn about their child's problems

and what the school program JA trying to do about these problems. Paren

benefit from this` involvement because their understanding helps allay

their own concerns and helps them understand the concerns often felt,

/but not easily expressed, by many

Parents should respond to choo tures by attending meetings

and pr-64i-a-Ms sponsored by the schools. They should seek answers to the

questions and resolutions to their concerns by contacting.teach rs as well

as other responsible schoAll personnel._ Parhnts can encourage scTiool activi-

ties aimed at sharing information by being responsive, by participatingtin

parent-school meetings (IEP and others) and, perhaps most importantly, by

sharing their concerns with the teachers and program administrators. Parents

should call their child's teacher when they have questions; they should speak

out if 'they are dissatisfied. Several STP parents shared concerns with us

which they had not discussed with the sc hool. For example, Eddie Lawrence's

mother was very unhappy with tlite discrepancy which existed between his

excellent grades in the self-contined.program and his relative inability to

read. ...David Graves' mother felt that his IEP goals were too unstructured and

*not specific enough. Both these dissatisfactions seemed to be very valid

ones; but little could.come from parental concern which had not been expressed

to teachers or other school officials. Finally, parents should make an effort

to learn what their rights are in the education process, and they should

the STP students.

el
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those rights freely -- both for their own peace of mind and the welfare of the

student.

6.4.5 Implications for Students

Students' Role in Decisions

The primary effort which students must make to get concerns

acknowledged and resolved'is to share those concerns with parents and teachers.

Students should recognize that they have rights which should e.respected by

the school system and by their parents. One way for a student to gain

respect for these rights is to'stay as informed as possible about school and
/

class Activities and expectapions. LD students should fe-el free to ask what

being a learning disabled student mean, what dan be expected from learning

disabilities classes, and what parents can do at /Ale to help.

,. Admittedly, obtaining answers to these questions can be a formid-

able task for an LD student -- especially when one recognizes that even

students like Stuart Warren who do express their concerns do not always gefa

complete hearing from parents or teachers.' Equally problematic is a response

which is not a response the student wants to hear --.as in Stuart'p case.

Still, ST? students were often able to get their point across and

get their own way. For example, B441 Long and Peter Lazer succeeded in

getting their parents to have them released from the program. Dick Bisoh

went in and out of tAe program a couple of times with his parents' consent.

Sally Benson. managed to stay at O'Brian at least temporarily. These accom-

plishments represent a high level of communication--between t.11 student, the

family and the school staff.
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DESCRIPTION OF CtiAS$ ENVIRONMENTS_
u

Regular Acadelc Programs for College Bound Students (Type 2)

,Administrative Contact

The tea s of these classes are the least interested in adjusting

PI)their, programs, ace is demands or style of teaching for the LD student.

They will do such minimum things as permit the LD studep to sit near the. .

chalkboard and read the assignments that are written on thg board. They have

STANDARDS and expect the LD student-will be able to meet them.. These teachers

are willing, however, to converse with the LD resource teachers to explain

assignments, the course odtine, and test requirements, and they are willing

and even encourage the'LD resource teacher to help'the student, if necessary.

In all fairness, these teachers believe that any student who tries hard will

not fail their classes so that more than minimum special arrangments should

not be necessary.

Physical Location
1

These classes are interspersed with other regular classes, often

on a.hall or ,,ing with ie classes in the same subject area..

Participant Compositio'\

These classes a e lar§4 -- 30-35 students -- and have one teacher.
....

;
There are at most one or two of_the least disabled LD students.in these

u

classes. Most of the students, including the LD students, are planning to go

to college. Although the extremely high achieving and gifted udents are

Not in these classes, most of the students are very bright ancY academically

talented.
.

Social Climate

These classes are ciarak terized as well-disciplined, orderly,

carefully managed classes. There is a fair amount of'social interaction

before and after class and some limited conversation (usually task- directed) A
4

during class. The social Eone_of the students is friendly but managed::

They cooperate with each other on task-related activities.

I ri
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Instructional Conditions

These classes have a strong work- or goal-directed orientation.

Every student pays ittention,.contributes to discussion, hap his or her:

homework done. The academic'content moves at a rapid, fixed pace..The

,es

teacher lectures Often; students take notes There 3s a lot of readin or

ether homework. Students are' responsible for keeping up with the reading

and the asst are Wkd and everyqee studies for them..

Impact on LD Students
't

These classes are high-ilsk, high-payoff. clas56s (personally,_
4,

socially, and acadeMically), butthey demand extremely hard work andnly

the most able of the learning,disabilities students "need apply." Deeter has

Managed to succeed in two of these classes but helis talehtedp'woak very

0

.hard,and is very likeable.

1 .
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Regular Academic Class (Type 3)

,Administrative Contact

se classes form the bulk of the academic program of the high

'school. ^The eis trftmendous variability in these classes depending on the

teacher.
" e administrative strategy when placing an LD 'student in these

classes i to identity particular teachers whose style of teaching and

academic demands are appropriate for an LD student and then not to overwhelm
-

that teacher-with too many or too unmanageable LD students that he or she

becomes discouraged or resentful. Thus,vthe academic.relationship.between

the LD resource teacher or less frequently the. LD self-contained program

direCtor is one in which the LD teacher identifies particular teachers

willing and interested in adjusting their instruction to accommodate an LD

teachers to, figure,out the partiCUlar accommoda-

occasional assistance in the -form of special

the success of an LD resource teacher is being .

student, working with those
-

tions needed, and providing

materials. A major part of

able to discover, encourage, and convince teachers to accept and accommodate

the LD student., With a good'foundation laid, the interaction and communica-

tion between.the LD teacher and the regular teacher will contihue, with ,the

regq.ar,teacher gradually developing teaching skills and approaches that are

effective with LD students., In shorts with at least some of the teachers of

these classes there is a growing degree of cooperation and the hope and goal

is toolace the LD students with one-of these teachers.

Physical Location

These cladses are interspersed with other r classes, often on

a hall with other classes in the same subject ar These. re.not as

large as the Classes.for college-bound students but they are rge: 25 to, 30

students and one teacher. Absenteeism (nay be higher, however, <ion any

given day the number in class may be below 25. Since the teachers of these

alasseei'are'sought mit to teach LD students, these classes may have four or

five LD students in them. The othevstudents are both in college-bound and

general vocational pro4ramst they range in ability from quite talented to

,filing lower achieving than some of, the LD'students.

141
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Social Climate

These classes are relatively informal. There are conversations,

sometifites boistrous, before, after, and often during class. .There is

movement in and out of class (passes to the library, career center, bathroom;

etc.) and a sort of general wigglyness during class. Full class disruption

is'rare, but minor surface noise is almost always present. Some of the

conversation is task-directed, but usually it's personal.

Instructional Conditions
A

There is not the same level of work orientation and task attention

in these classes as in the classes for college-bound students. At any one

time as many as half the students pay be either resting, talking with a

friend, doing other homework,- staring into space or doodling. Teachers seem

to ignore most of this inattention, although occasionally a teacher will

suggest students stop talking, pay attention, begin working, fettle down.

These requests are infrequent and usually disregarded. Instead, the teacher

directs the discussion and works with those who are paying' attention. The

r. message seems to be: "If you want to work, finer if not, it's your future."

The academic demands in these classes are neither difficult nor

easy. The teachers follow the preibed curriculum. Bgt particular assign-
.

ments may be adjusted for the LD student. A fair number, Of the assignments

consist of individual or group projects which the LD student can accomplish

more easily and with greater success than the individual weekly }written

assignments, daily exercises and quizzes that typify-the classes for college-

bound students.\

-t

Impact on Sudents'
0

LD students do well in these classes if they get one of the-accom-
4 , ,

modating teachers (and if they don't they ry to arrange a schedule, change).

(The class is not difficult and if.they pa attention and do the work they end

up with good grades. When they have difficulty, these teachers meet thee
.

halfway, adjusting the assignments or the work schedule or arranging special
,

help. , J

-MW
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Regular Academic Classes for
, Advanced Students (Type 4)

ti

Administrative Contact

These classes,aFe similar to the regular. classes for average stu-

dents in the'nature and type of contact between the regular and LD teachers.

Theregular teachers in their classes expect to have students whose academic.

progress is belOW average, so they are prepared for,and accept the assistance
.1.74

of the LD tethers. Teacherd of these courses are quick to point out that

they have severa4'stude 110 in their classes who are "worse off" than the LD

4tudehts and "who they wish could get some,help from the special education

program.

.

Physical Location

These classes are interspersed with other classes, usually on the

same hall or WIng.ad classes in the me subject. The teachers of

x, these classed-also tech 'More advanced bourses in the same subjeat so there
is no stiglOe''AD these olassep.

..,

Participantiposition

.
.

Thesec,cladees are average in ,size: 25-30 students, ,but abseentism..,,,

is high. A up.o.tie-fourth, f the students are, LD students', mostly resoUrce,
students wih ah.-Occaak self - contained student who seems. capable of

taking sorae>egUlar acadelic classes. Often these classes contain students

',of average or better general; ability but who have difficulty with that. .

i
particular *Uplect ea (e.g., girls with a dislike and /or avoidance of math
or boys wit i`a di ike of English).

Social Clim4

. .. ft ' -i .

,

k

Theksocial climate of these classes resembles that of the regular

academic classes for general students. These classes are loose and,informal.
1

00,Students work or not as they choose; often there is conv64ation among
l

4 .AUAents. The main distinction betwebncthese classes and the academicfclasses, ,- / ,
virgeneral students is the pervasive feeling that most students don't know,.

. 1

like, or undetstand'Iwhat's goihg on, so that the socialization see'hs to be

communication and 41-harinffl of' interests. Often
% .

sk-related, wit; students attempting to learn (or copy)

MOrs,an escape than a net

the conversation i

.*7
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`from their peers theexplanations, problem solutions, and notes they cannot

understand themselves."

Instructional Conditions

*These classes are the next-to-the-bottom rung on an informal

tracking system. Students arrive in these classes by the process of elimina-

tion. They cannot hehdle the pace and instructional demands of the classts

in that subject area for college-bound students or general students. Tht

teachers in,these classes have academic expectations for these students', the

,students are.expected to meet the curriculum goals set for the subject area.
-

Thus, there,is a work atmosphere in these classes. The pace of instruction is

slow. In the math depaitMent, for example, algebra is taught in two years

rather than one. Even with apace of one-half that of the regular course,

the students have difficulty understaiin the material. This may be a

result of several factors:ka) poor basic s ills (decimals and fractions'in

algebra are just as much a problem as they are in arithmetic); b) instruction

that, although slower, is not slow enough; c) homework and',Oroblems that do

not provide enough practice with the basic concepts before moving into

special application and "tricky stuff"; and d) lectures and discussion of

homework that is unclear or: not repetitive enough.

The students in these classes pay atte4ion until they become

frustrated ( "I'll never understand this stuff") or hostile ("I hate math") or

resentful ("This stuff is of no use to me anyway"). Then the escape conver-

sationsation begins. WIgen the pressure of an impending test is present, then the

students' attentio0otakes on an anxious quality.

Impact on the LD student

These classes offer the LD student an opportunity to take regular

academic subjects in the slowest, leait demanding class possible. Yet, it is
41

clear that the LD student without minimum basic skills will feel frustrated

in these classes and that all too often that frustration will be shared/.

Many of the LD resource students could not survive without these courses;

they offer these students the only viablt way to obtain the required credits
0

in math and English that they need for graduation. And for some.,,it is their'

way of satisfying certain college ent'ance requirementd:

$
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Regular Academic Classes For
'Academically Unsuccessful `Students (Type 5)

Administrative Contact

Usually these classes are conducted with the full knowledge and

support of both the LD and regular education program. But these classes are

. regular classes and priority -ffAl be given to students who are not in the LD

program. There is usually close cooperation between the two programs in

planning these classes and between the LD teachers and the regular teacher

wip teaches the class. The science class at W6st Forest had a regular

teacher with an LD teacher aide functioning as'a team, but that degree of

integration may be unusual.

Physical Location

These classes are interspersed with other classes, often on the

same hall or wing as other classes in the same subject area.

Participant Composition

These classes are small, 20-25 students, and have high abtentee

rates, so attendance may be between 15-20 students. Often as many as ones

third-to one-half of the students are LD students. The other students are all

low achieving but for different reasons: low motivation, disruptive behavior,

low general intelligence. Some are general school misfits and incorrigibles.

The teacher of these classes .often has some special training and may be given

special materials, more planning time, of other upport. I
Social Climate

These classes, at bedt, resemble the relaxed, social informality of

the regular academic class. From that, they-may, on a bad day, deteriorate

to noise and disorder. There is conversation but-generally the students in

these classes are not good friends. The students in these classes bring

their' reputations with them. Thus, the LD students are fearful of "mixing"

too closely with the students known to them as troublemakers.

The teacher these -classes are concerned with mitIvation and

control first and academic content second. Thus, they attempt to provide

structure and order to the class and to be firm in their demands for atten-

tion and self- discipline.

145
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Instructional Conditions

;
Because rainy of these students'are V. academically motivated

and/or have had falilume experiences, there i?s attention given to providing

activities that are interesting at which the students'can succeed. Concrete,

hands-on contact with materials, lots of good grades and opportunitiesto

repeat an assignment or test until a passing grade is achieved.

The academic demands of these classes are greatly reduced. T,he

pace is slower, with more eXplanatkon and repetition. The activities require

very litLtle reading and writing. The LD self-contained student and more

seriously disabled resource student in these classes is very comfortable.

The work is not too difficult, the class is small enough to get individual

assistance. Even though the academic demands are reduced, because it is a

regular class there is a stronger work orientation than prevails in the

self-contained classes.

Impact on the LD Student

These classes offer the LD student a conIrolled, limited form of

mainstreaming with some expanded social contacts and greater although manage-:

able learning opportunities. It may be not demanding enough for the higher

functioning resource students and it will be totally inappropriate if many of

the non-LD students are serious behavior problems.

o
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Prevocational and Vocational Single Period Classes
Offered in the. High School (Type 9)

. t

**Administrative Cebtact

Except in rare instances there does not to be much, if any,

of the special education and voca-intpraction and only limited Integra

tional programs. Exbeptions may ccur if e student r

re is

cla sroams.

vocational subject from an 1,15 t acher or if

proximity between the two teachers or their

Physical Location

uests help in a

°jai Sr physical

These classes are located in designated vocational areas.

PAticipant Composition

3ese classes vary in size but are not usually large (less than

25 typically); the advanced classesimay be quite small. There are not, many

college-bound students in these classes but there may be several high achiev-.:

1.115 and high ability students The teacher is selected in large part for his

or her vocational skill and seldom has had much training or experience wit

LD students.

Social Climate

These classes are more formal than academic classes, perhaps

beCause there is a conscious attempt mirror the work environment. This

means theremay be converation but i> should be accompanied by prolVtivity.

Thus, there is discipline and control but more of a job supervisor over his

or her work than a teacher over students.

Instructional Conditions

These classes can be fairly demanding in terms '6& assignments,

projects, and even tests. Since the goal is to impriove technical, rather than

academic skill, the instrpctional demands may be satisfied with one or more

carefully executed projects, a requirement that causes less difficulty for

the LD students. Most of the students in these classes are working produc-

tively. They are usually interestedin the class and enjoy the work so that
J

doing the assignments or projects is not onerous.
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Many of these classes have "hidden" academic demands -- hey

require math computation or reading'of instructions. In these classes,` when

these demands arise, the LD student needs help. Fortunately the vocational

teachers seem willi'g to help or to permit the.LD student to obtaiii'

..
help froovanother studefit,.

Impact on the LD Student

Generally, the LD students find theSe classes fun, not too

difficult and-a good social outlet, and they usually pass with a good grade.

For a few LD-,,students who are not interested in the work or who find it too

difficult, the lack of structure and supervision may result in these) students

just slippping by virtually unnoticed.

216.11161401MN.
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Vocational C asses Offered
In a Vocationa Center (Type 10)

tf.

Administrative Contact

There seems to be relatively little contact between the LD'resource

teacher or the self-contained program director and the vocational'education

teachers. Part of the reason for the lack of contact may be the physical

separation of the two programs. Another reason may be the LD teachers' lack

Of familiarity with the vocational education subject matter. The carpentry
.

a

instructor of.ene STP student explained that he had given the LD self-contained

' program director a complete set of the carpentry text and written materials

so that she could help the student with the reading and written assignments.

But there seemed.to be no time available to be allocated to providing that

kind of assistance. There is no LD teacher assigned to the vocational

center, although the vocational education staff has requested one.

Physical Location

These classes are located at the vocational center which may or may

not be the student's home base school or the school in which the student'S

self-contained program is located.

Participant Composition

The number of.6tudent's in these classes is about20-25. In those

vocational. programs that do not require advanced basic skills (carpentry,

bricklaying, child development), one-third to one-half may be from a learning

tisibilities program. The teacher is usually experienced in, the craft or

professional area -end may havelittle or no experience with or training to

teach LD students.

Social Climate

The students in these classes are treated like on-the-job workers.

They clock in and'out, have snack breaks, can converse with each other. The

teacher acts as a work'supervisor providing training.
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Instructional Conditions

The students are expected to do the "bookwork" and pass the

written tests. But the major instructional strategy is,teacher demonstration}

,followed by student practice. A highly motivated student Wirr'find nny

opportunities to practice and a nonmotivated student will do the bare minimum.

The teacher is concerned that each student do the minimum but leaves it up to

the student to determine how'much beyond that he or she wishes told°.

Impact on the LD Student

The LD student who is motivated anti who has enough skill to read

and Complete the written work (or to find other ways to get it done) will

enjoy these clagses and will acquire extensive and,useful skills. These

classes provide good opportunities' for developing friendship and give the

previously unsuccessful LD student a new perspective.

For some LD students, thp vocational program may be just as

frustrating as their academic classes. There are basic academic skills

required and work performance expectations that.some LD students may not

achiere. For these students a vocational program becomes another

frustration and failure.

b
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Self-Contained Classes (Type 13)

Administrative Contact 4

The LD self-contained progi4im staff has minimal contacts with

other classes and programs. If, as has happened at West Forest, the LD

self-contained program director is particularly concerned'about career

dev.Flopment and vocational preparation, he Qr she may contact vocational

programs and teachers, but Jere is no formal mechanism to facilitate this

contact. While the resource teacher constantly tried to integrate resource

-class instruction with the regular program, self-contained teachers by

contrast seem almost totally separate from it. There is little support,

offered to the self-contained student in his or her mainstreamed classes.

Physical Location

At O'Brian.the self-contained program

three or four classrooms between two staircases.

tion and other students leave that'area alone.

occupies a general area of

That area has its reputa-

At West Forest the,self-

contained classes are held all over the building.

Participant Composition

The size of the LD self-contained classes is small, about 8 0

students, which may be reduced by half because of absenteeism. The classes

are disproportionately b9yer-which restricts the social opportunities for the

girls. ,The students, although all have some learning disability, have a wide

,range of reading ability and other basic skills and varying degrees of

motivationl and self-discipline.

Social Climate

' The LD self- contained classes are generally informal, with a fair
4'

amount of physical movement, general "finger snapping, foot-tapping" noise

andnor pinches, pokes and grab-type interactions. This tends to settle

some once the class begins, but it is always ready to flair up again if the

teacher lets the guard down. During class the students are reasonably quiet. 'A

The students know each other well but are by no means a socially-cohesive

network, although there may be a core of student who serve a social leaders

who get along well together:
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There is a real stigma attachpd to the Lp self-contained

program. The students definitely feel it but generally try to ignore it.

Each student in the LD self-contained program knows that the regular class

is ndt a realistic alternative. They accept and even welcome their LD

self-contained classes as well worth any stigma that may be attached.

Instructional Conditions

The emphasis in the self-contained class is on maintaining order

and control first, and imparting some new knowledge second. The. instruction

in the pelf-contained class is subject oriented, covering basically the same

material as the curriculum guide suggests for the regular academic courses

only at a slow pace and simplified level. Despite the fact that most of the

LD students in self-contained programs have severe reading deficits, little

systematic instruction is given for developing reading skill..

The students in self-contained classes pay attention and partici-

pate in the class discussions. This is partly a pynomenon of the small

class size. With only eight people it is not difficult to be sure each person

has an opportunity to respond to a discussion question or to be sure each

person is doing the assigned class work.

Although the students are attentive and participating, these

classes lack a certain realness that is present in the regular class. It is
o

hard to describe, but the tone of the self-contained class seems to convey

the message: this is not a real class, this is an'exercise, an approximation

or imitation of a real class put on for LD students; but we don't mind, we

have fun, talk around a lot, learn a few things and don't have to work too

hard.

Impact on the LD.,,Student

The LD students generally like their self-contained classes and

they seem comfortable in class although not complAely satisfied with their
, 5

.own progress. None of these students view the resource program as an appro-

priate alternative even though it is less stigmatizing.
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Resource Class (Type 15)

Administrative Contact I

The resource teacher maintains contact with the student's regular,

program in three major ways: 1) discussing with the LD student to determine

how he or she is doing in eachlass and which classes are giving trouble;

2) speaking informally with the students' teachers, particularly those woo

teach the classes where the student has reported having problems or those who

have asked for the assistance of the resource teacher (a:rare Phenomenon);

and 3) sending out a written form that gives background information on the

student and allows for teacher comments to each of the sttiaent's regular

teachers twice each quarter. 'Although the first two of these three-methods

may be more preventive in-nature, the last method assures that the resource

teacher is intrmed about problems that the student has not mentioned and

that the regular,teacher has An opportunity to seek the assistance of the

resource teacher to prevent future problems. Typically, the resource teacher

will learn that an LD student is about to receive an interim report (a report

sent to parents before the end of the quarter warning that unless some

positive change occurp the student willieceive an F or D in that class).

_The resource teacher, if he or she was not previously aware of*the probleM,

can then wo with the student and the regular teacher to bring up the

student's grade.

The resource teacher uses both the formal w4ten forms and the
,..informal contact to sbare.withiregular teachers the LD student's functioning

level in reading, math-and spelling and his. or her strengths" and weaknesses

in'.such areas as visual discrimination and auditory perception. .The resource

teacher may make recommendations for changes in the student's regular prograd
0 based on the student's disability, such as to write assignments on the board

and give them orally, to allow the LD student more time to complete assign-

ments, to read aloud and explain clearly test instructions.

Not all regular teachers are equally responsive to the resource

teacher's requests for information, suggested modifications, or the.offers of

assistance, but given time most regular teachers will cooperate with the

resourcitteacher's eforts to assist the students. Regular teachers are much
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.amore }willing to support the resource te,ither's efforts to assist the

0 student than they, are to make modifications in their own teaching styles;

class requirements, and grad
r

Physical Location

At West Foreptthe resource classes are held in small offiCe-
-

standards to accommodate the student.

ptye classro located around the building. There are between 4-6 students

in a resPU see at one time, but the'office holds only three persons
OD

comfortably.

At O'Brian, the'respurce classes are held in one large classroom

, that incides twc teachers working with different students. Thee may be-
.

8-12 students in the room at any one time. The classroom at O'Brign is

inconspicuously located at the end of a ong hall where there is not much

Participant Composition ,

7

,There are only a 'Vary small number of students working with the

/A resource teacher at any one time and each stzt has a completely indivi-

dualized program.

* 5-
Social Climate

The resource class is generally very quiet, each student wirtg
.

.

3

on bilor her'cmn assignment. Tliestudgntivrarely talk with eah other.

.. -

..There is some stigma attached to going to -the resource class but probably not
,

(---N

as much as is associated with' fie self-contained program.

..

Instructional Conditions
'''''',,

it ,
,

' Th,eger#e primary instruction offered in the resource class is suppcir-
'S

tive of the stud t's regular program. Resou teachers use the student's
,.

, regular class assignments4toadevelop-brganiza ion and sequencing skills,

0 basic study skills such as note-taking and itliningi and skille in.written
.

.

c.
exprilion, reading, comprehension an sRelling. Practically, this means

.
, ,.

e the resource teacher will assist the LD student in such regulat clasb
----7,

activities
planIIning and.organizing a term paper,reviewing fdt a test,

-.

. understanding a difficult readilloassignmenti understanding the: instructions

_to a parjcular problem.: Thy,, LD student.canlbse the, resource ,class to finish lir

tests for which he Wit:the needs more time; the resource teachermay be a
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to explain (decipher) a'student's notes from a class lecture. When working .

with students in sup r of their regular6c1sses, the,resource teachers are ,

limited by .their o ack of background in certain areas, pArticularly math,

science and.certa hnical vocational mateiial.

If a student hays no regular class assignments that'reouire atten-

tion, the student may work on Correcting some basic skill deficit such as

spelling, reading comprehension, or writing. lesource teachers maintain

worksheets and other individual assignments' in ,reserve for those days.

Some LD students use the 'resources clads as a substitute for an

academic subject. The student concentrates,all or almost,all of his or her

resburce instruction time on a particular skill area4uch as math..

Impact on;the LD Stu

The LD student either finds that the resource class is supportive of

his or her regular class work or that the basic skill instruction offered there

-Is neasary, or he or she withdraws. Those students who accept the resource

'program appreciate the quiet study hall atmosphere and the one-to-one instruction.

7
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The Special Tel; and Pirents (STP) Study investigated the impaCt

learning disabled adolescents and4 II. of Certain pr visions of-P.L. 94-142.on learn

I .1

'their parents. The study, conducted by Abt Associates Inc. for the Office
4

of Special EddCation and Rehabilitative Services, focused on provisions
.related to protection in evaluation, individualized education program (IEP),

placement in the least restrictive environment, parental involvement and
.

procedural, safeguards. It sought to determine the effect of'these provisions

on learning disabled, secondary students and those, responsible for developing .

and implementing their eddeational programs.

STUDY DESIGN ikND DESCRIPTION OF STUDENTS

The,STR-study desi used a clinical-ethnographic methodology to

collect information on 16 1 arning disabled secondary students. The STP

studerits were selected from esource and self-contained placements located

A,
in two high schools.in,a larg , suburban, county-based school district._

(

The school district serves an area of-primarily affluent and well-educated

families.- Historically; the School district has provided quality educa.,

tional programs for handicapped students.

InforKation on the 16 STP students was collected at multiple time'.

points, in multiple-environmental settings, and frOM mult..ple perspectives

over any entire school! year. .Case analysts familiar with learning-disabled
a

students and,tht provisions ot P.L. 94-142, Conducted informal, Unstructured

interviews

staff; the

vocational

settings.

reviewed.

,

quarterly

with students, their parents, teachers and other involved school

case analysts observed'the studentt in bah regular academic and

classes and in'special edUCation resource artd self - contained

The students' psychological.aA educational records were also

,

Case narratives weri, prepared for each STP student and updated

based on the InformatiOnocollected. InfchMation from the STP

students' case narratives was organized, synthesized and interpreted to

assess the impact of selected P.L. 94-142 proyisions on learnilig disabled

students. For each'of the P.L. 94-142 provisions, the study investigated:

1



(1) how the requirements of the law were implemented by the secondary

school special education program; (2) the impact of the School program and

practices on the, learning disabled students; and (3) the implications of

the, experiences of the STP students for those concerned with the education

of learning disabled adblescents: policymakers, program administrators,

teachers, parents and students.

The STP students represented diverse physical characteristics

and a range of social and educational skills and ability. The students

comprised 3 girls and 13 boys two students were in ninth grade, the rest

in tenth grade. None of the STP students' families was poor; a few were

wealthy; most of the employed parents he)1 professional or managerial

positions,-and a few were owners of their own small businesses.

Although generally the STP students were able to maintain a

satisfactory level of academic achievement in their regular and special

education classes, t y did so by working hard; harder than they perceived
their peers working. All e STP students found the academic demands of

school to be difficult,/but most enjoyed the school social environmylt and

expelld to remain in school. The STP students all knew and had accepted

the fact that they had learning difficulties but disliked being identified

or classified as learning disabled. Ironically, although the STP students

disliked being students, they recognize d appreciated their need for

th6 support offered by the %learning ies program.

Socially, most of the STP,students had good qocial contacts and

friends. Students in resource classes had more,self-confidence and indepen-vo

dence than those in self-contained classes and seemed to have an'easier

time locating and establishing friendships.

A
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IMPACT OF EVALUATION PROVISIONS

The investigation of the impact of the evaluatiOn provision con-

centrated on the following areas: how the STP stu'ents were identified,

the evaluation and reevaluation procedures used, implications of the learn-

\Ong disabilities definition on the STP students' eligibility, actual and

potential use' of. the evaluation results and communication of the evalua-

tion results to the, STP students and their parents.

Identification. All but two of the STP students were identified,

evaluated and determined eligible for plcement in a learning disabilities

program prior to entering high school. Two students were identified, eval-

uated and placed in a learning disabilities program after they entered high

,school. For both these students, identification, evaluation and placement
.

occurred only after persistent parent requests that the school recognize

the seriousness of their child's problem and his or her need for special

help.

This pattern appears typical -- that students who are not iden-

tified in elementary or junior hig* school will rarely be identified in high

school unless their paients are'assertive advocates of their educational.

needs.

Faced with large numbers of'high school students who are in eca-

demiC difficulty and who could potentially be eligible for special educa-

tion, the school districtas taken a conservative apprdach to identifica-
.

tion and evaluation. School policy requires tIlt a student bap is referred

for a special education evaluation be very carefully screened to determine

whether the student is likely to have a genuine learning disability, or

whether heor she has /earning difficulties,that may require adjustment in
/his or her-regula program but do not require special education. The care-

ful screening coupled with strict interpretation of the definition of

learning disabilities results in few students who are referred being eval-

uated; this in turn results in fewer teacher referrals as teachers recognize

that poor acaRemic skills and lack of academic progress are not the sole

determining factors in deciding whether or not a student should be eval-

uated. Persistent parent efforts to obtain an evaluation anWsPecial

education services for their child, however, appear to counterbalance the.

conservative approach represented by the school screening process.

3
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The intent of P.L. 94-142 is to assure that all potentially

handicapped students are located and provided service. However, the size
of the pool of potentially eligible students, the concern that students with
academic problems might be mislabelled and fiscal constraints create a

. ,

situation ;which discourages a liberal interpretation of the law and restricts
the number of LD students identified,

evaluated and served at the secondary'
level.

Evaluation Procedures. Once identified, the STP students received

a comprehensive evaluation that included a core battery of intelligence and

achievement tests as well as other.tests of language development, percelkion,

communication and cognitive processing. Because the selection of specifio....

tests, other than those in thecommon core, is left to the discretion of the

:Vrthool psychOlogiat responsible for the assessment, there-is a wide disparity
in the number and nature of the tests administered to each student. This
lack of standardization makes it difficult to discover commonalities among

- the patterns or profiles of learning disabilities in the students tested.

Every effort is made darting the psychological testing to'identify

the precise language, perceptual or proceAing.deficiency that might be
related to the student's poor academic performance. .While this extensive
testing does produde a more thoroughly detailed and refined diagnosis of

the student's learning disability, it also results in certain cases in a

testil process that is long, time-consuming and expensive.

All the STP students received tests or other procedures to assess

their performance in all relevant areas. One source of information that

'could have been more systematically tapped, however, is the.report from the
student's guidance counselor. Many of the STP students had.been in contact
with their guidance counselors on more than a few occasions, and the guidance
counselor's had a unique perception of the students' school relationships and
their ability to cope with regular classts and teachers. The reevaluation of
high school LD students could be strengthened if a more systematic effort was...0

made to solicit input from the'student's guidance counselor, especially in
.

'those situations in which the student and guidance counselor have established

a relationship that goes beyond the minimum required contact.

1 "Y



Eligibility. The evaluation of theSTP students poignantly
illustrate how two difficult situations that arise under the federal
definition of learning disability (a severe discrepancy between potential
and functional ability in one or more basic skill areas) create problems:,
(1) when a student's functional ability is.initially very low but is in
fact cliiose to'his or her potential; and (2) when a student's functional
abilitOss improved, quite possibly because of *special education instruc-
tion, so that the discrepincy originally present has been reduced or elim-
inated. P student was evaluated thiee times in elementary school
before his potential ability (based on an intelligence test score) had
improved enough to create a significant discrepancy between potential
and functional ability and thereby establish his eligibility or special
education services in junior high school. During elementary school,. this
student made no academic progreSs and was unhappy an& frustr ted.

Two other students' revealed significan crepandie on their
initial evaluations but their recent reevaluat s indicated one student's
discrepanCy had been markedly reduced and the other's had been eliminated.
The former student was recommended for placement in a resource rather
than self-contained program; the Matter student recommended for dismissal.
Although pleased with their progress, these two students, their parents
and teachers agreed that the students should continue in their present
placement.

Ute of the Evaluation. The primary function of evaluation
results is to establish the student's eligibility for special education.

-

The findings of the evaluation have also been used to explain and document
the LD student's needs to regular teachers who may attribute a student's
poor class performance to other factors.

Beyond these two functions the results of the comprehensive
special education evaluation appear not to have been exploited by the STP
students' teachers. Although the teachers had access to the-student's

evaluation records and had some knowledge of the students' particular
learning problems., few teachers,uSed that information in planning the
students' instruction. Poi example, teacher's made only limited instruc7
tional distinction between Students with auditory processing as compared

5
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with visual perception problems. And, despite th t the evalua-
tions reveal poor reading comprehension to be a universal problem among..-
LD students, systematic developmental instruction in reading was only
available in one high school on an experimental basis.

The results of the evaluation are also not used as extensively
as they might be to support program modification. The student evaluation
results could be aggregated to_determine common patterns of educational
weakness and needs. These patterns could form one par of a needs assess-
ment to establish areas requiring personnel and staff skill development
and to determine, special education program and servictetpriorities.

Communication of Results. Although the results of the evalua-
tion permit a precise definition of a student's learning disability,
parents often did not understand what the definition_ meant. Parents were
clear on two basic concepts: that their child had learning problems that
required special attention, and that their child was not retarded. Most
parents were able to describe their child's problems in terms of their
-academic strengths and weaknesses (e.g., not doing well in reading) but
were not conversant with technical terms such as pocir auditory processing.

The STP students (with one or two exceptions) accepted the,fact
that they were learning disabled but did not always understand what that
meant. Both parents and school staff should provide LD students with

sufficient information about what their learning problems are and how
those problems may or may not affect their futdre. The STP students who
understood their handicaps not only accepted them but also were able to
incorporate that part of their self-peiception into a total self-concept

that was realistic and generally positive.

Summary. The STP tudy findings on.the impact of the evalua-
tion provisions suggest that some thought be addressed to tl)e following:

Although the evaluation procedures are thorough,
the conservative approach to identification and
gqreening of secondary school students referred
by their teachers results in few secondary LD'
students beifig identified and evaluated unless
there is active parental involvement.

.11
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The evaluation procedures used to determine
whether or not a student is learning disabled
and the precise nature of his or her disability
are time-consuming and expensive. The high
degree of indAvidualization and sponding
lack of standardiEttion make diffi ult to
discover common profiles in the stude s tested.

',Since teachers do not use the preci learning
disability information in instructi and
parents do not understand what the pr ise
definition means, it may be time to r consider
the value of extensive psychological agnos-
tic testing.

At the high school level, the guidancscounselor
often plays an active role in planning a student's
regular program and resolving academic and social
difficulties. Input from the guidance counselor
should be part of the reevaluation.

The definition of learning disabilities based llon

a discrepancy between potential and actual academic
functioning may result in some students for whom
special education services are clearly needed
and/or beneficial being technically ineligible.

s The evaluation results serve two functions: to
determine eligibility and to document, particular=
ly with regular teachers, the students' need for
special instructional modification. Consideration
should be given to using the results as a guide to
student instruction and as a basis for establishing
staff and program.development needs.

Although parents understood their child's handicap
in general terms, they were not conversant with'the
technical terms used in the,precise definition of,
the specific disability. Both parents and LD
students would benefit from explanations of the
students' disability and bow it. might affect theft
future.

7
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IMPACT OF AIDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM PROVISIONS

The individualized edWeation progLm provisions have two com-

ponents -- ari IEP document that contains certain specified content and.

tan IEP meeting to which'parents are- invited and during which the document

is developed. The STP Study investigated the impact of both these areas'

considering the impact-of the legal requirementd and how the implementa-

tion of the IEP provisions coincided with ,an ideal model of totalseduca-
.

tional program planning.

/The IEP Docum nt. The IEP.document-as it is presehtly construed
by OSE

1

has has certa n uses. First and foremost, it documents' the focus

of the individualized special education to be provided to the student and

the related services'he- r she is to` receive during the coming year. The

IEP also provides a historical record of services provided, goals and objec-

tives attempted and achieved, and improvement in the student's level of

performance. Finally, the IEP documents the student's need for modifica-

tion in the regular program and provides justification for requests for

changes.

The content of the STP students' IEP document; while basically
1

serving the purposes described above, lacked certain elements which would

have made the IEP more functional. To be an accurate record of the indi-

vidualized special education instruction a stuAe receives, the goals and

objectives on a student's IEP must'relect the un que focus. of instruction

targeted to the individual student. The goals and objectives of the STP

students in self-contained classes were Organized around the subject areas

taught in the self-contained classes.. Thus, there was one goal and related

short-term objectives for English, math, world history, and'biology. The

goals and related objectives described the m'ajorl/egurriculum areas of the

codrset often the same goal and objectives were indicated for- several

students. Instead of describing general curriculum goals, the IEps of the

self-contained students would be more instructive if the IEP goals and

objectives focused on the particular learning needs of the individual LD

t-student and described the basic behavioral or academic skills each student

would acquire. Whileit is important that parents be made aware of the

DOSE Policy Paper, Federal Register, Vol. 46, No. 12, January 19, 1981.
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curriculum goals and objectives established for the self-contained courses,
this information does not need to be part of each student's IEP.

Unlike the goals and objectives of the self-contained students,-
the goals for the resource students were usually 'different .for different
students. The goals and objectives for.the resource students were related
either to process or content. Process goals are those that cut acr
content areas and focus on particular study skills such at being able

...

organize tho ghts in sequence when preparing a written report. Content
goals focus a particular academic content area such as spelling or math.

The'/EPs for the STP students were developed during the middle
of the school year. Thus, the IEP goals and objectives served' primarily
as a guide to the instructiOTI-t4t occurred during the remainder of th
school year. Becaus

J\ iof changes in the student during the summer and
because' each student lia's a new schedule of,classes and different teachers
in the fall, the previous year's IEP may be seriously out-of-date. °`

Although the learning disabilities teachers reviewed each

student's IEP from the previous'year,in the fall, i.hey usually felt they
needed to establish an instrujtion program based on the student's.current

needs, rather than on the goals and objectives indicated in his or her

'111N410.0US year's IEP. .

The IEPs of the STP students indicated how much time the student.1

would 2( pend in regular classes but did not provide clearly and specifically
the #daptations required for the student to be accommodated in his or her

I ,..

rev ar classes. ,Nor did the TEPs indicate the support the special educa-
tion teacher or other pr ram staff would provide to the regular teacher.
Hav,Iing this information on the student's IEP would make it moreuseful when
communicating with regular teachers about the LD student's needs.

The IEP document, if it is to serve as a historical record of
'the student's progress, needs to provide some method for recording whether
or not parterCular goals and objectives were achieved. Having some consis-

tency in the measure of the student's current level of performance from

year-to-year also would facilitate historical-review of the student's

improvement and progres

9
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IEPConference. The parents of the STP students viewed -the

content of IEP document to be of only limited interest, but they found
the IEP conference valuable because it provided,an opportunity to'discuss
other issues related to the student's program. The timing of-the IEP

conference, while perhaps causing the IEP document to be less useful as
a guide to instruction, is

very appropriate for considering major educa=

tional planning issues.

The IEP conference for the STP students =Curs in the late fall

or early winter,.ata time when parents can be informed about their child's
progress before it is too late to make changes in his or her present classes

on teacher, and before minor Misunderstandings
or inappropriate behavior

become-serious problems. Furthermore, at this time of the year, students
are beginning to plan their course schedule for the coming year.

During the IEP conference,-many topics beyond the components of
the IEP were covered. Topics of interest to the STP parents included:

career and post-high school education;

priorities 'to be given to academic foundation
and vocational preparation;

,4 ction of courses, teachers and tlasseii
p

curriculum goals and objectives in the student's
regular` and special classes;

grading standards for the student's classes;

problems the student is RiTring in school,
particularly in his or her regular classes;

activities parents m.isLy pursue with the student
at home.

i

Within this list, four issues stand o4t as Bing of primary concern to

parents. Firstlthe parents were exttemely.concerned about the long-range
direction their child should take. Many parents and students already had

established long-term directions -- to attend college, to be employed as a

skilled automotive technician,- to work in the family business, sto join the

armed forces. These parents wanted to be sure their child's education

program would foster these long-range prospects. Other parents were con-
cerned about establishing a balance between academic and vocational prepara-
tion.

10
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Second, parents were very concerned aboutAleir child's schedule

of courses, classes and teachers. .They wanted emir son or daughter £n
o

classes he or she could hafidle and with teachers who were sykoathetic and

helpful. They wanted to be sure their child's regular teachers were fully

informed about their child's problems and were making appropriate modifiCa-

tions.

Third, parents wanted to know how their child was doing academi-
,

"cally and socially, and .if there were~ any problems, what assiserce was

being provided..

Finally, parents wanted to be sure their child enjoyed school

and passed his or her courses. To this end, parents wanted to know what

they could do to help their child at home with his or her assignments.

As will be discussed in a later section, all of the STP students'

families participated in some way in the IEP conference. Although the STP

students were invited to their IEP conferences, they preferred not to go.

In some cases, the resource teacher explained to the student what the

teacher thought would be appropriate goals and objectives and entouraged

the student to suggest his or hbr own. This. separate meeting with the

student seemed to satisfy both student and parents. But it did not permit 1

an open airing of the disagreements betwea parents and students which not

infrequently occurred.

Relationship of IEP to Total Educational Plan. The concept of

an individualized 'educational program can be considered from two perspec-

tives: (1) that of the legal requirements that define the content of the

IEP document and prescribe the nature of the meeting at which the document

is developed; and (2) that of a total individual educational planning model

incorporating all phases of the student's educational program and the

various decisions that are involved in establishing that program. The IEP -

(as legally defined) forms one small part of a student's total educational

plan. It seems entirely reasonable that the pilrents of the STP student

are concerned about the student's total education program. Thus, they

used the IEP conference as a means of expanding upon the content of the IEP

document to address concerns only peripherally related to the content of

the IEP document.

11



11.6 teacheSs and the gdidance counselor. Through the IEP meeting and other

informai.conlgvALIJAn< the speOial education teachers shared. information
-

with the student and his or he parents and often we'te able to initiate

va

0

The STP students had two resources to &law upon for advice-and

support in planning -a total'educational program :. their. special education

41

r
changes,in the student's regular program --- classes, teachers,' assignments,

and occasionally grades. The guidance counselor pffered information on
4
, ,collegesk careers, and employment and was responsible for any course or

4 .

I, these two resources, -- who have important

teacher changed and for the planning of the following year's schedule.

The relationship betIdeeri

,

reSponsibilitier.for developing and assuring the implementation of the

1
student's total educational piograrc--- is not well-defined: When these

0

two resources coordinate their information and their advocacy, the student

benefits when they are not in communicationor, especially, when they are, -

in conflict the student is confused dnd the implementation of his or her
. _ ..program b auffers. , :

.0

ti

I.

Summary. The STP study findings Onthe IEP suggeqt,the following

considerations:

The 4EP goals and objectives stated"f r LD self.-
contained students tended to reflect t e curriculum
goals and objectives forhe subject are s covered 1

in the delf7contained classes not the un e learning
needs of the LD stUdeht.

In order to make'efiedtive use of the IEP ads a means
of communicating the LD student's needs to regular
teachers, the adaptations the,student+requires in his
or her regular classes and the support offered by the
special education teachers need to be clearly spebi-

,
fied.

If the IEP is to serve as a historical record, there
needs to be a method provided for indicating whether
or not goes and objectives were achieved and whether
or not there has been improvement inthe studentvi
level of performances

The time of year wheh the IEP is'developed has a
. beating on how useful its content is as a guide to

instruction.. Developinq the IEP in the'middle of
the,school year is administratively practical and
has advantages for communicating with parents, but
may reduCe the length of time in which its content
has direct instructional relevance.

12
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The STP,parents viewed the IEP document, with skepticism
brit valued the IEP conference as an opportunityto dis-
cuss'other issues related to the seadent's total educal

.,-

ti6ra/ program, such as possible careers and post-high
4 education, the schedule of classes and teachers, existing

oropdtenial academic qr, behavior problems, and ,actions
,this' repts might pursue at home.

Via
ugh/LD students can apd do partiqipate in the-

delielopMent of their own IEPs; the ST? students and
parents found it more e6kfortable to discuss the IEP

o with school staff separately.

The IEP'relates to only a portion of an LD student's
total educational program, yet it needs to reflect
and be' co

the
with the'decislons made regarding

special ,fid cation'teacherdeand guidance-counselor

rlthe total rogram. Involving both the LD students'

in acoordlnated planning effort shoUld facilitate.,
the integration of the student's '410, within his'or,.
her total edu7kional program.

.-r
,

_...5s.
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IMPACT OF PLACEMENT IN THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT' PROVISIONS
0

The STP study investigated two major issues regarding placeMent:

0) selection from a continuumcof/placement alternatives including self-

contained classes and regular classes with resource Class support; and

(2) /minimum separation from nonhandicapped dtudents.

/.Continuum'of Placement Alternatives. The school district where

, "the, STP students were enrolled offered two basic placement alternatives:b

self-contained classes, and regular academicsclasses.supplemented by, a

resource clag. C

Students placed in the self-contained program took most (and
\usually all) of iheir academid courses in separate, self-contained specizal'

classes. Each class was composed of only other LD self-contained students.

Each class had a clifferent special teacher,, was iri'a different room, and

lasted a full "period." thus, the self - contained students followed a class

schedule and movedabout the halls just like their nonhandicapped peers.

The self-Contained students also attended regular nonacademic and vocational

classes.' Self - contained classes were small (8-10 students) and disproportion-
.

ateli male. The students varied in reading ability and other basic skills
4'

and in.their motivation And self-discipline. The classes-were informal and.
contained an undercurrent of physical motiAn. Theinstructidnaf emphasis was

on maintaining order and control. The'material covered was similar in

bontent4"-to.that suggested for the regular academic courses but presented at a

slower pace, stressingoncrete applications. Because of the smallmore

class size, all students w e able to participate in class. discussions, andf

the teacher was able to nitor the attention and task orientation 'of,each

student. A

Self-contaj.ned programs were located only in'dtktain designated,

high- schools, and LD students. requiring a self-contained program were buseio

Atom their home-1140 high school to the nearest program. Most of the STP

students who were attending a. program away_from their home-baied high school

were not happy that they had to be separated from their-neighborhoOd friends

and felt a certain stigma was attached to going to a different school. On

the other= hand,*one STP student.mentionocrthat by attending a different

school she was able to avoid her previous companions who had been a bad

1

t.
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influence. Several of the STP students were being reassigned to their

home-basid school for the following year. This, too, was disturbing. to

aany.vho had become attached to friends, and teacheis at their present

school. These findings suggest that: (1) students with strong ties to

their home-based. school should be allowed to remain th re; (2) that

students currently assigned to a program in a nonh e-,based school should

be permitted to remain therg if they wish; and (3) students who have
.

strong, sound reasons.fq, disassociating themselves from personal and

social influences at their home-based ,high school shoulehe giVen'the

optiopcf placement in a program away from the hothrbased school.

Academically, the STP, students in self-contained classes were`

able to do the basic work, understand the-Concepts presented, gain self-

assurance, and take pride in their accomplishments. The students '

acquired new knowledge, ideas and concepts and improved their verbal

fluency.' They received passing grades and earned credits toward gradua-

tion, but theY did not seem to improve their reading or other basic

skills.- This may be, in part, because,there was only limited systematic'

remedial or developthental instruction in the basic skill-areas.

But placement in the self-contained program did restrict the

social' relationships of some of the STP students. It was definitely

more difficult to make acquaintances among the nonhandicapped students

when contacts were limited to one or two nonacademic classes, lunch, and

the time,in-between classes. And becau: of,the small number of girls

in the LD self- contained program, t social co ivailable to them

in theself-contained clasys_ was particularly limited.

The STP students inAelf-contained programs and their parents
0...

valu the small classes, individual attention, slower-paced and less-

demanding curriculum of the self-contained placement. ,All of the self-

contained students knew that they would not survive in regular academic
t

classes: a few had had bitter experiences that they wished never to

repeat. Although the STP students knew their program carried with it

a certain stigmal they did not perceive the stigma directed toward

them and generally viewed it as insignificant or uniformed. The self-

contained *lents viewed their placement as palvation from failure,

pressure, frustration and exposure in the cegular(class.

4
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Students placed in the resource4program spent one class periot
4 day in the resource class taking

a subject called basic skills review.

'he remainder of their schedule consisted of regular academic, nonacademic
arid vocational classes. Resource classes were small, usually involving
individual students working independently and consulting with the resource

teacher periodically:" there was relatively little interaction among the
students. Each student's instruction was individualized with'the pr*

emphasis on supporting. the student's regular program: Resource teacher s

used the students' regular class assignments to develop basic skills such

as drgantzation and sequencing, note-taking and outlining of assigned

,material, readimg..-writing and spelling. If a student had no pressing

regular class assignment he or she worked on correcting some basic skill
4

deficiency such 'as .Resource teachers maintained ,worksheets and
c

t

,

individual essignments.in reserve for those occasions.' A few

used the resource class as 'a substitip for an academic, subject
...,..

ce-
.trating all their time in the resource class on one academic subj t such
as math.

A variation of the resource class placement was being on

monitored status. A resource, teacher was assignednto the monitored
, student to assist him or her whenever he or she requested assistance, or

whenever any of the student's regular teachers Indicated that he or she

needed additional help.
- . 1

In the school district Where the STP students were enrolled,

resource classes ware available in every high school so 411 the resource\\,. .

students attended their home- -deed school.

The STP stAiden, in the resource,program and their parents
,

viewed the resource class as modeciately effective inproviding assistance
v.

and support to the students', regular academic program. But tht resource

students resented being labelled and associated with-special education.

They were articulate,, socially mature and spent almost their entire day

in regular classes; they thought of themsellits as regular, normal students

who neede'd some instructional support -- not as special or handicapped.

The effectivenesslof the resource class depended.on the

student's initiative. Those STP students, who used the resource clags

as an opportunity to get assistance with difficdlt or confusing regular
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class assignments, or to develop'their batic skills in an area in which

they were weak,-appreciated the support. Those who did not request
1

assistance with either their regular assignments or a basic skill area

and who were disinterested in teacher-initiated skill d4Velopment activi-

ties made little progressind felt they derived little benefit.

Although coexisting in the same building, the resource and

self-contained programs in which the STP students were placed were

administratively separate and used separate instructional,staff. 1Chang-

ing a student's placement from self-contained to resource (or the revergt)

involved a formal process, changes in teachers and class schedules. The

separation of the two programs,resulted in discontinuities in the place-
.

ment alternatives 'a ilable to LD.stddents -- viz.,' a. resource student

could not, be placed an LD self-contained math class even if there was

no appropriate regular'class in that subject, although the student could

use his or her resource class period for math instruction.

Both the problems ensuing from assignments away from the

home-based school and the discontinuities in programming would be

eliminated if t}1e resource wild self-contained programs were integrated

into a meaningf rr ontl'uum with a common administrative structure. Such

a continuum wou rmit staff to provide both resource-type support to6
'the student's regular program and alternative self - contained academic

subject area classes. This would permit a student to have aspects of

both a-self-contained and resource program -- a resource class to assist

.' the Student with his or her regular classes, and self-contained classes

in English and/or math to provide instruction in basic skill deficiency'

areas. This type of program model would also permit a continuum of

special education,inStructional services in a _placement that was as close

to the student's'hdme as possible.

Mainstreaming. We considered two aspects of mainstreaming, the

physical
,

locatioR of special classes within the building and the assign-

ment of LD students tb regular classes.

The physical location of the self- cgntairied classes within the

high sgiool building has important iMplications fur-treLD studepilt an

their teachers. The STP students in acne high jchool had all their

self-contained classes located in a single hallway of the building.

17
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This encouraged coordination' and communication among the LD teachers and

allowed mutual support in behavior management. Under this arrangement,

the LD students moved about the school less frequently, preferring to

remain on their own turf. The hallway developed a reputation among

nonhandicapped students as a place "to stay away from." As a result of
4 -

the close contact and common physical space, the LD students had devel-

oped a close protective social network. This social networktended to

facilitate behavior contrOl in the self-contained classes and to assist

the LD students in accepting their learning disabilities classification.

There were drawbacks to this arrangement, howdver. The close association

of students occasionally became more anti-social than social and created

minor disruptions in the hall. Although not restricted to the LD hall

unless they chose to be, the LD students did have less need to move about

the school, limiting their opportunities for social contact and the
. -

development of friendships with nonhandicapped students.

The STP students in the high.school with scattered classes had

more contact with. nonhandicapped students as they moved about the halls

but they had not established ecommon sense of a supportiVe community.

Although it may not be feasible or even desirable to group all self-

contained classes together, a common LD study area might provide similar

refuge and opportunity-for social interaction.
Y

A second important aspect related to mainstreaming is the
414

provision of instruction in regular classes. We identified three factors

PI
that need to be considered when determining the degree to which an LD

student can be instructed with nonhandicapped students: Ability level;

motivation; and type of class.

The highly motivated,,high-ability STP students succeeded in

a most every class situation when provided with effective resource

support: Students with low motivation and high abtlity did not do well

in most of their regular classes. These students generally did not use

the resource class effectivelyl and although the resource teacher could

intercede with regular teachers on these students' behalf, this had

limited impact unles$ the.students' leVel of motivation changed.

Highly motivated students with moderate ability did well in

their'slower-paced academic classes and a/ptheir nonacademic classes,

but they struggled in academic classes that required normal work and

18
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progres sed at a normal pace. One resource, period a day did not seem
adequate to provide the regular class support an basic skill develop-
Gent these students needed, but'the slow pace and reduced instructional
demands of the self-contained classes were not appropriate either.

Highly motivated students with low ability survived regular
nonacademic classes and very slow-paced

academic.classes but these
students worked very hard and occasionally

felt exposed and under pres-
sure. They appreciated the regular classes for their social opportuni-
ties..

Nonmotivated students with moderate. or low ability rarely
learned, enjoyed or participated in a regular class unlegs it4was a class
that particularly interested them. For these studenbrrthe.holding

power
(againqt drOpping out) of the self-contained program became its principal
value, because each year in school provided

additional time to increase
knowledge, maturity and preparation for a post -high school future.

Our observations of STP students in their regular classes and
our conversations with the students and their teachers suggested that
certain aspects of regular class instruction facilitate the success of
the LD student:

individual projects or assignments that permit -motifvated LD students to work diligently at their own"-
speed;

undbtrusive, individual assistance and encourage-ment;

o_iStructured- presentation of material with.impor-
tantpoints repeated;

multiple sensory presentations, providing both
verbal and written explanations;

homework modifications allowing LD students to
do fewer difficult problems;

formal or informal
opportunities_ for 1,0, students

to learn from their peers;

opportunities to improve grades through additional
. homework and/or tests.

An important element to be considered when mainstreaming
both self-contained and resource students is the supportive role played
by special education and, particularly, special education(teachers.
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Learning 'sabilities teachers may help _the LD student__

directlY with the wookNeassigned in the regular class. This includes

readiv and interpreting instructions, helping to organize ideas for

written assignments or projects, offering explanations for the substan-

tive material, proofreading paperi and assignments, ,helping the student

organize his br her time and follow the schedule or assignments, and

providing alternative test arrangements (e.g., more time or verbal

presentations).

Learning disabilitied teachers also assist the student in-

directly by explaining the student's handicap to regular teachers,

suggesting modifications needed by the student, offering assistance to

the regular teacher, mediating'disputes between the student and his or

her regular teachers, and advocating the student's need for changes in

schedule, classes, teachers, or instructional methods.

Our observations suggest that resource teachers viewed their

support role as primary and actively provided both direct and indirect

student support, especially to the student's regular.academic classes.

Self-contained teachers viewed their primary role to be providing

instruction in their academic area;.consequently, the.self-contained

students received less direct and indirect support.` Although -self-

contained teacher did, on
'

occasion, administer tesfs for regular

Leachers and arranged for changes in Studeni'schedules, there was little

opportundty for assistance on a day-to-day basis with the student's

regular class assignments.

Summary. The results of the STP study related to thorleast

restrictive environment suggest the following considerations:

Self-contained academic classes were viewed posi-
tively by LD students and their parents for their
small student size, individual attention, slow
pace and reduced demands and for the protection
these classes offer from failure, pressure,
frustration and,exposure.

Resource classes were viewed as providing useful
'stipportby those students who used their time in
the resource class effectively to correct a tasib
skill deficiency or to obtain assistance with
their regular class work.
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Students. in self-contained classes perceived .
stigma associated with their Placement although
not directed toward them personally. They
accepted the stigma because they yalued the
program.

STP students in resource classes also perceived
stigma but resented having to be labelled to
receive the limited support offered-by the
resource class.

In the STP students' high schools, the -resource,
and self-contained programs were administtatively
separate and used separate instructional staff.
This created discontinuities in the placement
alternatives aVailable.

to Although the two placement alternatives, resource
and self-6ontained classes, provided appropriate
alternatives for most LD secondary students, there
were some students with moderate ability and high
motivation for whom one period a day in resource
class was insufficient, support for their regular
class program. Yet, the slew pace and limited
delnands of most of the self-contained classes
provided insufficient academic challenge and oppor-
tunity to learn. A true continuum of placements
would provide more appropriate alternatives,for
these students.

The STP self-contained students generally did.
not like having to attend a no home -based school
although.one student mentionedFthat it was good
tovbe able to leave bad influences behind. and
believed there was less stigma associated with
attending a special programlin a different school.

Once established in a-program away from their
home-based schoof,.many STP.students did not want
to break ties with friends, teachers and familiar
surroundings and routines to return to their home-
based school unless they had maintained close ties
with local neighborhood friends.

Providing a full integrated placement continuum
of resource to self-contained placements in
each high school would eliminate problems ensuing
from placements away from home-based schools and
from the separate administrative and staffing
structure of the resource and self-contained
ograms.
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The degree of mainstreaming experienced by the
STP self - contained students was affected by the
physical, location of their classes. In one high
school, all the self-contained classes were
located in one hallway. Although this reduded
the movement ofathe students AbOut.the building
and thus the opportunity for contact with other
students, it fostered a close protective social
network among the LD self-contained students.
Designating a room as a common study area would
provide a protective refuge and social locus for
LD students whose classes are scattered through-
out the building.

The successful integration of the STP students
into regular classes depended on three factors:
(1) the type of class; (2) the academic

.ability and skill of the student; and (3) the
motivation of the student.

-- High ability, highly Motivated Lastudents
succeeded in all their regular classes
includirig classes for college-bound students.

-- High ability, low motivated LD students did
not do well-in their regular classes unless
the class tapped a particular interest,

- - Moderate ability, highly motivated students
did well slow-paced academic classes and
in vocational classes but normal paced regular
academic classes proVed too difficult despite
.the persistent hard work of these students.

- - Moderate and low ability, low motivated
students had difficulty in regular academic
inivocational classes and survive in self-
corikained classes only because the demands
in these classes were adjusted to their
ability and interest level.

-- Low ability, highly motivated students sur-
vived regular nonacademic and very slow -paced
academic classes but they worked very hard
and occasionally felt exposed and under
'pressure.

There were specific instructional techniques and
strategies that facilitated LD students' success
in regular classes; these included: individual
projects and assignments, Unobtrusive individual
encouragement, st ctured and repetitive presenta-
tions', multi-seyory p sentationsi and peer-peer
instruction.



Special education teachers,'both resource and self -

contained, provided the LD students 'with direct and
indirect assistanci with their regular classes.
Direct assistance' consisted of assisting the student
with his of her assigned work; indirect assistance
consisted of providing support to the student's
teachers.

Resource teachers viewed their primary role as one
of providing direct and indirect support to the
LD student's regular poogram.

Self-contained teachers viewed their primary role
as one.of providing direct academic instruction;
less time and attention was devoted to assisting
self-contained students with their regular class
assignments. Although the self-contained students
attended fewer regular classes, their need for
support in these classes was not fully met by self-
contained academically-oriented classes.

1
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IMPACT OF PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT AND PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARD PROVISIONS

The STP study considered parental
involvement and-procedural

safeguards as somewhat overlapping areas. Parental involvement encom-
passes providing parents with information, encouraging their participa-
tion in the decision-Making process, and resolving disagreements parents
may have about the actions the school proposes. SOme parental, involve-
ment activities are mandated by the procedural safeguards provisions of,
the law; some are professionally responsible practice.

Parent notification and participation. All the STP, parents

received required written notice of their child's evaluation and place--
went. They were also notified of the annual IEP meetings, first by mail
and then by a phone call reminder.

The parents of the STP students were impressed by the school's
efforts to keep.them informed and involved. In addition to the IEP-

meeting attended by all but two of the STP parents (those two participated
by phone), parents were in contact with special education staff at other
times, particularly when important issues or crises arose. More formal
efforts to inform and involve parents were also instituted. The self-
contained program at one high school offered an evening parent-sttliaent

meeting at whech the teachers and guidance counselor discussed the course
selection process, discussed the various courses and course sequences
offered, outlined the graduation requirements and met with parents and
students individually to plan each student's course schedule for'the
following year. The LD self-contlIted program director at the other
high school developed student progress forms that were sent to parents
each quarter. The forms described the student's attendance, class

performance, and behavior.

The One area in'which parents wished they were better informed

and wanted to become more involved was helping their child at home. All
of the STP parents were under'standi'ng of their child's problems, support-
ive of the school's efforts and very helpful when theme were aware of what
to do. Some communication system needs to be developedlto taN the

parental resource and channel it to they student's benefit.

1



Dispute Resolution. Although none of the STP parents had
done *Ore than suggest that they might take formal action or request

a due process hearing, many of the STP parents and students had been or

pereinvolved in a dispute. The disputes generally were concerned with
securing a comprehensive evaluation, obtaining placement in a private

allolipg the student to attend a program in another school,

changing from a self-contained to resource placement; or withdrawing
.

from special education.

Disputes were resolved through an informal meeting of parents,

school staff and administrators, usually by compromisebut\occasionally

by the school acquiesing to the parent'sqpr student's request.

Although an independent evaluation may be used to resolve

J

parent-sdhool disputes, the STP parents who had obtained an independent

evaluation, usually did so at their own expense before requesting this

school to conduct an evaluation. Parents obtained an independent evalua-
tion for their own knowledge and edification and because they wanted the
best and most complete diagnosis of their child's problems that they,

could afford, not because they had any disagreement with the school's
/p)

evaluation procedure or results.

The recent and current disputes that the STP students were
involved in had.two interesting characteristics. First, they involved

the students- themSelves. Often student's parents agreed with him or

her in?t the school did not; almost as often, the parents disagreed with

their Child's position and the school agreed with one or the other or

believed both positions appropriate. The opinions of a mature but
lr

not-yet48-years-old teenager needeto be respected and some open yet

informal-dispute settlement mechanismi deveRited to'assure his or her

opinion finds expression and is)leard.

The second interesting characteristic of these disputes was

their bbTucratic nature. Students and parents resented being referred
.from one person to another to'get a response to simple questions or,

requests, having to-wait for placement because records were misplaced,

being reassigned to a different school without being provided an oppor-
tunity to explain why they believed the reassignmet to be harmful
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or without such amenities-as beinsintroduced to the new staff, being

rovided with the names, of a contact person, or being given a tour of

e new building.
11

Summary. The findings of the STP.studyqsuggest'the follow44,
r ..

considerations: , .4
4 .

STP students' parents were impressed by the
schOol's many forthal and informal efforts to
keep them informed and involved.

f the STP students' parentrexpressed
lsappoin -nt that they could not be more
actively In olved in helping: their child at-hmme;
,some sys should be developed to channel paren-
tal concern into productive supportive activity.

tisisPUtei tween parents and the school were
. _usually re olved through ,p informal meeting.

w Although' eral,pate#S had arranged for an inde-.

pendent eva uationof their child, they did so, for
,

4"

0 their own.edifidatiolt not because they were dis-
satisfied with'the school'e evaluation procedure.

. ,

Tile STP,studente occasionally were involved in
. disputes in"whidikw- theypIayed a,prominent role. _,

Sometimes they were supported by their parents.
o but not the school= Sometimd% by the school but -

not their parents%' When a student and hiEror her
'parents' disagres:the school 4s in an awkward

'fm: position and open and informal mechagiems-for ,

resolving these triangles-need to beaeveloped.
wO,

,. Disagreements -between parents andschaawere---

-----7.---AfterroharacterriedThraiii--bureauctatic nature,
shifts in'a student's educational environment
triggered by central'administrative.action without_
sufficient humanistic-concern'.

. .
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CONCLUSION
'14

The fi d ngfof the SW study suggest that an investigation

of the impact of P.L.,94-142 on Students and their families must con-
. 4

'Bider the particular population and situation in101/40:hich the implementa-. a
tion of the law occurs. The provisiont of 10.L. 94-142 take on a somewhat a

1 Afferent luie' when viewed from the perspective of their impact on mildly
v

.handicapped adolescent students in public high schools.
0'

The impact of the evaluation provisions isaffected by the

large number of students who are inacademic trouble and who need some

form of educational support.

The impact of the IEP provisions is affeefted by. the concern

of LD students and their parents for pro hems that go beyond thy- content

of the IEP document; concerns relati g td cat6eer tind post-high,school

plans,-vocational' training, schedultg of selectiOlof teachers,

prevention.of failure and assurance of graduation.

The impact of the least restrictive environment prov ions is

affected by the desire of secondary students to remain Swath their friends

and withfamiliar teachers and school routinet, It is also affected by

the range and variability in the types of regular classes available in
., .

public high schools and the rillingness of LD studen3s to compensate for,

:
:

their
t

academid weaknesses with increases in academic effort.') .

The impaCt of parental,involvementand procedural safeguards

__________,_is iffectOd-by theintrealfedaiaturity and need for self-determination
____

expressed by secondary students which occasionally, put them at'oddsiwith
)

0
2 their parents and the' difficulties of cutting through the.formal bureau-
..

cracy existing in the high schoorstructure.
-.

0

' 'Mims,_ the intersection of P.L. 94-142 provisions with learning

disabled secondary students in public high schools creates a special and

unique set of impacts on the student:and. his or her family.
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